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Abstract 
Some ~lements of Modern Poetic Technique 
Meyer, Sandra Joy, M.A. University of Cape Town,. 1995. 
This thesis sets out to discover what techniques are 
available to the contemporary poet and in what way they are 
unique to the poetic tradition. The standpoint taken is 
that of a poet situated in the Western cultural and poetic 
r· 
tradition and a poetics is endorsed th~Jt holds that poems 
may be the site of evaluation, specifically in terms of 
technique. The thesis exclu~es detailed consideration of 
historical and political contexts. The method of research 
used is analysis of actual works by modern poets, within 
the context of poetics and primary documentation by poets 
themselves on their technique. '11he the~).~· is divided into 
three sections. The section on rhyme discusses wn~~l!i;~r the 
modern poet should use rhyme and describes methods used to 
develop the technique. The section on diction describes 
traditional modes of rhetoric, including levels of style and 
figures, and investigates contemporary rhetorical and alternative 
strategies. The final section researches the use of imagery, 
symbols and tropes, with p~ticular reference to metaphor. 
The study draws conclusions about the complex possibilities 
in rhyme, the relevance of rhetoric and the role of the 
imagination in transforming the image. 
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. CHAP.TER::12··· .. 
.· .• - '• . .,.;:- . . ' ' 
It' hath been·•1ong ·(Illy· dear .countrymen) the Subject · 
o.f my Concern .. and ,surprize, -that: ·whereas .. num.be:i:J:·efg· .. 
·Pee·t·&9· .. ·:erit±6'ks······anct···ora"eors·:.nave ·.compiled .and . 
digefted .the, Art.'9f .An·cient. l?.oefie, there bath not 
ari'fe·n.. among ·us. one Perfon fo publick fpirited, as · 
to.,perfo~m ,the .1.i~e:f;o~~the .Modern .•. Th·erefore .to . 
.fupply our· .. .f.ormer De.t:ect, .. I purpo·f~ to collect ·the .-... 
fcatter 'd Rules of our ·Art ·i?).to 'regular In.fti tut es, . 
'.from the ~xample and Practice ,of the deep Genius's 
of ou;r:- Natipn·; .iini tating h~rein .my· ~ededE!.ffors, ''.~ .· 
the Mafter of Alexander .;fAristotl.eJ., .and the·. · . :- '. 
Secreti;iry o.f .. t~e .~en own '·d: ·Z:enobia.,:{[-L<'.in"gmu§/~···~·~·~;·•,,:.;;· ~-·· 
. ·.:.. ' ;;;~.:~ .. ; . ., ...... ,, .: ' - ·:·,,;;( . '. ' . 
Alexander Pope: Peri ·Bathos :· ,~.; 
, .... · 
Whith~r.·the.n:;.sha+:~· ~e :·t~t;:q ~f.'or that ·uni.on of.;· 
quali.fica~ions :whicq· ··must -ne.cessariJ.:y exist .· .: 
before the ;deai·si·ons .of- a critic. ·can ·be· .. of. . .. · ·'' 
abs'olute. value?-~.-~--.among ·those and .tho·se only, ·: 
who, never ·hciving suff'.ered .tqeir .youthful .love 
of. .poetry .tcr .-remit much of .its ,force, have applied . 
. to ·the · co~:Sidera.ti·on ;of ·the .·laws of .this art .the · 
best .power of 'the·ir understandings. : 
. 
William ·Wordsworth: Essay Supplementary 
to ·the ·iPref'.ace : 
·'· 
This ·w.ork ·endeavours to describe .for' the poet'and· critic"·· .. 
, I , 
some--.o:f .. ··tlre·--mor·~·:::zf<YtabTe·· "j:>Oet'ic ·:·:t;·ec.hniq4~s developed ·by poets 
during a century remarkable for technical experimentation.· · ·· 
Th·e aim has been· to provide poets in ·particul;ar with.- informat~on 
that will. cause them to become more aware of technicB;~ : 
achievements and thereby,·. through emulation, to improve .. their 
skills and the quality of their poetry. 'l'he examples . of ' 
technique.discussed are not hec~s~~rily intended only .for 
dire ct ... i.tttL ta;t.ion"~·"·..:{H)}·t.'"Shou--ld·'· r··:s.,e·rve"'·~s-·-~·fffspir'at'iori' 'for ... 
' 
similar creativity on;'the part ·o:f~the. reader. ·. 
The work is divided into .three .. ·main sections.·;· The first 
-~ 
,•.t· 
cen.tur.ies. ·;·,. The: .. reasons .,f.or:, ·its pr.esent "qualities ·lie ·very' 
. largely_ in, .the:,:past. A .modern poet's .:technique may be. a · ··· 
··· technic'al 
reaction ·against"·,. ideas prevalent .in. previous. centuries and 
' ' 
can- only be· understood within that~,;; . context. Again, 
tec·hrr±que···d·d'e·s~"n·ot·-- develop 'fiCa stz-aight uninterr-qpted line 
and technical achiev~ments .. in th~ past ar~ som~times superior 
to those of the present. .A knowledge of the former enables 
one to make a more informed judgement on the latter.;; 
Then a&in, it sometimes happens that _modern cr,itical · 
contentions over a technical point rep~at az-guments that 
originate in previo.us-c~nturies. It .may be ,that the a:r:guments. 
of ._ .past critic~ .are m~re enlighte~ing than those of present 
theorists. The thoughts of a great mind of the past about 
I 
technique are worth more to .the ·writer than a dozen .petty . ·· 
commentators, even if they are ot the present day. For all 
these reasons a critical histo:i::y has a place .in a work on -.: 
modern technique. 
The ~eader may be 1disappointed:to lear~ ,that metre is not 
' included in this work, as an ·essential component of poetic 
technique. Metr~ is ind~ed important, in ·fact it was the 
first section written, and there:i,n;1.ies its misfortune. The 
other sections were drafted in a subsequent period~ .during 
which intensive readi:qg and studying t.ook place. When the:· 
time came for recasting in final form the initial drafts of 
the work, the writer was both pleased ~nd dismayed to discover 
a discrepancy between the quality of the section on metre and 
the-other sections. Pleased, because the discrepancy seemed 
to Yhdicate·schol9.rly progress made, dismayed because it could. 
not be included in the work without further research and 
extensive revision~ which time did not permit. Work on metre 
themselves. 
Th~ reader will find that the thesis employs a discourse 
that is evaluative in the sense that the writer holds that 
poems can and should be evaluated in terms of their response 
to the demands of style, rhyme and imagery, among other 
factors; in other words that a poem may be subjected to 
critical appraisal and adjudged excellent or not in terms of 
its in(§errogation of technique. This is in contradistinction 
to some tendencies in postmodernist thought which would question 
the possibility of such evaluation. However the author's poetics 
are more closely aligned with movements which aim at 
rediscovering traditional poetic techniques, such as the recent 
"Expansive Poetry11 movement in the United States.1 
. < ~.-
,'.'•., 
The .. methods. of re-search I have .used· involve a closek analysis 
of.. the .. actual. poems of conte,mporary poet a, dire·cted by a · 
study· of· cont·emp~ry_ and historical .. p.ae.t.i;c,a.-and,,.,in.f.o:rJm-e~·".by ·· 
'. ·,r: ... ··: . . -: . ... .. . • . • . 
research into primary doqument:ation offered ,by.the poets 
themselves·on their technique.- In many cases what.the poets· 
themselves had to say about technique :gave me insight into' the 
technical achievements of their poems. Sometimes their 
comments...were. mor.e. re:vea1ing···~han .they·.,--tbemsel:ves 'lmet'r;·:..·: 
In other cases their statements contained hints .which could 
only be understood after further research was done. into ·. " ... 
poetic theory. , Research into poetics in general was 'Of 
inestimable value to provide a firm theoretical foundation·<, · 
to the enquiry. Finally close analys~s of .the poems .themselve~ 
brought to light .aspects of technique not hithertq recorded. 
Initially I examined poems of whatever poet came ~ithin·my 
ken. The experience gained in this ·way led me to differentiate 
between poets. Some were identified as technically unadvent-
' .. ,, 
.. : urous. Others were technically interesting in one particular 
spher-e·, for· instance"in .. ·tbe·i:r 'idiOsyncratic dict{on, .but .. 
unrewarding to analysis in other spheres. The major poet~,· 
such as Eliot, Pound and Yeats I found to be consistently 
technically enterprising and worthy of study in all respects. 
In · each section examples from the 
poets were quoted to illustrate general technical features. 
The classical author of the Rhetorica ad Herennium .describes 
Laymen ,,.reading., good-. . • .. • poems, ·approve:·· 
the ·<-". · • . poets, but ·with out· comprehending'· 
what has called forth their approval, because 
they. cannot· know .where that which especially 
delights them resides, or what it is, or how it 
was produced. But [s/heJ ••• understands all this·, 
and selects examples that are most apprd,piate, and 
reduces to individual principles of instruction 
everything that:~~pecially.merits inclusion in 
[theJ treatise ••• ·2 . 
4 
In a· very"· gener~:rr -sense tfie works .or a long line of poet- · 
critics su:oh as Horace, Dante, Puttenham, Wordsworth and Eliot, 
have provided models for the work here presented. Works by· 
critics such as the author -o~ the RhetoricR ad Herennium and 
Aristotle on rhetoric and poetics have also provided 
models~. The.former work is exhaustive, well-organized and 
useful for consultation, but Aristotle's .writings are far 
superior in that they are the product of an enquiring mind 
that penetrates to the nature of the thing, and· makes theoretical 
connections. In like manner .I have hoped not merely to 
produce a descriptiv~ technical handbook, .but to produce some-
thing of larger interest by enquiring into the nature and 
causes of technical phenomena~ . 
Finally, a word on the importance of a study of-technique. 
The importance of poetic technique is often underrated, 
particularly by critics who are not poets. Yet it is not 
possible for a critic to make an informed judgement on a. 
poet's work without understanding what it is the poet is trying 
to achieve and what technical means s/he is using to ~bieve it. 
Competent poets are much more cognizant of .the necessity 
for technical knowledge, although lesser poetasters are more 
inclined to place total reliance on the Divine Afflatus and/or 
the promptings of the Unconscious. The major poets, however, 
are unanimous on the subject. T.B. Eliot, both through the 
example of his o"~ work and in his theory propounds the 
relevance of technique. He denies that technical discussions 
5 
by· poets:; .. flre' .. dry: .. and lin1.i:ted: tecli'niq.ue''·::impi'i'.esi.,:.>iri preci.se 
. form,;.:aIJ.·· .. tha.t:,a. reader thrills· to in nebular form in the ·poem.3 
. '. · · '· ·.Ezra> Pound.' is;· another advocate of· techn'ical virtuosity, and:'.: 
once· considered compiling-an anthology of poems illustrating 
:/ .Q. 
technical discoveries made- by poets through the centuries.· · 
·'""' . · .. ii-~ 
And William Butler Yeats'· final .bequest to poets was a 
recommendation to "learn.your trade" .and "Sing.whatever is 
·5 well made" ... 
No-one will deny, of cmurse, that the poet cannot rely· 
only on technique. 
~ . 
We move b...Jond .the sphere of technique 
when, for example, we consider the inspiration :Or insight 
required for envisaging and encompassing subject matter.::,·: · .. · . 
So too, beyond' what any _industriousness in the craft 02,"q'}> · 
nt 
adhi'eve, lies. the .requireme "I for a poet .to be both ·born 
' . . 
and made. Good poets .are born poets, but must study to 
fulfill their own natures through the exercise of the 
intellig.ence, the cultivation of the imagination, the 
practice of virtue and the rigorous exclusion from their. 
thoughts, feelings and behaviour of all that is not noble 
and magnanimous • 
- But that is not the subject of this thesis. 
6 
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CHAPTER .z·::· · ;;' 
RHYME. 
pleynly, at a word, 
Thy drasty ryming is· nat worth a toord ! . 
Geoffrey Chaucer: The Tale .of Sir 'rhopas 
th~ facilitie &·popularitie of Rime creates . 
as many Poets, as a hot· .summer flies. 
Thomas Campion: Observations in the Art·of 
English Poesie 
However good the thought may be, however apt 
the. words .. in··whieh it· :i:s · couche'd·;- yet-·he· .. finds ./ .. · · 
himself at a little unrest, while rhyme is. 
wanting. He cannot leave.it till that com~s , · 
naturally, and then he is at ease, an_d sits 
down contented. 
John Dryden: An Essay of Dramatic Poesy-
restoring. 
with a new verse the ancient rhyme. 
T.S. Eli~t: Ash-Wednesday IV 
.\'. 
Rhyme or Rime. : at once a term ._for a particular poetic · 
technique and a metonymy for poetry its elf. But should it. 
still be considered as synonymous with poetry? After all, 
modern poetry bas been often regarded as verse that doesn't.· 
rhyme. This chapter will.attempt to give an answer to the 
question whether rhyme can still be regarded as an inalienable 
and representative part of poetry •. 
,. .. . 
What precisely, is rhyme? In formulating a definition 
of rhyme ome immediately becomes aware that the concept has 
broadened and become very flexible during the i1resent cent~y. 
7· 
Prior to the modern period most poets would probably have . 
agreed in regarding the basic form of rhyme as a perfect coincid-
ence of sound between final stressed1 syllables of words in . 
which the preceding consonant differed. Thus 
·~he ?at'· t~_e .~~t. ~n~ Lovell 011:r ~' . ., _ 
nul·e · all England under a hog. 
·.j. 
' 8. 
<--As .one~ reads:: ... in thEr fi.eld·' of·-~ c-ontemporary:'.'poetry. i't' .be'cfomes ,. 
clear that ";this:definition· is now'··inadequate··to contain·'. the many 
varieties.:-.of' c·ontemporary··.rhyme. ·}:'.'.Contempora<ry-:.rhyme "i's;-now, in 
my view, more usefully defined as a parallelism,2 mainly of sound, 
but '·also ·of;• orthography a:n,d·' semanti<?"s-,. ranging .. over one· or .. many 
syllables. 
Parallelism is a similarity : · rhyme is one of the way~~,in 
which we experience pleasure by.discerning sirili1:arity in dissim-
il_ari ty as wordsworth recognised3 and as the psychologist Freud 
has also stated in talking about rhyme. Freud also·went on·tostate 
that the pleasure is reduced when the recognition of similarity 
becomes too obvious and expected •.. 'l'he pieasure of: rediscovery. is 
heightened by putting hindrances in its path.4This is one.explanation 
for ·t'he modern desire .:to move beyond the familiar boundaries .of 
rhyme. Other re.lated explanations will also be suggested in the-
course of this work. 
Rhyme exists in close relationship with metre and diction •. · 
·consequently rhyme may be . regarded not only as a rhetorical, but 
_also as.~~ metrical device. Coincidence of sound confers greater 
stress on the words inv.ol ved. This can be readily observed in an 
aboriginal metre. like An·glo-Baxon stress verse, in which a type 
of rhyine' a1i"{t~ratl.on' is coincident with the main stresses. 
Simil-a·rly ·z:hyme involves coincidence of duration of sound .. and .in· 
many cases syllabic coincidence as well, hence a relation with 
accentual-syllabic, quantitative or syllabic metre. 
It seems reasonable to ascribe the simultaneous development 
of experimental metres with experimental rhymes in this century 
as a function of the reciprocal influence between rhyme and 
metre. Yeats was of the opinion that regular metre led to an 
expectation by the reader of regular rbyme,5 similarly "free" 
verse may associate best with a .freer use of rhyme. However it 
is not necessarily the case that a free use of rhyme is due to 
free· verse: Regular iambic pentameter may be unrhymed as in blank 
. verse·,·.~· or ·ra· ··poet· may· .sh':ore'\.up.· Toos.e., metre·::with· strict··rhyme· • 
. Furthermore- ·experimentalism· in rhyme .. and metre· may owe th'cir · :.: 
origins.,:indi vidually. to ·some larger cause such ·as·. a ·shift in 
···taste· .. fr,om .harmony to dissonance •. 
In this chapter.'I·will regard rhyme· as an event.that·takes 
place.in language ;·hence rhyme inevitably re.fleets the diction 
9 
of ·.the.-·poem... A, nhigh.!.! .. f,oJ'2maL .. di·c.t.ion.· Sl::lch, as,,.·ne·o-e·lass±ca''l: poets 
use excludes all rhyme words which are n1ow" or too particularised, 
whereas poets whose diction develops towards ·colloquialism,such as 
Yeats, also develop more experimental rhymes. (See· the chapter on 
Diction for descriptions of high and low styles)·. A very highly 
patterned· d:iction··may- obviate· the-· need· .. .ro:r-· end~rhyme.· ·and satirical 
and witty speech increases the incidence of. 'paradox. and puns· in rhyme. 
Having now defined rhyme and commented on its relation to metre 
and diction let us consider the functions of rhyme •. 
FUNCTIONS OF RHYME 
The functions of rhyme are many and not all equally important 
at all times. The mnemonic function of rhyme, for instance, 
became of less importance with the decline of oral poetry •. How-
ever, it is still important for those who habitually memorize 
favourite poems. New functions may be created by poets whose 
originali·ty over.r1·ows into· their· ·rhyming· practice as I will 
demonstrate. 
Pleasure is a major function of rhyme, it gives a nsuperadded 
charm" to language. 6 '.l'he musical chime of rhyme is a great 
source of pleasure, whether the music is harmonious or: dissonant. 
Rhyme was very closely associated with music in its early history 
(oee Critical History below) and some modern poets continue to 
take. _inspira.tion .. from.,.mu,,s,j.e .. .fcF'"·"the'ir"·rhym'ffS"'' 'wb"et'fier·' f"f;" b'e from 
the dissonances of modern composers of orchestral music or from 
popular and witty dance band lyrics such as: 
T·he~~"venus:i;d.e~·, Milo~···was~_.noted ·f,o·r:'·.~'he·r:·.~ charms~>'°_: .. ':~ ~·· 
But strictly between us 
You're cuter,than Venus' 
And :what 's more you've got··~.'.,. · 
which··Phi'lip Larkin has ·praised as· technically clever. 7 
10 
Neverthe.le.ss there is·: also R' co~nter-trena:··away from a· musical 
function in. modern poetry.. Poets whose tone is colloquial· and 
prosaic may.de-emphasize their rhymes to an extent that the musical 
chime becomes very subdued:. 
not one of us, in taking what~­
pleased - in colonizing as the. . 
saying is ""." has •been a synonym -for mercy~_.· 
~~So that it has become possible for a critic of. modern rhyme 
like W.K. Wimsatt to assert that "the music of spoken words 
fln poetry.] is ••• so meager ••• as to be hardly worth discussion. "9 
A further function .of rhyme consists in its being one of-the 
artifices through which reality is transf·ormed into :art .... It 
enhances and defamiliarizes language, attracting with its. siren 
song, charming away the grotesqueries of untreated emotion.and 
thought, preserving the ephemeral of the everyd~y from decay. 
As an artifice rhyme endows words with the beauty of form. In 
Dryden's memorable words "It is like a dance which~the united 
design of many persons to make up one figure. Chance can never 
1. produce anything so beautiful". It gives depth to the verse, as ,. 
shadows in painting cause roundness, unobtrusivelt~.$9 that.rhyme 
is "drowned in its own sweetness, as bees are sometimes buried 
in their honey. 1110 
It is my contention that the organizational function of rhyme 
has had an importance in the past which bas not wholly been . 
carried over to the present age in which traditorilal form has 
become suspect. ·Rhyme marks out the boundaries of .the line and 
the stanza. It indicates formal divisions such as the octet and 
sestet in the sonnet, it enables stanzaic forms such as the 
ballade, the villanelle and many others. This function is not 
employed so obviously in the present century consequent upon 
'the. destab'iliz'ati·on. or·:tradi tidnal form·, . yet poets still: find 
structural; ·use.s<for rhyme:·.:.': For. example, despite .. the inroads 
ma.de .... by;,_open. form., rhyme. is still used by many as· a method· of 
11. 
· closure •... Or as .. a method .... of. connection.· : Sylvia Plath, for"' instance, 
uses· the rhyme· that connects the last line of a stanza to the 
f.irst·; line' of the following'' one. 11 . 
as 
k po·e-t· ·sucB)~arianile Moore ·uses· rhyme as an orderi~g '· 
organizational principle that exists in resonant tension 
with the overflowing enjambement of' her liries. H-er elaborate 
stanzaic structures and rhyme schemes are l~ke the f ormai 
twists and turns of a riverbank, through which her sense and 
l sentences race in riverine enjambemen'C with syllabic murmur, . 
words flowing on, yet contained, from line to line, stanza to 
stanza, with out a break,· the words sometimes fractured ·by· .... a 
hyphen like a rapid or stone in the middle of a bend.12. ·. ·. < 
Rhyme may be used by the poet to counteract deficiencies in· 
style, metre and subject matter. For certain modernist:· poets 
such . as .. Pound or Eliot (See the Rhyming Profile of Eliot be~ow), 
this function of rhyme - as an external prop - was· suspect, but 
it has achieved a certain popularity among poets who. wish to 
give otherwise "free" verse a minimal framework. 
The semantic potential of rhyme bas been highlighted.in recent 
times by poets such as Yeats (See his Rhyme Profile below-) 
as 
K. Wimsatt •1.3 critics such W. It has been recognised that 
"' 
the emphasis of rhyme provides a forum for the connection, .. 
reinforcement or contrast of meaning. Rhyme has a limited · 
mimetic and onomatopoeic capacity. It has also been very 
effectively employed to convey emotional tone. We can see 
this in Wilfred Owen•s poetry. Owen's use of conionance, 
and 
for example, originRting in the trenches of World War I, seems 
to strike the authentic historical note of unease. 
Many poets in this century have found a fruitful use of 
.,, . 
· ... ,, 
·unrhymed.~·,,. 
~·iria'l'J:y., for:.an:<audience. who··:·is alert to the· possibilities 
of·.·rbyme,,,_there. is'. pleasure in the .. contemplation.· of the: skill 
· of the rhymer and arr interest .in; .the poet1s· development .of the 
. . ' .. · rhyming · tradition. 
These·· .. then· are···ttre· most····prominerit functions of .rhyme; the 
creative poet wil.l. be· able· to invent others. .we· will -now draw 
up a classification of the various types of rhymes available ·· 
to the poe.t. 
TYPOLOGY'. 
For the apprentice· poet bewildered. by the proliferating··'./ 
and variegated rhyme of this century a brief typology· might· .. 
be useful, which will be elaborated on later with examples:,or; 
innovatory and characteristic contemporary rhyme. 
One may classify rhyme according to its position in the 
line, whether it is an integral word. or broken, the number 
'12 
of syllables involved and according to the degree of identity,that 
is 9·' perfect or approximate rhyme •. 
. :;;:~ 
<;:··" END rhyme, as its name suggests, occurs between the end words 
of two or more lines •. 
IKITIAL rhyme. Rhyme between words at the beginning of two 
or more lines. 
II\TERNAL or LEONI.NE rhyme occurs between words within the line. 
BROIG:ri rhyme occurs when the word has. been broken and 
for example ' 




, . , . 
Champs. El;ysees/day 
.i?EEII'LIKE' or: DOUBLE. rhyme-' comprises two syllables, .for .example 
ti t-:le-ta ttle/ cattle .. :.:·,· ,.,.:. 
example 111-·IPLE' h . b 11 b f . lt . • r yme, comprises t -re·e · sy_ ·.a 1.es, . or,...int .. e.11ec.t.ua.J,.j.,. · 
. . , 'd 11 nen-pecK.... you a 
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PERFECC:.1 or FULL rhyme occurs i·!hen the stressed vowel and 
consonants of the final syllables are perfectly matched;-. ·for 
example :i.oni,..soi:t.-.. qui .. ma.J.. y. Pense/dance·-- .. · · ·· · 
l~3?ETITIQ1.; occurs when the rhyme words B.re identical. in sound, 
semantics and orthography.· Repetition is used in the « .: 
Sestina f orrr. ·-. 
RIViE :RICF..E. :::be rhyme v10rds are identical in sound but differ · 
example 
in sense ,.t:·ori\wry/rve ; St John/ sin gin 
SIGHT or EYE rh;yme. '.:·he. orthogre.phy is identical. but· tl1e 
example 
pronunciation differs. ,for" love/a1mrove 
names sugsest, the chir:1e beti·:ee:i two rhymes is less than 
per·f.e·ct· •... , ,. ... ,.,. .... 
UES·:r:..:::::SsED rhyrie. The rhyming syllables in both lrnrd.s are 
example ,, 
unstressed ,fqr"s.osatie/bredie 
LIG!·i'I1 rh:y-r;1e.. ~he rl13rrni:ig SJrllo..ble of tte final ~jor,d. l.S 
example " 
u..Yi.st:cessed, for I\. Li[';::' in/3loer:fontein 
~-TL:L C· . .J1~30L~1-; CE.. '..::he i1:i tio..l c.nd final consonants of trle 
v;o::::-ds ctine · ir~ ___ full ~ the. i:ntern.s.l vcHel is ciissone.nt ,_for example 
CCil~Sc~;;;1)CE. The final consonant/s cbi:r:e/s, the final vov;el 
example 
is diS~onant, foz:.ouince/consonance _ .. ( tbis is also a light 
~ rhyme.) 
. '··· , 
coccy~/Brigid.''s. Cros.§_« 
ASGOJ.;)JTCE ... :: '.L1he~:stressed ·,vowels rhyme"·eg.- flibbertigibbe't/ 
Dinnace -- ,.. . .. 
VOWEL rhyme.. Vowels in end"'words whi'ch d.o not necesse.r.il?l---
chime eg •. me/eye .. - ·. 
ALLITERATION. Consonants,. usually in an initial position,. 
chime eg. -J!_eary /wayfarer -
BACKWARD rhyme. One -word is a mirror image-_ of the other: 
eg. professor/rose ... ;_: Eadam/L'm .. /~dam ... - , .. - - -
CRITICAL HlSTORY 
As the interest in this work centres on modern poetic.A __ ·-
technique, a ver~r detailed history of_ rhyme would be out 
of place. Yet our knowledse of the present is informed 
once 
by the past and primitive poetsAeducated in the tradition~ 
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of their craft become fit to undertake the duties of citizen- -
ship in sustaining the civilization of Rime. 
Rhyme he.s always been;pursued by e. certain notoriety, 
-} the notoriety of a nouveau rhyme ricl:e without classical 
::ntecede.rits .. -to. hallow- -the -:fa::iily· tr-ee;; - --s:he ·progress of 
rh;y-me often seems like the progress of the Israelites in 
the desert, the tents of rh;yme are so often the locus of 
polemical pillars of fire nroduced by ~e~teel end not-so-
r.en teel critical s:ni})ing, or cl oud.s of dust ti:rowr: up by 
controversies between poets •. 
insofar rm it offers evidence of_ an on-goinc de":x1te on the 
r:erits o.f rhyme. Points .scored by the pro and anti lobby 
-' ~ . 
'' -~~· ' .... , ,, 
:.-.. · ~t·o:. the ap:;;rent.ic.e; poet the. hi.story, .of ·rb;yme, in/ .';,·· 
. demcri.:stratins· how ·the charr.icter and functions or rhyme have 
.varied over the centuries , .. :fosters a more creative and 
experimental attitude.towards the technique.--· 
Rhyme makes i:Ds first sustained appearance in West-ern 
literature in the first centuries of the modern ·era .... It.· .. 
is associated with hymns of the emergE:int Ch.rist.ian. chur.ch.,,.; · 
and later with Irish monastic cultmre. In later centuries:: 
the rhymed ·ratin verse of wandering ·scholars in Europe and .. 
' . -
rhymed Moorish· poetry influenced the formation of medieval' 
. 14 
:!T'rench and Provencal rhymed verse. 
., 5'·'~: 
The first major nronunciamento on rhyme by a poet derives:> 
from the latter pert of the ~3th. century. 
Dant·e( Alighieri, best knovm for his Divina Commedia also . 
wrote the treatise De Vul~ari Eloauenti~~n which he attempts 
to determine the most suitable language for poetic compositions 
1 and considers questions of form and technique relating to the 
canzone ,, . regar.d.ed .... in .. this .wo:rk .. as- the·· epi·torne· ·of·· .. poetry···-· .. ·· 
in the "high'' style. 
The canzone is a form in.which wo:cds are wedded to nusic 
which makes it in especial r:.. c:.aughter of heave21ly harmony. 
~·~cccrdincl;y· rhyme, for Dante,. is a handmaiden of ~11elody, 
producing S\·1eetness of harrr:ony through her voice and, by 
disposing herself in a patterned d~nce which parallels 
of word, line and stanza with note, 1;ielod;r and. song di vision. 
Sections of: the cs..nzone sung to the. identical ~:msical 
; -~ ': ._···-·manual··,_;,.a,:,baridy?~re.fere·rrc·et-bo:°k for'--gen.tTen1eri:'..~·on·'-thc>':., . .-/ · __ · 
ci vili"z:ed -r.:.ccomplishment :.o:f: t::onneteer:'..ng or riming. · 
· Kever.thelesff/it~,-is:. a useful. vrnrk for·- scholars who· can- make' 
·their "own. analysis. from the- me.teriai- collected there • 
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. __ . ,_." " Rhyme ~functions identi.fi·ed by De.nte are discernible in. · 
the poems exemplified : of such is the use of rhyme as a 
linking device and for closure.: An-examination of-the 
relation between syllabic length of the line and rhyme 
patterns demonstrates a responsiveness· of rhyme to line· 
length •. These functions are still operative. in.. modern .poe-try .:-: 
· ·- to 
Rhyme in this trea.tise is not a flexible respons~A.music ,.~ 
but constitutes set patterns authorized by tradition that: 
enable stanzaic f6rms such as the s6nnet, ballade, canzone~~· 
madrigal. or rotondello. -The popularity and predominance ,: 
of the sonnet form is discernible in the painstaking 
analyses of permitted patterns of octet and sestet and the :~ · 
existence of variations such as the tailed or double sonnet •. ;._ -
The rhyme in the verses anthologized is predominantly · - -
full rhyme, but there ar.e ·examples of :!'epeti ti on or identical 
'') rhyme and also approximate r~·;yr.ie •. _. These examples occur in 
sect.ions .. th&..t. de.sc.:ribe·-· the··c~n.fectiems -of ·wit·~ · I·ne· · -- · · 
p:-ominence·awarded pu..'1.ning rhymes and t!:e like is eJtidence 
here that rhyme bas become socialized, an accomplish~ent 
demonstrating a courtier-like asilitj of mind and ability 
to create rhyming conceits. 
·That the delights of civility may i~1::-inge upon the ric;hts 
. J i" 
of artistry was discerned by_Dante who, in the- De Vulgari Eloquentiaio 
elaboration of 2. kind of. rhyme codified in-the Trattato, 
the Eouivocation. 
.·., .·. 
T.ha·-::::gui vocation•· rG0kc's' use· of' wo;rd.s'' i'dent·ica:I 'in .. 
. ,,~ 
sound·.and. spelling but diff.ering seman~ically •. - }'.'or example, 
porto:· (to'' cc.rry )/porto (port ,destinati.on). - In -another 
version· of this rhyme, 1/JOI;ds split off into smaller: units 
pane. 
Another type of witty rhyme described is the T;ischi<io., -• 
In this rhyme the consono.nts remain fixed while the vowels;,: 
modulate in a chain of variations : mondo/mando/mendo/ 
nenda/r::anda/monda:-. {i. SUh"'-S-pe-c-ieS'· ·c·onv~rt·s ·a. word· of. several. 
syllables into words of. fewer s;yllables : Ladona/me. dano/--> --
,, 
mi dono/mo dine.This type of rhyme has been developed by mo'dern 
poets under the guise o~~conson~nce~ 
An early example of self-reflexive rhyme that was popular· 
in the Renaissance and is still .popular among contemporary : ,. 
poets (?eter Porter, fo~ example, has used the foro), is 
mentioned here. This is the rhyme that interweaves a 
person.:..l name into the poem, either in a single line or 
at the beginning or ~iddle of each successive line~ This 
narcissistic rhj"Tile consists of a paralleliso in identity 
betv:een one who writes and one who is 1·:ri tten. 
-l.n c~nrnvi~~~ 01 v +~0 s~me er" i"n ~n~lana· ai~+er ce11turi.'es C.....t...,A • .....,,..__!;.c.,...L/v.i.,.t.I u,..;._ C:,::..L,.., C::.. ...  .. Q , U 
of i·~nglo-Saxon alli tera t:lon rb;yme, full rhyme beco:nes a 
recognisable poetic mode, probably QS a result of Provencal 
2nd French influence. Afte= Chaucer (1340-1400), in whose 
'.rnrk rh;.Tse reaches :-J. l::..ch technicr~l level, it beco:-Ies a 
dominant :r.ode •. 
In t1:e 16th ::nd 17th cer:turies the most fr'llitful debate on 
rh3r.me,--·i-E E'rl§:li·sh-,-li--teru:tn:re-" t:.~lteS'"Pl2.-ce \;;itf.:'' Doe-c-cri tics 
George Samuel -
like ~iPuttenhe.m ,~D2niel and :Dryden proseletyzing for 
rhyme and Thomas Campion, .. :Oen Jonson and i·:il ton 
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l . firing:;: squib,s5 a,g:a,i..'nst·:; .the. f-orrr{:.de.spite the:'fa;c-t···thet·":iiTl i,the 
lat.·ter poets· wrote rhymed'.verse_ •. ,. The: debate draws its·. strength·· 
from·: the: revival. of .cl:a·s,s·ical learning in the;· Renaissance-· and the 
conse.quent. conflict betv.ieen· those who deferred to classical poetics, 
which.".takes,. noi·cognizance···of rhyme;<and ·the· p·atriotic' defenders 
of the native.and natural rhyming genius of a Germanic language 
like English. This controvers~· between nc1assicals 11 and "Moderns" is 
..... · .. ·' · a.ocumented in many critical hist.o.r.ie.s,.,, .... 
Puttenham considers the classical world well lost for rhyme, 
which he judges a more than adequate compensation for· the fact 
.that English verse does not use quantity as., classical verse 1"1.oes. 
In his Arte Of English Poesie he delights in the harmonious 
music of rhyme. 
the ~oetes chief Music lying in his rime or 
concorde to heare the Simphon:t.e, he m~keth . alL _ 1 T 
the baste he can to be at an end of his verse.••·~·· ... 
~This harmony is so important that accent or spelling:- of, the 
rhyme word may .. be falsified, if the poet cannot help otherwise, 
in order to avoid an unpleasant dissonance. It is-interesting to 
compare this attitude with the modern preference for dissonance 
over harmony. 
A sophisticated point is raised by this author and that is the 
relation of rhyme pattern to the poet's audience. The distance 
between rhymes should be responsive to the degree of learning 
II 
in the audience. Couplet rhyme is the most vulga;r- p~oportion ·~ ,. 
aba and abba the more usual. J:t'urther distance between the rhymes 
is "artificial" and will please "the learned and delicate ear" 
but lJ.Ot the "rude and barbarous". . The more artificial "do give 
great grace and gravity, and move passion and affections more 
'1 F' vehemently." -Modern poets such as Auden have exploited distance 
between rhymes for delicate effects. 
To the classicist Campion,. rhyme is vulgar and· easy, a "childish 
titillation", as he calls it in his Observations in the I.rt .of 
English Poesie1 ~ the product of the decline of the classical empire, 
of "lack-learning times" and of barbarism. It is a frivolous practice 
uiifi t for use .... with---any :dignified -- subject·.· 'Yet· he .. reluctantly 
20 
···' 
. acknowledges- that·'·:·: ' .}~, .. - ' . 
··. ,..~.the.rec is~·,r,rot·:ne>'r; . kirid:,,.Q'f:·' nrescriptiori ·i'n the'. ·use·· of Rime. 11 
..... · · Cuupi.on ·is· one: of · the .,: first to clir:gnose. arid condemn the· 
· .. · ·Procrustes'' syndror:i~ in rb..yr.Je. Euch ··as "the robber Procrustes 
--... 
·; 
used·, to rrieasure his prisoners against,"his bed and with·:· violent_ .. 
3.rbi trariness stretch or. sli'ort.en.,...bis. 'victims, i:n .... o;r;id.eJ?. t·o·r•· 
rr.al\:e a perfect rr.atch, so rhyme enforces a poet to "abiure 
his matter 11 or •extend a short conceit· beyond all hounds of 
20 
arte ! . 
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In his Defence of Hype, rep],ying .to Campion, Daniel argues 
en.erge.t.ica.11.y .. fo.r .. the··· use --of rhyme--,· appe-aling· .. tcr universe.I' .. 
custom and the natural genius of the Ent;lish language.~. ~ihyme 
delights the ear, stirs the heart and satisfies the judgement. 
i.'thyrne has "enargie ", it gives form to· lines which. otherwise.· 
would hang loose. 
:::\h;yme, Daniel e.rgues, should be regarded not as· a 
Procrustean tyrant but as an enabler of conceit ~nd invention, 
for sure in c:.n err:inent snirit whome i:ature hath. 
fitted for that mysterie~ RJrme is no impediment 
to his conceit, but rather gives ~im wings to 
mount and carries hir.1, not out of his course,. 
but as it were be YQ'ld his power to a farre 
happier flight. 22 -
«--- Moreover, since excellence in poetry derives from. lab.our ... 
ana intelligence, rhyme, w!1ich req,uires r;reater effort in 
forn, fosters "greater Pnd wortl:ier effects. '1 
7'he tiresome predict' bili ty of unvaried rhy:r:e, :r,x1rticul-
arly in long poe:r:s in couplets, is ack11owledced by Daniel. 
Ee sucGests that the poet may increase the distance between 
rhymes or r.:.al-:e use of er.1.ja.obement, ir~ which the" violence 
of tbe n~-i. tter 11 brealrn throuc;h the rhyme and os:y r:i ve the 
impression of "well-measured Prose."·~ 
.. ~ . ;.. . 
·· · · Danie-li's~;:views<.on .. rbyme·::were·<Ta.ter.: echoed/in\:_.· part 4·iby,·Drydert'~· 
..- as. we .. ··shalY see,· and· his·: suggestions· for rendering: rhymed··· 
verse more; varied" ·and>" prosaic 11 • have. been· adopted by many ·· 
poets ·'ofr·this···century'~· 
But even more congenial to most ·modern poets- ·'i's Ben .Jon·son' s' 
... · ·,· .. d·i·a~t1r±··be· ag.~i:nst rh;sr.m.e .· 
••.• ·.1· 
Rime 1! 23 In this poem, .. : despite. his own expertise in· rhymed. 
verse be inveighs most· entertaining_ly against his· medium.; 
ureek poetry was "free. from rime 's infection" ; only .. 11vulgar 
languages that want words end sweetness 11 .. are rhymed~-- Hhyme 
binders .... true.-express.ion-.,·-· ·· 
Wresting words from their true calling;·· 
Propping verse for fear of falling 
To the ground. 
Jointing syllables, drowning letters, 
Fastening vowels, as with fetters 
They were bound~ 
~---That Jonson in the course .of his diatribe plays· nonchal_.. · 
antly with both masculine and feminine rhyme, initial and 
end rhyme"' internal rhyme' consonance; alliteration'. repetition 
and enjambement gives a covertly equivocal and light-hearted 
tone to his overtly cantankerous complaint. 
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~.. f"iil ton was another able practitioner of rhyme who nevertheless 
;:,~.;:~~ 
found the form unsatisfactory.· Milton chose to use rhYJ!le in 
poems such as "L'Allegro", "Il Penseroso" ·and ·"Lycidas".• 
However he rejected rhyme for his epic Paradise Lost,. and .he 
defends his decision in the preface to that ·work entitled 
"The Verse" and dated 1668, revealing himself as an adherent 
of the unrhyming classical tradition.24 . The arguments be uses 
against rhyme are by now becoming familiar to us: Rhyme is a 
barbarous trivial jingling employed as an ornament to hide 
.. 
defects in technique and subject matter. It is true that 
custom has sanctioned rhyme and that good poets have used 
. . . ~ ' 
22 
. . . 
selves.. Rhyme d·istorts ,.,the ·sense .and hinders true::, expre·s:sion:~ 
· In all>.,prol:?abili ty Milto·n<was additionally ··influen·ced by the 
. belief ... that .. rhyme was too'_"und.ignified to adorn,· if not· essentially 
· incapable./·Of expressing;';.- the highest ''thoughts.· ·Many poet·s since 
Milton have .. followed bis·lead=in rejecting rhyme fo~ epic~verse. 
Shortly •after Mil ton fini:shed the un.rbym.ed Pa.rad.ise .... Los.t in'.~~· 
.... , ,,¥" 
1663 (the Essay of Dramatic Po~sy describes a discussion 
purportedly taking place on the 3rd of June 1665) Dryden was . 
marshalling arguments against a~d for.rhyme as a subsidiary theme 
in his exploration of the merits and demerits o~.classical vs 
native EngJ.,isb drama ... ,_. 
The debate on rhyme is enunciated through the protagonists 
Crites and Neander. It is generally thought' that Crites represents 
the views of $.ir Robert Howard and thRt Neander expresses some 
of Dryden's opinions. 
The argument, once again of the classical literature vs,rhyme 
provenance, coalesces around the hypothesis that art should 
imitkte nature. Given that this is generally accepted, is. 
rhyme natural or unnatural?. If it is unnatural should it not 
be eschewed? 
Crites contends that although art is not nature, yet it should 
appear.. natural .. and. rhyme .. ·--is···unna-tura-l"·sinc-e:· m:r ·man···s·peaki:r ih rhyme. 
The poet cannot give any impression pf spontaneity if be composes 
a dialogue in rhyme since it will appear to be manipulated by the 
poet. This leads to <.;rites' conclusion that rhyme cannot express 
great thoughts naturally, nor can it· express low thoughts(such 
as asking a servant to shut the door) w~th any grace. since it is 
impossible to give the effects of extempore speaking in rhymed 
verse. 
Although rhyme has been extolled as bringing order to an 
undisci.plined imagination, someone who wants judgement generally 
23 
wi,11 .. ·be .. ,de·fici~ent· in: judging ··his use of rhyme "as.'.··well. ,. ,•. 
Neander replies that·,·art is indeed not nature; there.:fore 
· nei.ther .. r.byme-· nor unrhymed'. blank verse is riatural. And this is 
.. : as:. i,t .. should :be., since ar·t··.is riatUr.e· wound up .. to· a higher-'p;i.tch, 
·a hove the ·.level of the everyday and ·commonplace. Yet the appear-
ance of naturalness may be· a-chieved in both, if the poet is skil -
. ful. In rhyme the p9et I 8 art. sh.ould. he diJ:.'ected toward&· an apt' 
choice.of words and their.skillful.deployment so that the sense 
is expressed naturally and the rhyme adapted to the sense and not 
vice-versa. The poet shoul~ take fore-thought with his rhymes 
and not establish the first line before he has.found a suitable 
rhyme .for .. the ... second .as .. we.11 •. · · The -poet·· ·should· ·cul ti-vat·e·· variety 
in his cadences. This he may do through breaking off before the 
line end and beginning a new· line or through enjambement :(This, 
we recall, was Daniel's suggestion). In this way art and order 
appear as loose and free as nature." Moreove..~ .. the. :i?oet may vary 
the rhyme pattern freely or vary the metre. 
Rhyme does bring order to a lawless imagination : Crites' 
argument is fallacious and someone who is totally deficient in 
judgement is not fit to write at all. Hhyme is a tool that the 
man of judgement uses to keep the building of verse compact and 
even. 
A new-- s-pirit· breathes· and· a·pe·rh·a·ps··nwre constrictive attitude 
to rhyme emerges. in Edmund Bysshe's The Art of English Poetry 
which appeared in 17os.25Alexander Pope was twenty years old at 
the time and neo-classical rules and.decorum held sway over 
literature. The rational neo-classical introduced a new civility 
in rhyme. p.ysshe 's rules for rhyme which accompany his dictionary 
of rhyme, are relatively prescriptive and conservative. 
A ... r.at.ionaL. mean., is-. r.ecomme.n'1e<i-.i.n:-.·rby:me·,.~: ... th€,····cb-i-me"' ·rre't'ween 
words should be neither too perfect (light/delight) nor too 
imperfect (a word like nvindicated" with the accent 
24 
.. :. ,- ·';. ·" 
_a. :rbyme). .The,. decorum of the line end should not be violated 
. wi.th,the :use. of· end-rhymes ( such· as "an",• and "·, 11 as•,' of•; 
. 
11 the•) enforcing enjambement. (We shall see that -some modern poets .· 
·have disregarded this requirement.) · · . 
. ·'· . ·. _; Certain rhymes are suitable for • H.e.roik. !,?O.e.try} ........ O.tb.e:r'$ 
·' 
are •base, low words " such n.s are met with in the mouth of· 
the vulgar "and never us' d, either in Conversation or \Jri ting-, 
by the better and more polite sort of people.' The word 
II Starch~ for example' iS cl lOW WOrd ' U!lSUi table aS rhyr.ie .. 
except in its figurat.ive .. sense ... to- de-scribe·-·.'.l: st·iff 7· af~fe-cted 
nerson. The standard of decorum here described has been ignored 
by many modern poets. 
Bys she's rhyr:iing dictionary, which is an additional 
feature of his work, offers a rather limited range of rhymes •. 
For rhymes ending in ING, for example, he gives only fourteen·· 
possibilities. ?ope' s use of -IIrG rhymes agrees largel;y v.ri th 
Lysshe's range~ In his Essay on Criticism, the Rene of the . 
Lock, the Essay on f"lan and the Dunciad 26rie restricts himself 
to the fallowing -Il·ZG rhymes: 
thing/king(s) (5 examples found) ; strings/kings (2) ; 
) bring(s)/king(s) (2); sing/king (2); wing/king; everything/ 
spring (s)/bring(s) (2) ; bring(s)/rir..g(s) (3) ; flings/ 
1·:inc;s ; thin5s/wine.;s ; wing/spring. 
One can see that Fope would h~ve been in serious trouble 
if he had lived in s.n El.f.':e i:Jhen king-s were obsolete •. 
Pone an~ears to legitioize only short, nonosyllabic atressed 
rh;y-rnes, a very lioi teG. pe.lette f.!'OI!l ;,,-,rhich to creE"~te effects. 
n:onotony. 
This strictness in rn;ynes is chars.ct·ei-·istic of the neo-
c1.assical period," but not of all periods prior to the_ modern .... 
•• l". •.• • 
.. Chriucer ,.< •. .for1,~i!lstance ,.::.in-;:>i:~is Ca:nterburY ··Tales, uses· · · '"': · 
unstre.ssed,. as .well as stressed rh;yme .·vii th his . colloquial 
diction,.,, rhyrnes~·.like errpoisoning/ending:; sterlinges/ringes; 
s inr;/morwening.e .. ; f or\·Ji ting/thing. · 
With the Romantic era and- the attempt by some poets to 
return to a more natural poetic language, the relation 
in a·way that . .foreshadows the modern ,age. 
between diction or style and rhyme becomes PI'.Oblematic" 
It· \·1ill be remembered that V.i'ordsworth aimed to introduce 
into poetry the real language of men, language that was 
sim1lr:.r to well-written prose and. fre.ed .. fr.om. the. artifie- .... 
iali ties o.f nee-classical Parnassian. ·This language would-
differ from prose only. b;y- the addition of metre and rhyme ... 
The nroblem then arose, ·as '1fordsworth candidly acknowledged 
in his Preface to tr.e Lyrical Ballads, that a discord sounded 
out between rhyme as an artifice and a style 1.'i thout conven-
tional artificial d . t . t . . 
27 0. c 1 . d 1 t is inc ions. r, as o er:i.. ge t-.;as ..... a er 
to nhrase it in his Biogranhia Literaria, one felt a nsense 
of oddity and st~angeness in finding rhymes at all (Coleridge's 
28 italics) in sentences so exclusively colloquial." 
L'ordsworth contended that his rhyme· (e.nd r.ietre) was a 
1
' s.:u~~er;:uided .charm!, "an .. irr.portant· ·element ·in· swint:,ing· tne· 
bala~ce of aesthetic emotion over to pleasure, and annulling 
the pain existing in untreated experience. i.ike Lilton 
however, he too rejected rh~yrne fer enic purposes~ i:.'itness 
his Prelude. 
Byron was another ;ornantic poet faced with the ~roblem of 
reconciling diction c.nd rhyme. Eis genius for the brillie:r1tly 
the comic .form of the Italian Pulci and its adaptation b;y the 
English poet t:histlecraft •... (See his Advertisement to his 
.translation of The Morgante Maggiore of Pulci.) 
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. iff .f e41inine. rhyme. seems: .peculiarly fitting. I cannot resist 
a:· quote from .. non Juan that shows how: l:;yron' s comic rhymes, 
· hi·s ·informal. rh;y:mes, his ... rhymes on .toreign tags, enable the 
.· . . .-.. come.dy of. his colloquial spe·ech. The narrator is !?On,tificetini·: 
' . .; 
on the education of a son (the italics are Byron's) : 
No - no - I'd send him out betimes to college, 
For there it was I. piclc 'd up rr:y own knowledge. 
For there· one learns - 'tis not for me to boast, 
Though I acquired - but I pass over that, 
As well as all the Greek I since have lost: 
I say that there's the ... place .. --b-ut.'Verbum··sat~, 
I think I pick'd up too, as well as most, 29 Enowledge of matters - but no matter what -
' . 
<- And :,m .forth. Conversational speech and rhyme are. resolved. 
in cor.ledy. The problem of serious verse ~emained, however~ 
and it nay be suggested that only in our era w~s the problem·· 
solved with the development o.f a type of rhyme thc.t meshed, ·· 
smoothly with colloquial language. 
This kind of rhyme was pioneered in the Victorian age by 
a few individualist poets. 'I'hat the age was by no means 
unreceptive to their ideas, despite the moreconservative 
rhyming practice of reig;ning poets like 'J:enn~tson, is 
3,0 
deI!·1ons.tr.a.ted .. b.y .. e.. .rhyming ·d·ictionary'" of' ·1·805·~ · .. In· th·e ·· 11 Ifrd'ex 
of Perfect and _.;.11owable :tl.hynes 11 the compil-er comes out 
since we have seen .that Pope at least favoured perfect "rhyme,. 
strongly for the use of imperfect rhyme citing, rather oddly,~ 
the precedent of poets like ?ope and ..-::.ddison. "So far.· from 
being a. defect, there seems to be·· sorrietioes a beauty in 
depo.rting from a ~erf ect exactness of rh;yme. 11 ::rr.perfect 
rhymes extend the poet's ability to express thoughts ; it is 
weak expressicn ·with a perfect rh;yme. 
Even the conserve. ti ve George Sail1tsbury, \·iri ting in 191 o 31 
shows the growing influence of imperfect rhyme. Saintsbury 
firmly shuts the front door in imperfect rhyme's face -
and this shortly before the Modernist revolution! - by 
asserting that English rhyme must be full. But then he lets 
at 
it in4 the back door by asserting that there is a rough rule 
that "vowels in rhyme may take the value vihich they have 
II 
in words other than those actually employed i.e~ Dryden 
may rhyme traveller/star because "er 11 has that value in 
''clerk" (unless you are· an American!) A rule like this is 
a carte blanche for consonance. 
19th century 
TheApioneers of contemporary rhyme referred to above 
include the American poet Emily Dickinson, the English poet 
Gerard Manley Hopkins and the French poet Jules Laforgue. 
Dickinson, writing through 1850 to 1880 developed an 
individual mode of approximate rhyme which was interpr~ted:, 
asincompetence by many of her contemporaries, and 
officiously ncorrected" by her editors. 
11 glance at her poems will disclose the deployment of a 
wide range of approximate rhyme. She uses full consonance 
(ball/bell (378); crawl/cool (510) , spar/despair (510)), 
consonance (blood/attitude (77) , comes/tombs (341)) , 
consonant rhyme (rides/is (986) , ring/sun-(712)), sight 
rhyme (away/civility (712)) and vowel :i;hyme (low/sky (824) , 
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doe/reply (754)). 
As psrt of his technical innovations Hopkins experimented 
with rh;yme. Ee used broken rh;yme quite frequently. For 
example in "To What Serves Lortal beauty?" he rhymes 
danc -.{lngl /glance and storm/swarm -few. fJ:'hese rhymes are 
stressed; the broken rhyme in "The Eurydice" is unstressed 
as well : un -["warneq}/fallen. 
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.,", thee; pyrotechnics;· o:f:·.his corni:c double and triple rhymes .• ·. ·, · 
~... .T:.opk:in.ss'used feminine' rhyme. a~ well; but ·for serious: purposes ..... 
In .11 Felix': :;.:~andal ..... he, rhymes. • hardy-handsorae" with ... " and ·some n, 
a .. ·rhym~- which Robert Bridges found distressing and comic .. 
In" The Bugler's :First. Communion 11 the line •This very day 
came dm-1n to us after a boon he on•• rhymes with •Caril~, I say, 
this day to it - to a first Communion.- Robert Bridges~-
representing orthodox Victorian opinion, thought-this rhyme 
"hideous" and the suspicion that the poet thought it infjenious 
~) 11 appalling''. The same noem contains the following: rhyn:ing · · 
lines: 
There)- boy bugler, born he tells me, of. Irish;.'. . 
r·~other to an English sire (he 
Shares their ..... 
which is surely even more ingenious. It apper::rs to be an · · 
example of the Vlelsh' linked rhyme• ·in which end rhyme of one 
line and initial· rhyme of the next rhymes \·:i th an entirely·· 
C.ifferent previous line. Ini tic-~l rhyme between 1 there•· and 
"shares" is also present. 33 
Jules Laforgue is familiar to thecEnclish litersry world 
iliocernists, in particular T.S. Eliot. Rhyme is one of the 
s~::;h':?res ir:. ·,;hich Laforgue :")ioneered. in~~ovations. In his 
11 11 
Dernj er Vers he uses .-;:, ~ixture of rr:asculine and fer:-iinine 
rh;y-me, full and approximate rhyr:-1e, internal rhyme and re :ieti tions. 
Singulars are rhymed with plurals -Co yroduce a dissonance of 
both sight and sound, .and ::?hyninc couDlets appear in the rr,iddle 
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of fre.e verse~··-· ... 
Laforgue explicitly set out to. cultivate the ple2sure of 
originali t;y in rhyme. :rthyrr.es of previous centuries were often 
stereotyped·,t·:he· ... believed•,t.he'.:word!s; that· ·counted·· coming:':wi thin 
. the· .line,, ... not. ;a:t: .. the en:d.'_.whe:re ·they:'- :·.could: ·be:,.hi'ghlight,ed,' by . 
29 
. rhyme:.: ... Hfi:t..project was to. give new meaning to rhyme, turning up 
·out-of-the-way· rhymes. Yeats .. is one, modern. poet. who has ~similarly 
developed.· original rhyming words .. 
One ·of·•the methods Lafor.gue used. ·to. _cre'ate ·original r.hy'ines was 
to .. ·comb±rre·:· u'hi:gh". a:nd· ·»·1·ow'~· word$uch" as _el'egfitques;claques · · 
(elegiac/opera hats), demoiselles/vaisselles (young ladies/dishes), 
a type of rhyme occuring also in the work of the poet Tristan 
Corbiere who dared and did.combine "paradis" wi~h "radis" (paradise/ 
radish)3~ This type of rhyme has also been exploited.by Eliot and 
Pound; .. 
In this section we have traced rhyme from its origins·;. through 
medieval developments, Renaissance controversy, Romantic.proble-
matics and Victorian innovations. We now enter the ·modern era. 
THE MODERN PERIOD 
Poetry ·in the twentieth century, in popular mythology, is the 
poetry that has thrown rhyme overboard and sails all the better for 
jettisoning that dead weight. Modern poetry is "free-verse" in 
' , 
popular parlance. This conception has some truth in it; it is 
also a misconception. 
True it is that many campfollowers of the Modernist revolution-
aries m;isunderstood their leaders' aims and met.hods and when they 
understood, lacked the intelligence and skill to emulate. Both 
Eliot and Pound have recorded their disaffection from unskilled 
practitioners of. "free verse". Thus the modernist experiment 
became a licence for ineptitude which bas continued up till the 
present day - Rhymsters too often equate liberty of expression 
wi t-h'' ·l±cenc"e·"· o:f"··f'drttc.-· 
Very often, however, poetry that seems unrhymed to the eye 
innocent of modernist technique is in fact rhymed, a different 
convention obtains which is not yet familiar to the ... reader., .... · ...... . 
I 
,._ . 
: .... ~-- ~--
,., ,,. 
·Yet. after all~ it.wl>11.be -'ob:j~tted·, one>cann'ot. but''' .·" 
acknowledge· ·that the.re a=re · go:od poets· this ~century who ·ha've 
written unrhyme~ poetry. .We . .see this ·i:z:i, diTfer.ent .. poe-ts~ ·at 
dif.fe.r:ent ·.time.5: .. :of the·_ic'entury.. . , · · · · 
· ·. ?ouncis Cantos· ·~r..e a . case in ... :ooint. 
·.,. ~.~":, __ ·~:. r. , 
The:· Cantos-~ a,re'::le.rgely urirhym.ed; . though there are sect;i·ons 
uh'i'ch.:· ... e:re ~f.ormaliy ·rhymed~'. D .. ti: ••... Lawrence started his poetic 
career .. 0.s ... a. rhymer but burs'fi,,·otit of the form in exe.speration, · 
renews itself through sloughing his· skin. Robert J.i"rost, a 
dedicated rhymer; pr,oduced an alterna_tive .canon in blank 
verse of. which his poe~ nBirch~s~ i$ a brilliant· representative. 
Marianne Moore is an afficionado · .. of rhyme, but many of her 
later poems. a.r..e .... unrhymed-•. :··· Am0ng---the···post--moderr:ist·S- .. ·s·e:-rmus 
Eeaney's Bog poems, arguably his best, nre unrhymed and John 
Ashbery has nroduced a large body of un:ohymed work. 
- · that l have identif~ed in my reading 
A familiar pattern amongst contemporary poets"is an initial 
dependance on rhyme followed bj' the poet lau:::iclling upon a. 
technical trajectory whi·ch tal::es hi:-r. or her out of an ordered 
ellipse into freer spheres • 
.f:.. uden, for example, rn.oved from experimental rl:yme to. more 
conventional rhyme and fii1all;y- to predomin8.ntl;y unrhymed - .· . 
syllabic verse._Cf his well-regarded nThe Sea and the Eirror", 
:'} which is a. bravura compilation. of f cr!f!S '· the final and 
In her juvenilia Sylvia :.?le.th rhyf:1es intensively. Viuch 
of tbe rhyme is ,of a traditional kind 2nd regularly patterned 
\ 
in forms like the villanelle and the sonnet. Ey 1956 iL her 
earliest achieved poems she is showing a fine awareness of 
r::odernist ranGe of a:-)yroximate rhy:r.e. Ey the early sixties 
C.£:r preference has become Tu."1rhyr:-.ed verse. 
, .. LT of il.e . .s __ ,like,..,t:!:~-es. e.~,.ind',ic-a t-e·, ,,;the:-t:---, ttrere"''{.tr"e'.'' s·on':'Er · 'd.e·e ply ,:• '" ~ 
considered objections to rb~,rme in this century. 
~hatr are some of these objections? Some of them are the olci 
30 
. ;.~nd _·the-
ur.e. ·.of• oy:_.\'::rs~es:,. is. th·at'- those· dark. tree·s·, -.. . " 
So old and firm they scarcely shO\v the breeze •• ~9 
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for example-in the poez;i "Goi;.ng i;or Water" ~nd others. 
rh;5rme occurs several times in his poetry tnereafter,.. 
Donald ~'lesling in his book Chances of Rhyme quotes a letter -
of ,·\-;r;,Tlace•··Stevens dated 1909•. In this letter Stevens admits 
says he has never forgiven himsel~ because the rhyme is 
unpardonably expected. ~es~ing comments that Stevens avoided 
rhyme thereafter because he could not always strike an. 
40 
unprecedented note • 
.Some of 'the modern objectic:hs to rhyme stem from the project 
of bringing into verse all the virtues of good prose •.. Despite 
the fact that rhyme, or .homeoteleuton as 1i.ristotle identified 
it, has been used in a modi+ied way-in prose, rhymed end-
stopped metrical lines are not very compatible with the 
natural word order of prose. Something has got to give and 
if the poet is deternined on a prosaic diction either s/he 
will have to enjanbe, or to compromise with rhyme •. 
Frost is an exceptio~ to this rule; he is excellent in his 
ability to combine traditione.l rhyr::e \·:itJ.., natural word order. 
Even he, though, sooetines uses periphrastic locution for the 
sole purpose, it seems, of fitting in a :rhyr;ie: 
I have stood still and stonDed the sou.'1d of feet 
~hen far away an interrupted cry 
41 Cane over ho~ses fro~ anotter street ••• 
~--··--·'.:'his ki~d of circumlocution, often called. out in previous 
centu::-ies by the exigencies of' rhyme, \·:as rou.."1dly· condemned 
by poets U...'1der the sway of the ?laubertian ideal of t:ie 
cot juste, as surplusage.lhile 6ther ~auses for the phenomenon have 
been arl:cl. _'t.'.il,+ be __ disc1fss.ecL i~ .. th;is .... w~o.rk.,,. .. the,...... · · 
,.in-croduction of ne\·: J1ai:;erie.l into art in this centur;r 
has been identified by at least one critic as the cause of the 
42 
fracture of harmonious e.nd ordered farms such 2 .. s rhyme. 
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William Cerl.os·:Wi'lliams· was<·:one of the>major: poets who''". 
· identi·fied. the need t.o;· express new· material. a's a ··factor ·in'' his···. 
rej:ection .. of rhyme: 11 1.:: •.. .:i~ound I couldn't say :what I had to say 
in.rhyme·., ... It got in my. way. 1143. 
One can·.sense~the distorting influence traditional rhyme 
.scheme·s can ''have on the langu'age of .this century in a poem like 
Auden·' s·· 11 Stepha:no11• wh±ch· f'·ormS'" part'' of'" nis 'TTfle Sea and·· the Mirror", 
a collection of 12 poems.·· on the theme of 'J:he Tempest. This 
is a traditional ballade, c_omposed of an.· eight syllable line .. 
and three stanzas of eight lines each. Only -three rhymes 
are used and they seem to determine.the content overmuch. It 
is almost-as if 'the .. rh;Y"me scheme· is pulling the meaning out of 
focus. 44 
As far as rhyme is concerned, poets in this century may be 
struggling against something far more fundamental than the 
.t;nglish literary tradition. According to the Princeton 
Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics rhyme since 1830 has become 
more difficult " because of the victorious emergence of the 
former bourgeois pronunciation as a Received Standard. 1145 
In other words linguistic changes may be ultimately responsible for 
altering rhyming patterns. -
Despite the abov~objections against rhyme, or perhaps because 
of them, unprecedented innovations in rhyme have taken place 
this century. But it is also important to note that there are 
poets who have remained loyal to traditional rhyme to a greater 
or lesser degree. 
These loyalists, like Frost and Larkin, use mainly full 
rhymes in an unobtrusive way in ordered stanzaic forms. They 
do not exploit enjambement, unstressed rhyme or dissonance to 
any marked extent and may be actively hostile to its manifestations. 
Robe,rt<- Gra·ve·S';· a-ls·o· a" i·oyaTisi;·;· ''i"s~ .. on record·· as regarding Auden's 
witty rhyme of bore/mother-in-law as 11 indecent~ 46 In these 
poets the use of traditional rhyme may 
, ·, . 
~ 
" 
::Ge.rl:in:,. for. 'instance, delibc;a tely shapes his poetry to.· the 
comprehensions of ·th.e· 'general· ·reader. 
Other poets while· making use of. traditional rhyr.1e, have{ 
felt.the need to range farther afield and have resorted t6 
various strategies to coWlteract the felt limitations of 
the form. 
::Ln order to facilitate expression in rhymed verse poets · · 
have extended the range of words. available for use •.. They:. 
have (_one this either throut;h the relaxing of conventions · 
or through the inclusion of ne\-J vocabulary. To compare a · .-
:nodern rhyming dictionary with Eysshe 's rh;yrning dictionary· :. 
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is to becot1e aware of an e~oroous expa~1sion in rhyme material~ 4 7. 
A modern dictionary contains words that reflect the social~ 
ch=:.n[;es of the twentieth century like 11 teenage", 11 parking",.·. 
11 cocktail 11 or ., striptease 11 , word.s t::iat reflect the triumph., .. 
of. s.cie'.nc·e' and technolog-.r like "spacev.Jalk '' or 11 enzyme", or 
the cul ture.l doffiination of _::.t1erica - words like "oroadwalkn 
or-·" dirr:e ''. 
Conventions have been overthrown in respect of unaccented 
rhyme: words \·;hose final syllable or syllables . are .. unaccented 
are largely listed. ~a~sed unblushingly alongside full r~yoes 
c:.re words that are kin through consonance, once a forbidden 
C.eg-ree of union •... ~:ireposi tior:s lil:e 11 in-:c 11 e..r.:.d contractions 
like "te'sp or •I 1 ~" are r:o longer banished by edict, but have 
crept back into the f olC., leQ:i ti mated by ; ;:;.ri::;..nne ho ore. 
iiords th.st violate cl2ssicnl decorun - low wcrds lil;:e "rr:op 11 , 
Slang lii;:e II f3..g 11 ' technical terr:.J.S lil:e n abseil II - C:.re inClU.ded. ,-· 
proclaiming tbe triu.L.ph of rhyninr:, d.e!.,ocracy •. 
Viodern poets very often ''mute 11 t:Jeir rh;ymes,. as ~01:ald ·1;·esling 
) 
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such ,a,s: ·enjamber.ient, dis.ta:ice . between rhyme· words ·or:" · 
dis.sona:nce; ,~ 
~:hy.,t.he;y., should feel the' .. ,need to ·clo so ·is more problematic.·· 
One .. ·_would posit an. aesthe.t.i.c ... o~.· .. musi.cal,,,:reas-en··bl:lt· o·tfrrer"~· 
considerations have been vaUl1'ted •. I-luted rhyme has been 
thought to be more suitable ·for colloquial or prosaic .language. 
Or it is regarded as more"natural" by poets like l'l..ariahne 
Eoore(one recalls Dryden's ;::rguments here.) Cr it is 
is Robert Lowell telking to Frederick Seidel and picking.up 
on several of these aspects· with relation to enjambement ~ . .'-:, 
The couplet I've used is ••.• run-on with its rhymes 
buried. I've always, when I've used it, tried to· 
give the impresssion that I had as much freedom. 
in choosing-the rhyme as I.had in any of the 
other words.~.I wanted something as fluid as 
prose; you wouldn't notice the form, yet looking.· 
back you'r find that great obstacles had been 
climbed, 48 
On another occasion, during a discussion of Robert Lowell's 
"The ~uaker Graveyard in 1-::antucket' i·:ith Cleanth Brooks and 
Robert Penn ~·!arren, :'rooks re!Tiarked of LoHell 's use of rhyme:· 
••• the rhymes ride up througp. tn~ . surL of .. words~ .. 
as··i~·we~~-~·§o that you just get glimpses and 
flickers of ther.1. It's ~n entirely different 
effec~, l~t~s say, from t~9 rhyming ns used in 
most ~raditional poetry. . · 
:.s. =liot ~as ~ade some very daring experiments with 
enjambe~ent, in •3urb~nk with a ?aedeker: 3leistein with a 
poems not only 
Cigar n amor..g other .... ~::e"runs t:1e li~1es on \·:i tt.ir:. the sta::-iz.J.: 
Defunctive nusic under sea 
?assed seai.·mrd v;i tt the n2,ssinc; -:Jell 
Slowly: The God Eercules 
... .. I·~ 2C.. J:e·ft·~ h±:rr;; · ttrn:t·· h<!cl'. I'oVe'ff'lYitt well·. 
He also runs the · ~
"lines onoetween stanzas'· on one occasion. the first pe.::-t 
of a personal name is the end rh;yme of one stanza, while the 
~surname begins the next. 
· ?rincess,··Volupine ·extends' 
A meagre,- blue-nailed t· phthisic hand 
To._ climb the w~terstair. Lights, lights·, . ._ . , 
She entertains. t>ir .lf·erdinand : · . · 
Klein.· •• 
In. this;:· way<the- rhyme is:''. muted by .the':· onward flow of the :line. : 
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lJistance:between rhyme ·words as a muting device is consciously 
as. 
exploited-. by a poet such,..Auden in many: of his poems. Robert 
Graves has written how he gauges the memory length of the reader's 
ear and plants the second rhyme at a point where the memory of the 
first is ·just beginning to blur but has not quite·faded. He 
gives yet another rationalization of the technique - it is in order 
to obtain a more sophisticated effect.50 
Contemporary poets resort to dissonance to create a muting effect. 
Elizabeth Bishop has achieved this in her poem "Roostersn.. This 
poem rhymes in triplets aaa bbb etc.but the rhyme is ·never over-
done or obtrusive because· she uses dissonance as well. as enjambement 
as 
and variations such,/eminine rhyme. · She uses sight rhyme (tiny/ 
belly/sky), unaccented rhyme(preamble/marble/inaudible), a 
combina.ti.on of accented and unaccented rhyme i.e •. light rhyme 
(guess/bless/forgiveness), consonance (tears/chanticleer's/spurs) 
and a combination of masculine and feminine rhyme(beds/sbeds/ 
bedsteads).51 
These poets, in their wish to be "natural", their privileging 
of the natural spoken word (for what.else do they mean by "natural" 
but that it should sound like speech?) over the artifice of the 
written, adhere, in Derrida's phrase, to a metaphysics of presence, 
that is they construe virtue in the vitality of actual speech as 
opposed to the formal written word •. This is not originally a 
modern phenomenon; it will be remembered that Daniel and Dryden 
shared the same concerns.· Yet the amount of emphasis is modern, 
and so too is the consistent exploitation of dissonance. 
Just as metaphors may become dead letters, so the living 
:, '~"· '· 
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pith.o.f•·rhyr1es;···nay·'dry,·u::c~'.'2n::l·'Te·ave''' tV:<:r· ·empti' she.llsr··rat.tl'ihg 
tocethcI\:r.:eani'ncles:Jly •. :.·.r-:odern poet.s. ·have attemnte-d to 
a void.:· c·l±:·ched· ·rhyme and increo.se the· ser:ia.ntic sit,'1:lificance~ 
of. their: pairs:: of. words •. · . ..:.The:-r have ·actively sought the· rhyme · · · 
n·e·ve·.,..,,,, .... be·fore ·used i· n the. i · t· t d: · t · · 8 '- h .... . i erary,, ,. .ra. ·1 ion .• ,.... .Lue.or. ... w.,v,e. ... "" 
discovered the potential.for wit in.rhyme and have developed 
its possibilities as a sou.."'lding boa.rd for emotional tone.'· 
In. order to give him, or_ herself· spaee to man~uvre the 
poet me.y combine in his. poem rh;ymed and unrhymed sections, 
pattern. although the lines .. rhyme, such as occurs in .Lowell!s 
'tT.he Quaker. Graveyard in l\antucket ". . There are modern poems 
in which the rhyme is loud in some lines and discrete or·.·· 
non-existent in others. In these peens, however, it may· 
rightly.~t be objected that there sr_ould be sooe reason, . 
.; 
semantic or other, for the ·vagaries of the rhyme if the 
artlessness is to be understood as figurative and not literal." 
In some ~ases the modern ~oet nrefers to abandon a type~ 
of rhyme scheme which is like an external mould or the ·. 
ii·~ scaffolding of a building and develop a more organic type 
of rh;yme" i1r-which'. tbe·r"e. 'i's' . an interr..al nebrnrk of rhyming 
relations like the veins in a netal or a leaf. "The ~eed" 
by Elizabeth Bishop is a poem of this type. So is Lnrianne 
.. I 1·1oore s 
Visible, invisible, 
a fluctuating charm 
e.n s.rnber-tinctured 2.:-r:ethvst 
inh2bits it, your.£!:!£ 
annroaches and it 00ens . - -·' . _...,. ....... ·····~·~ _..,..·,...~ ...... 
andi't· close.2_; you had neant 
to C<].tch it s.nd it q_uiver~, 52-you abandon you~ intent. 
There is the sugcestion o~~ <?..r_ e:xte::·~1.c;,l rlr;yt]e · ::1.·::;te:'.:n here 
38 
in·. the. full." rhymes: o·f<·,cha·rm/arm.'and meant/intent· .. (but;:.notice 
how. ·enjambement mutes "arm"· and' "mec.nt" ).. · · .. 
This is· ·supplemented, bj'' c·onsonant rhyme·· (quivers/opens,·· 
amethyst/meant J, inter11al .i:u-11 rhyme ' (visible/invisible' it/it), 
internal :consonant rhyme ··\approaches/closes) and internal approx-
imate consonance (amber/tinctured, amethyst/inhabits)~· 
Repetition, that mainsta;t:: of rhy,:thmi.cal ... pr.ose .. , .... is.·. a· ve·ry'" .... · 
popular alternative to rhyme. Its use in modern poetry was encour-
aged.by the example of Whitman. A poem like "The Woman at the 
Washington Zoo" by Randall Jarrell makes much use · of repetition 
instead of rhyme as a structural element.53 
INNOVATORY TYPES OF MODERN RHYME 
We have spoken about the fact that many modern poets prefer not 
to rhyme and we have described some ·Of the objections to rhyming. 
Of those poets who rhyme, we have mentioned those who favour-
traditional rhyming methods and those who broaden the possibilities 
of traditional rhyme through various strategies. Now we should 
menti·on some types of rhyme which are either new or particularly · 
characteristic of the modern era and make· some brief comments on 
examples of felicitous usage. (Further examples will emerge during 
'' the course of an examination of the rhyme profiles of three 
modernist po.ets.,.sketche4 ·at ·the .. end ·of'· this· cha·pter·~) 
Broken rhyme, popularised by Hopkins, appears in the poetry of 
as 
poets such." Marianne Moore, Cummings and Auden. f-':oore uses rhymes 
like warm-blooded/red- [skinnedJ, 5\.:hicb is also a light rhyme. 
A rhyme like ac- ("cident.J/lack55 is not unusual in her work and 
derives partly from the exigencies of her syllabic metre and stanza 
forms. She is willing to reg~rd .. a .w-ard.,,,,as· .. ,a~ .. oo±-l:ee,t·ion" of''"~yllables 
which can be taken apart in order to fit her line. This has 
the advantage 
on the~·; other .band the. me'ai·d:.q;ful quality of the ~rhymes may, 
be· comprornise.d·: --·~c-/lack: is' not semantically re·sonant. 
Broken- ·rhyme~ can give the·· same muting ef feet as enjambement. 
It can be combined with other types of· rhyne such as light 
and sight rhyme, as inst.ance Cumnings 's outrageous 
scienti-ffiG} I compulsory. 56 ... 
I:oore is·· also famous or notorious for breaking rhyming 
c·onventions with regard to Contractions and Auxiliary .words. 
39 
She rh;ymes insouciantly on \·:ords like "that 11 '· •the 11 ,,. "and.", 
''or", "on 11 , 'could", "theirs ~ , 11 your" and ;, while ".5'1?ossi bili.ties 
for semantic emphasis diminish with this kind of rhyme.;:: ... 
She also uses contractions like ox's/ye;>.8 . Equivocal.effect's 
may be achieved this way: 
and seek their nrize 
.i::; 59· till the evening sky's 
red 
The reader hears both ''sky's"· and 11 sky is" because the rhyth:qi 
of the stresses favour an unstressed syllable between the two 
stressed words "s'.ky 11 and "red". Consequently the rhyme is 
-\ both exact and inexact. : 
Innovatory modern rh;ymes. o..fte.n...have.a. witt.y .. or· satirical· ·· · · 
11 .S. Eliot favours this l:ind of · rhvme. . ~ One can trace the 
" '"l n •. f . • t"h 1 •. • h " ~ b • :.~1:. uence 01 .l...ia argue in '"e r.nyrr.es wnicL. incongruous.Ly cor:: ine 
ntip:h" and 'low• words (sun's last rays/camisoles c:.nd. 
6'1 
' 60 s-cays; 
nenitence/~ence). ·- -
Eliot s:::.vours the l:inC. of rl-:yme rhetoric calls 
Roman 
i=~rono:i:"'"'i"' ; e "1-·,.,.,...,.,. pla-rr 11 11 -n,,,..., '' 7--.~- bs n · 1 · "'" +' ·.,... ... - ·- • ..~~ a. - • • , ...,..., u __ ~ .J , .. !-'........, • "·'"' =~i-0 0 ... ex.e.r..;..p._.J...i,,J...e.S· ... .;;·nJ.:;:;; ... 
l:ind of rb;yme ·with ?oe 's raven/never. 62 In Eliot ',·:e find 
63 64 
rhymeslike terminate/torment, boroscope/haruspicate, 
._,_ d/ . ' 65 UI].J.ve quie1i. 
.. ~ ... , . ,,.. .. -
··' 40 .. , . 
.. usir!g: rhyr:rns vihich are differentiated grammatically.· 
.. ·1; .E. ·.;ir:isattc· considers this as signalling a d.if ference in·· 
. 66·· 1 ,. ' t• 1... . t dd d ' tl . . ... -I-}: ,,_ 6 7 r.1eaning; ~.op uns noug:v. 1 ... a e iJO ... ·1e oeau1;y o.i.. v ie =-•~yme, ·· 
but. the C.e:vice rr.ay also hs.ve a witty intent • 
to laugh/gir!iffe · coobines c~ verb and _a. noun which l::.eightens 
the L1congrui ty of the yoke-pair. 1I'here is also a semantic 
connection between the words, that of cause and effect, as 
those may discover who, intrigued to discover which modern 
poet is on close terms with giraffes~ traces the ... rhy.me: .. to .. -. 
- . t I "C: th ·-, . t • ·1 II 68 . .t:;lio s ~weeney among ~ e .L, J..gn inga: es. .. 
Difference in length of. the two rhyme words mayalso.he.ve 
• d , t t , " . I . -1- • /' • t /o~ . a witty or issonan effec as in l'·i0ore s vJ.e n:i.ppopo ami. or .. 
s.ee/perpendiculari ty .7° 
lu l!.;cho rhyme the name is self-explanatory. SeamusHeaney's 
line/linen, them/hem are exampl~s. 74 
The· Byronic satiric rb;yn:e is congen:!..al to this century 
and it has been revived by poets li~e Auden • Since the -. 
subject matter of this stanza has reference to the <>.cadenic 
·) world, the indulgence of a quotation will be allowed~ (It· 
was written shor.tl.Jr. af.t.er. the .. second wor·ld··war :•: · -
:?roi'essors ba.cl: .::·rom secret ·missions 
~esun~ their proper erudi~ions, 
·.J..'hough so::-:e rer:ret :.. iJ; 
~'hey like6. t:1ei2"' C..ictaphones .e. lot, 
7hey iilet some tig wheel~2 a!ld. do ~ot Let you for~et it. 
::..::.::-:ht. rt:-:,:17}e (in which o~:e rtyoi::-1~; syll2 ble is u::stresseo.) 
See, 1 or instance, the work of Pound, Heap.ey and I'-1oore. 
hE.s e:-:joyed unprecedented ~opule.r.i t;y." Ci: .S. :2li:::t cc lled. Lo ore 
73 
"tl:e cre2.test living LlE~ster of the lit;ht rhyme 11 r:.rd tr~e 
r 
scholc::r i'n search .. of exar.1ples is embar,? sseci by the riches 
in her work. She berselC-save, as an example of the light 
74 
rhy~e, her ~Its leans should be set/ ·to the flageolet~ -- -
-_-is .fur;...£eye4l/ochr·e·.75se~.µn~xs':~:eane;y .. hLs- ~c;e::re.cently ·-
as 
-·. ---- . vrorked.wi.th light.rhyme,-·:i:.'1str.:nce rl:y;nes s~ch~sacks/ 
plough-socks:. which the reEtd·er· v;ill note also uses 
dissonant: leng,ths,. e.nd full"<consonance:':a.s well ?6 
Wilfred Owen. Eis sust~ined u~e- of this method in poems 
like "Futility" and "Strange Eeeting• brought consonance 
into prominence. 
And by his smile, I kne\·: that sullen hall, 77 By his dead smile I l;:new we stood in Eell. 
).1 though -owen popularised full consonance, it was used 
41 
earlier by Emily Dickinson and it cari be traced back to the 
earliest days of rhyme. Th$ Bishi~o described in the 
Critical 
·J:rattato delle Rime Valgari (see~History above) is very 
similar, being based on ide~tity of.the consonants and 
variation of the vowels. 
~'i: related kind of word-play is used by· Eliot in ''J .. sh-
\'iednesday" v;hen he rhymes f ort;:etfulnes.s/f orgotten/forget. 78 
·:::.itere is a type of rhyme w~ich occurs in modern poetry 
which I will call, since I do not believe it has been previously class-
wtich is closely related to Deaning,A ified, 
Imitation rhyme. :'his- occurs where the sound of the .. rhyrr.e. 
simu'latres· · , . ' . . . ··~ . . . ' 
· ... · "the sense of tte verse. ::;::c.e .use of r!;.;yrr.es enC.ing in 
"s' lends itself to t~is node, for instance in ~heodore 
79 
Roettke's n~orcing Ecuse' w~ich in - total of eleven lines 
j'ields tl~irty fin.::;.l 's" sounds. J:·l:e recurrent hiss of the 
"s" could be said to ~imic t~e steam. ~ipes of tte forcing 
house. 
':-:,.0ct;on 11-J. f --1 · .._' " , " " ' • ·' · · 1 --- ..... ~ o _ .::.. 101.i s .. ~sn \,ec.nesu:J.y , "Gr:e:r~c"Gice. ..... .Ly 
rel2ted to tl:e stairs of perd tence or pur[atory, has :::. 
. 80 
precooinance of rhymes that chime with 0 stair 11 • !~ere the 
.:>-• • .t ·-
-... '~· .. 
42 
·. ,'.,.cc.crding to. l 1argaret. Ealley the .rhJ-~med, unrh;ymed. and rhyned 
coU},)lets .::o·f.: .t:!:l:e.: last two<stanzas of ,.I--:oore' s 1 The· Jerbou 11. 
81 
mimic the hops on two legs.· that· the jerboa makes • 
. ~ .. :ore onomatopoeic is Heaney' s tbe "ack-ack/Of the tramp .. 
. corncrake. 82 
which we defined in the Typology earlier on 
Stanza.rhyI!leAhas been used this century by poets'who 
wish to combine an impression of .un.rhymed verse with the 
elegances of· rhyme. In Eliot's •Hollow Een" there are words 
whici1 recur in each or in several. of the ste.n7ias.T. f.or .. :., . . 
instance 11 kingdom" appears in all. five sections, 'star"· or 
"stars 11 ·in three, •together•, 'are", .•men" and "motion'! each ·. 
83 
in two sections. 
In section II ofn The Dry· Salvages 11 in Four Cuartets .• 
Eliot uses a variation of the type of ·stanza rhyme dating· 
back to the medieval age, rh;yming the first lines o.f the .•·. 
stanzas· with each other, di.tt'o the second lines, and so on •. 
S:he final stanza is an exception, repeating,. not rhyming .. 
exactly with, the rbyrr:es of the first str.,,nza. This section 
~) is also illustrative of tte potential o1 triple rhyme, that 
it nee.d.~.not . ._be . .,l.imited-·.t-O··eowic verse.····:·· 
.\r:.. originnl use of rhyme occurs in .Sylvia Plath's poems 
"Daddy" and "Lady Lazs.rus 11 • Ir~ the for1::er poem she r·epeats. 
the sa::1e rh;:.-1ne in every stanza throughout the poem, which, 
together ~ith the use of repetition (such as "ich,ich,ich,ic~) 
conveys an obsessive emotional tone: 
There's a stake in your· fat black heart 
,,.nd the villagers neve:?:' liked :vou • 
. ~·be- ::>re d- ,., • ,...,. .,,, __ - ..... " • "" , """ - Y "". c:;..1c1n0 .. _c.. ... ~a. .. S:t..,_mp.J..n .. g..,on,.,. ,,Ql.l .. .,,w. 
'i'h:ey always l~new it \·:as you. · ~ 
Daddy, daddy, you bastard, I'o throu~h. 84 
,,.... --?..hyme functions here to intensify emotion with a kind 
I• ,i ; 
like e.YL exposed. nerve in.·::: ·to 8th. · 
- 85' 
11"Lad.y. Lazarus ", .. uses, full rhyme 'arid consonance in a 
. repetitive sequenc.e.: all/seashell/call/well/hell/real/call/. 
.. , . ,. . cell/.tteatrical/miracle .. · Rhymes ending in. "1 11 are rea,dily/·;, 
available in English,. the drawback is that· too many .can 
· · .·emphatic 
sound mcnotonous, however th~y·suit th~ tone cf this ooem_ 
As one might expect " -
"' t:he degree of consciousness of the semantic possibilities ··. 
of rhyme vary among modern poets. Yeats was very aware 
of the possibilities. Cr:. tics such ... a.s. Seamus. Eeaney- .. and: .. 
Marjorie Perloff have noted an entry in one of his notebooks:, 
· Sub,ject To complain of .the fascine.tion of what's · 
difficult. It spoils spontaneity and pleasure~ .. 
and wastes time. Repeat line en~ing d~tficul t ... · .. 
and rhyr:ie on bolt, exalt, colt, Jolt •. 
~-This note was later developed into the noem "The 
Fascination of What's Difficult' in :which "difficult' appears 
once a:s·· a" rhyme word and. the projected "exalt 11 is replaced 
by 11 dolt 11 • It is clear t:iat Yeats 'intended to exploit the 
semantic relationship between the subject matter of his 
poerr. and the words chosen ns rt.ymes. 
~here ma:.'t be, but is not necessarily ~lwa;yp , ... a. carrel~ .... 
c;tion between the quality of tl:e poem s.nd. the e~ent to 
which the rhymes e.re se:ms.ntic2lly operG.ti ve. :bis does 
87 
occur in ~"-uden 's "Lr::y your .::.1eeping Eead Vy r.ove • '.-ihich 
is one of his best :poe:ns a~1d in iftich a· high !::s-rcente.ce o:: 
-che rhyr::e words 2re ser.~a::t:!..c:c lly significant. One colJ.J..d 
~erely point to the first stsnza which yokes ~1oven and 
11 grave 11 e.nd • e:ohemer0.l 0 and· 11 ·:)eautiful" tog-ether. '.i:·hese 
rhymes distil in essence the. theme cf the tragic ne.ture 
of hunan love in a world of mutability. ?or a uoeQ which 
4-4 
. i~SE::aities of t1:1e public·> world e.nC.. the-- disabused tenderr:ess :., 
cf _the". lovers;,:· the dissonant rhyoes se.e;:f .:::.::irticula.rly apt-.:: 
Rhyne' ·is G kind of ech.o., .,un Echo hovering dotingly 
, .. ·· around tbe ... Narcissistic post-modernist poet. Seamus Heaney 
has used rhyme in the self-reflexive manner. In 'Personal 
Helicon• he describes how his child-self has become· sublimated 
what Jacques Lacan has described as the 
in an adult. poetic identity. The child, st ~-~ · mirror 
stage~ stares into wells, at en image of a desired~. perfected 
The child 
identity. ~ speaks, to hear his own voice echoing back 
--~ v1i th a nev1 ousic. The adult poet stares into the mi.rror:. 
of art· to . see hir:1self, · he r.i?-kes a rhyming music out of the.- .·. · 
Echo of his own desire: 
Kow, to pry into roots, to finger slime~ 
To stare, big-eyed·Narcissus, into some spring·· 
Is beneath all adult dignity. I rhyme . · 88 To see myself, to set the darkness echoing. 
89 
The poem "Alphabets' by the same poet meditates~on the·· 
way language deter;:nines reality from childhood to adult-
hood. r:i:'he dominance of langua5e is reflected in tb.e 
use o.f signifiers..J.etters of the alphabet- for rhymes 
(y/say, ay/way, hoe/o, a/window). Hhymes using words 
not lett_ers-'=' .. ( tree·s/di tcte~:;· refer\: ri6t · t'6. ·signifieds 
in a real world, but are self-referential, imagine the 
~ower of language to become reality •.. 
The letters of this Blnhabet were trees 
~he canitals were orch~rds i~ full bloo~, 
The lines of script like briars coiled in ditches. 
~--In the ante~enultimate stnLza the entire world becomes 
' 
contained in 2~:i orr.ega, the sublioe be cones an o-rt;yme, a 
language as the egg froffi w~ich he derives: 
.. .. 
•• •• 1 •• 
) 
·. ~ .. 
.As fror.i<.ti's'· s:r.aili window··. 
:::ne· :o.strone.ut' sees e.11 he he..s sprung from, 
The risen, aqueous, sL·:gular, lucent O. 
LHrn .a nagnified:. and buoyant ovum - ,-
• l~. brief :·comrr.ent·· oay be· riade here· on· the way poets have 
us·ed .. :.mo.de.:rn .. '.-rhyrne ... ·wit·h traditi·orra¥i·· po·e·t·±·c·· :forms~ Poets 
this century have made use of approxima.te rhyme with forms 
such .as the rhyming couplet, ·terza. ri:na and the son."let. 
Sylvia Plath, for example, has a fondness for the terza rima, 
but because she varies her line lengths and uses approximate 
rhyme·;· the""form m2y be"subtle enough to escape cursory 
90 
attention. \-.'ilfred Owen decentres the trc.di tione.l rhymi:n.'g· ,. 
couplet \·:i th his use ·of consonance •
91 
John Berryman uses 
approximate ::-hyme in his sonnet seq_uence to Chris, including · 
92 
t , ' '11' . . , one so::ine 1 .. numoer 1 ) usine; assonance as rnyme. 
Jenmus Eeaney~ use of app::'oxi~ate rhyme with the sonnet 
fern. shows that while a greater flexibility n-.a;y be achieved,. 
be problematized ton critical extent. "~he ?orge• 93 
94 . 
of Uniona are respectively, ?etrarchan and Shakes-
nearean sonnets in which the traditional rhyme sche:Tia is 
rendered equivoca1 by tie indetercinateness of the rhywes. 
C::he rhyme pattern of •·:rne l7·orse • is probs.bly abba cddc 
ef cf ef but the ambiguity of the rhyme L1 the second quatrain 
unde~oines eny certainty: 
Cr ~iss when 2 new s~oe tau~~ens i~ water. 
r~'he '°'IlV.;l ,.,-,us+- 'oe CQT"'le··rhere-;n ..:...",-,o c·ent-r>o 
-1 .. o..J. ...... 1.! .. v ~ ......... ~'"° ......... _ v._....... _ -"""'' 
Hor~ed es a unicorn, st one end sou.are, 





,_The qu3.tr:.in could just as lec;i timately, if not r.;ore so, 
be interpreted .s.s rh3r:ring j_;:: couplets cc.dd .. - (J·.::z,;t:.e,::..~/c.-!iH:t·J?e·, .,., , · · 
square/altar) but this would scbotage the ~etrarchan I or:r:. 
'.:L't.e._ ar.1bigui ty o:f tbe rh;yrne produces a coexistence 
. _. . 
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different.,: .formal" p0:ssibili tie-B' ·here,,, neither·::of· whi:ch,: is··. finall'y 
dominant •. ·This .. hesitation. or. dissonance could. >be. ·argued to continue 
· the .. m.od.erni'st project of .destabilization of harmony and potentially 
could be witty.if done in a meaningful way; .other~ise ·it degenerates 
into. :c.onfusion ·and chaos.:.· · 
In· the previous: pages we focussed on: examples of modern:: rhyme 
. . 
· that·· were either variations. upo.n traditional. rhyme or inno:V.a.tory·~ · 
Now let us examine how the individual poet creates original rhyme 
by describing the work of three original major poets~ .. 
RHYME PROFILES OF THHEE POETS 
Research in the rbymin.g. techniques.. of .. the-.. poe-t.s .. makes. one aware 
that a poet's use of rhyme is every bit as i,ndividual.as the body 
of his or her work itself. The greater the poet, the less can his 
work be mistaken for that ·of any other and the more his· use. of 
rhyme has a logic and a personality never before encountered in 
the tradition. .This phenomenon may be illustrated by a character-
ization of the rhyming practices of Yeats, Eliot and Pound. 
YEATS is one of the great rhyme innovators of this century. 
During the course of his career he develops an inherited, platit-
udinous rhyme into rhyme of great subtlety and originality. 
A rather ... obse-ure ·remark---in 1·902· that· urhyme ·is ·one .. o'f" the 
secondary causes of ••• disintegration of the personal instincts 11 95 
may derive from a dissatisfaction with the banal rhyme of an out-
worn tradition. Certainly Yeats never abandoned rhyme. He is a 
poet of formal sensitivity for whom the ceremony of rhyme derives 
from that general courtesy and ceremony in which Beauty is born, 
the "traditional. sanctity and loveliness" that "elevate a rhyme" • 
..,~he availability of working_ sheets. f.or ... som.e. of'. ... .Yea.t.s..'.·. pt»ems 
enable the scholar to trace the evolution of a poem, reconstructing 
the way he fits r'hyme to subject matter.(See Jon Stallworthy's 
Between the Lines: Yeats' Poetry in the ~";aking). 
.. : ... .. -.. 47 
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0
:: ·, .. r-~·e·:.,sta.rts::.~o.µt:<wi~b. a· broaO::.;<idea of·;·_what··:he'·,,wi·s:l'Je.s·· ... to ·say:,;:, 0.:5;_:~ 
·.' ·'.';>:; ., .... • c;rid .. , s.ometi.ne-s~:;: sketches : out'•::a~ init ia:l<:·s·e·ri es';. o:r: rhymes .._ .. f or::•f . 
. · t ... , ~· • • ' • . . ... 
. .• .. . ·· '· .. a. stanza., .... ,,VJhet ... f.o1lows 'iS.!:.ra .. ,.grs.dual;·.;ra-p:pr.ochem.ent· betwee:r:i~·~:~· 
·. : . "-;.: ~.t·. . . . 
..... , . .,., .. ,.,. · ·. cc.nt.ent. end' form, as Yeats""1?;t'·c,pes. P.i;f.fe.r"ent .. c.omb.i11e.ti.o.ns.-.. · ··''. · 
. ,.., 
of rhymes, altering completely, it·. may be, his original 
... 
possibilities. Just .as sbme line~ may be donnees~ so some 
r.byme s are. 'given' with a kind ofinevi ta bili ty; other ... lines 
and other .rh;J·mes must be foraged for with patience •.. It .. :. _ 
. . . 
rr.ay even happf,ln i;he.t .a .line .. o;nd .. r.h.Ft;:ie ... a.re ·neve:t"·perfected::·--·· 
but only· aba.ndoned, though only the poet. is ever aware of·: 
his. failure•·. r::e doe Sn It all OW the need for a rhyme to alter . 
his meaning in broad terms, but he is pr~pared to compromise 
.in the particulars if it wi°ll improve· .a rhyme. Similarly, .... 
although 1:.e may be deternined to.incorporate a particular 
rh;yme, in most cases. he is willing,·· to· rearrange, rej_ect, or· 
recreat·e in order to find e rhyme that will both express the 
meaning and socialize well \·;i th other rhynes in the poem. 
Yeats thought of rt:vme a.s in reciproc!":l relation with 
~~ ~etre and diction. As he ~oved to~erd a ~ore colloquial 
cf sp:.:·ro:::::imate rather tt.:;.ri trD.di tion2l rtµe. Eis :..::--.. creasing 
technical skills led tb-~n.i~crersing ~~stery of ~~y~e, en 
eJ~2nded awareness of rhy~inG possibilities. ~e hcve already 
' 
~oted above his awareness of t~e se~antic possibilities in 
r:.:y:re. i~ccorclir:.g to ::c..rjorie _··erlofi' tl:is amrer:.ess is I!icre: 
evi~e~t· i:r: his ~;:ature poetry. She·. al.so notes that ir: .:.n 
c-.~proxii:~ate. Ir! his :1ext voluoe :!:n the ;Seven ·..-.:cods 22~- of 
t:--~·='· rhymes are c.pproxima.te ·and ttis p_ercentac:e rises to 
2nd blood/flood (stanza 
one ce.nnot positively assign"· 2 rea:son for this phenonenon, 








s~m~·ways on exception~l poem in that.many later poems -do~-
... qu~ te ·. . · .· ,(pee. his collec!iion Las_:t Poetn;:>) 
r:ct.exh:i..o:i..t"tne same compl·ex:i..-::;y in rhyme.,. I\evertLe.1..ess .1..c·shows 
tl:rn possibilities. Yeats was· able, and occasionally ·willing,. 
to.exploit.. Borne of the rl:yrr:es used in this poem are: 
fiddle-bow/know, play/Cordelia, Lear/there, once/ounce, 
shipboard/sword, muleback/rack, Callimachus/rise,.bronze/' 
stands, lapis lazuli/longevity, servingman/stone, avalanche/ 
cher~y branch, snows/house. 
If one compares these rhyoes with those of. 'lie.. Give~s. Eis 
Beloved Certain Rhyr:ies" the expansion in vocabulary ·will be 
seen to be ir:u:iense. And not only does he use a£much. 
wider rnnge of rhyming words but he breaks new ground i.rr. · 
pairs lil:e lapis lazuli/longevi t~r i.vhich have not appeared _: 
in poetry, one would surmise, either before or since. 
He knows how to exploit the U.."lique and sonorous guali ty 
of the proper noun in rhyme~ Ee makes daring phonetic 
associations that seem to have an i~evitable seoantic 
connection: play/Cordelia. Ee uses consor:ance, light·rhyme 
,·.f·· 
and grammatical foros th~t include the verb, ;ronoun, adjective, 
pre :!10Si ti.on .. a.nd ... a.dverb •... ~ .. .:'Jhe-- L'1creas-e ··in -~j.cl venturousne·s:s ·; · 
co:;;.fider..ce c::.nd crestivity is tu1mistc.keable. 
'I1 •• S •.. LLIOT . 
G~like Ye~ts,~liot was not ~~te~sely preoccupied ~ith 
t~e exnloration of crici~~l rtyffie or the explo~tatio~ of 
c.p .:rcximate rhyoe, t::-'·:mgt ·cot~:.. occur ::.r: his ::oetry. :Sliot 's 
perce~tion of tte 
is ~ess sec~lar •. 
t~e ','J'ord. £:byse is :::n :Lncn.rL.,atioll of l:e.r1;-io1:y, E»:.'.1 echo tbnt 
·. : 
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L;:;~forgue:twas~;,2_, strong< influence c.r> Eliot's 'ea.rlier·· rhyme. 
In · rrufrock ... we find the .La.£:.orgu!Lan . .:... u~equal .couplet,· the'" 
embedded between 
. counle.t . ,., unrhymed liies and the rhyrr:es between "hig:JL," 
and "low" words. This i:ifluence became less obtrusive as 
Eliot developed his own ideas on rhyme, and on his own type. 
of "free verse''. 
In his Reflections on Vers Libre' Eliot. cor:nr.ents on rhyme.· 
as f'ollows.: 
But it is possible that excessive devotion to. 
rhyme has thicl-::ened the modern ear. The rejection 
of rhyoe is not e leap at facility; on the contrary 
it imposes a. rr,uch selterer strain upon the language •. 
When the comfcrti~g echo of rhyme is reooved, success 
or failure in the choice of words, in the sentence. 
structure, in the order, is atfonce more appareDt. . 
Rhyme removed, the poet is at/once held up to the 
st~ndard of prose. Rhyme removed, ouch ethereal 
music leaps up fron the word., music which has 
hi tl:erto chirned u..n.noticed in the expanse of prose~ •• 
1~nd this liberation from rhyme might be as-: well 
e. liberation of rhyme. F'reed fr on its exact inc 
task of supporting laae ~erse, it could be applied. 
•::i th greater ef:ect where it is r.iost needed. 
There are often passac:-es in 2.n U..."lrhyned poem i·:here· 
rhyme is wanted fer sor::e specis.1 effect, fer a sudden 
tightening up, for a cumulative insistence, or for 
an abrupt change of r:1ood. :Cut f or~G.l rhymed verse will 
certainly not lose·its place. 1C2 
,_ ·J:1::1is pc.ssar:::e is re:;;2rl:::ble for t!:e i.,:ay i:·: wt.ich :::::lict 
pclerizes rhyme and poetic s~eech. Lub-stanisrd Lines 
creep i::.to poetr;r under -~;:e cou:1teno.nce of riJ.y;r:e. :::.ut t!:e 
it sb::uld 
be self-·suf.:'.:'icient. ·.:lle2:. ti: is is ::: ci:ieved, r~:y;;-,e 2s 2 prop 
er crutch becooes redundant 2nd =~Y be used for r~etorical 
s:;::ecia.l ef.:::·ects. ~-radi tions.l rl:.;yi;ie. is -c::e frar.:e C'Vc::r which 
ttd Ii=p vi~e1 cf the li~e must be trailed, jut ~he~ the 
C J_i ~1.t::l . ..., __ r .._ ~r-i "8 (-.,.,01-:::: .: ntr' '' :::e··' """-s·u· "!11·,or+-.; ~ .-- ... _. ,_. \i-J.... b_._ ~·; ...... -.l.- ...,J <--~ _. _ _._ ~"]:--' ..;..:..J..:.c:::. tree rl:~r:r:e" s role 
of support becomes obsolete. =liot supp~ses t~is might be a 
. is. ::r:volved ·in beirig·.reincired is· a structural· principle· 211-d· 
· be-:i.ng re-legated to··· a· •Special frfects • departrr.ent. 
l:1e · sepe.ra:tion· adunbrated <.~bove bet\:ee11 the "ethereal 
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chare.cteristic of Eliot' S" poetry. 11 poet in whon the. historical 
sense was G.cute, he developed a type-~f poetry in which 
the rhp.lng tradition of the past was placed in relation 
to the individually structured repetitive form of the present. 
3liot is ··never--socTmct·· hi1r:se1r a.s \·:hen he is all tiding to··so:neone 
-ons 11 
else, and in a poem lii:e Ii"our C'uartets uqubtati,\of traditione.l 
rb;yme patterns are set araongst the more individual freer·.•· .. 
se.ctions. 
Eliot's "free verse•, which is without doubt his predominant 
form, uses irregular stanzas and rhyme patterns. In Ash VJednesday, 
the high point of his free ·style, ever3r section has its own 
idiosyncratic form anci rhyr:1e. Repetition (or exact. rhyme} 
gives a highly structured and. s;ynbolic form to triis "free' 
verse. This reuetition is influenced by biblical paralleliso: 
there is a tioe for building 
.And a tioe for living ~-.nd fer cene~ation .. . .. 
And e. tine fo~ t::1e v.;ind to bres.k t:1e loose~1ed :;;).::.::e ••• 
Es.st Coker I 
But this use 
4 of repetition also imitates certain rhetorical features of 
L&~-"celot ~~ndrev:es style, as ,,;ill be ciiscussed ;:rnre fully i::.1 t'.-::.e 
as 
chapter on diction. '.l·r.e res'J.l t· is ps.ssa;-es such .. tt.e folloui~1c: 
S:·i::;e ·:)reser:t 2:~c- ti.:·:;e ~:::E~s:; 
.nre both -oer:.1s ·.!S 'E're"Se~:1 ti;:rn future 
' ~ tir::e- .t'u"'-u~e co-,~"'-~ -i ;i e~~ l 0 ., -i· n·e ' cinO. __ .. _ J_ .u '.J.. .!.~VC~-~- '" l. ~ DElS\; 
If f.:.11 tiP1e. is etern.::.ll3r p::-esent 
All tiDe is unredeemable •. 
:2urnt i~ orton I 
' .. _ 
-. 
'' 
Eliot develo_ps -tl):is _technique ~of repeti '4i,0n ,, ' 
' .-~~ _.,from Prufrock .through The Wasteland (especially 
sec-Gio.n.v), .. and:it,.reaches·its apogee· in. Ash Wednesday and·, 
Four Quartets. 
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Where the ·internal pattEfning of his lines is less intense 
traditional rhyme often resumes its place, as occurs in some 
lines of "Marina" for instance. The poems composed in imitation 
/ 
of Gautier•s Emaux et vamees .and written in a brier period of 
revulsion against free verse (See for example, "Sweeney·Amorig 
the Nightingales") have traditionally rhymed regular. stanzas and 
do not use repetitive patterning pf language. 
The Wasteland, as it now stands, is mostly unrhymed •. , Pound 
is usualJ:y praised for his blue-pencilling and excising or ' 
sections of this work, but one could argue that he destroyed the 
characteristic cast of the poem·, in which rhymed. 
sections counterpointed unrbymed sections. Apart from· the 
Shakespearian blank verse in section II, other traditional· 
allusions existed. Section IV originally included some rhymed 
quatrains and some blank verse, but these.were later excised. 
Section lII in the original version was initiated by a pastiche 
of Pope in couplet rhyme, also rejected. 
The typist's seduction was originally narrated in rhymed 
quatrains. Under Pound's influence some quatrains were kept and 
some omitted, quatrains were compressed or altered·tand rhymes 
lost in the process) and some rhymes excised. What appears to 
be irregular rhyme in the final versi·on is actually a remaindered 
mess. r:y comments in the above two paragraphs may be confirmed by 
anyone who examines the original draft of the poerri as .L did. 
V:ith hindsight one can see that 1 il_miglior fabbro' might 
,I'. 
o±> the. 3liotie.n enterprise i.:r i::istez.d of excising he had-··' 
. . - ~ ,, ' ·'· ·.;)' . helped to ·-.overhaul or shorten ''traditional 11· ~ections .·: " . " 
Eliot_ reve.rt.ed. to the -counterpointing of free e.nd· rhymed 
sections in Four Oua.rtets •. ;:·-In ~ach · G"~uz.rtet the first pr:.:.rt 
of section II and nll of section IV -are· rhymed (v1ith the 
exception of n The 'Dry .Selvages 11 IV ) •. -- nhymed secti.ons: 
ir:clt1.de cinquains rhyming ababb, sestets in stanza rhyme, 
octaves in unequal couplets, and septets with a rhyme 
uattern similar to rhyme royal. 
Secti.on II of n Eurnt Horton 11 and of n East Coker", ·those. 
"periphrastic stud ( ies) in a worn-,.out poetical fashion" · ·-
have been commonly regarded_ as irregularly rhymed. nEast· .. 
Coker II" ·c.oes have a regular pattern however, as :l!'rank 
104 
Lurch 3rovm has demonstrated. _It is aabb/cdd/eee/ddc/fagf • 
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. ,_, I:urnt l1forton II" runs aba/ ccb/dcb/bde/ eec. · It seems possi.ble 
. 
the. t.c ·Zlfot is imitating, in these two sections, a medieval 
rhyme scheme such as occurs in e. be.llr~de. J;_ pattern lil:e-- .. 
those quoted in the Trattato delle ~i~e Volgnri (for 
---.,, exa:n~ole aba/cdcd/dbe./bebe/eba) could seem 'irr-et;ular' if .. ~r: 
one wasn't aware of its tradi,ti.onal .. cnaI?acter--... ·-I h2, ve, not----· 
been able to trace an exact criginal for Eliot's patterns, 
however." 
=~ reneral one receives t~e i~pression that Eliot,· 
:lesTJi te his respect for, i:.--:terest ii1 and .know:;_edge of 
trc:ditione.l end-rh;yDe; found the form ccnst~icting. Lis 
"quotations" 
rh;y--rr:e are trief lyrical sections, ·art:.ficicl in 
tbe best sense of the word~ .which do not so. r::uch. a.d.v.arr.c.e--, .. • 
the argu,1:ent o:f the pc-err: a_s rehearse in very fisurati ve 
language whRt ~ill ~e repeated and expanded on a ~ore 
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... d.isc-ursi:ve~~1evel-'"· in tbe\'. ... ' ''free verse:11,:·· sect'ions<."':.;.I]:iot :;' ·/<·: · 
. ··· .. 
· · se·e:r:s ·.to. regc:rd: ... t.his type :a::· rhyme e..:3 rr,ore or:iai-;iental . than~: 
func,tional. ,:. as;~;:hindering .. :rather thawcfacili ta.ting· the< 
expression .. of: the .theme •... 1,: .• i-:;·. /~uden,. v.rbose .. poem n The -Sea.: 
and the firror" owes something to Eliot's technique, appears 
to deoonstrate. a1 similar· sense of traditional rhymes 
. _limitations. 
accomplished· in my view 
The most · · :·:.:.sming technician of this century,,. is 
Ezra Pound (though a case could be made for Eliot ~s the 
greeter artist in rhyme, since PotL.~d's rhymes draw attention 
to the~selves in a way that sorr:etimes transgresses the bounds 
of decorum · ) • His knowledge is. grounded in a thorough e2.rly 
study of traditional forms such as the ballade, canzone,· 
the product of bis joint interest in ,technique and Provencal literatur 
aubade, sestina and the sonnet,A After the Sirst decade of. 
the century, however, h::Ls verse becomes· freer and un_rhyned. 
. . 
The .r;:;ajor' poem "l·~ear ?erigord" is unrhymed. Then occured 
tbe temporary revulsion against "free verse" which led 
Pound and Eliot 
,,, . 
to write poems in the style of ~heophile 
,,, ,,, 
Gautier's Emaux et Camees. Gautier uses mainly endstopped 
perfect rhymes; Pound's homat;e, . as it c:.ppes.rs .. in. Eur:h. Se.lw;y:n 
. I 
i:auberley, is not an exact imitation but a brilliant , 
improvisation or varia~ion. 
::::-or 1 • • !.llS ffi3..JOr work, tte Cantos, ?ound, like ~ilton~ 
turned. m·;s.y froo rhyme. '.i'here are a few lyric sections that 
~::·ound.' s rr:ost originc.l 1rnr~: in rh;yme 1H2.s done in :i:ugh 
Sel1;·-y-n :-:auberley. ~t .. is c.n isol2..ted neak of e.c:~ievement in. 
his oeuvre, unrivs..lled for the. vari:ety of its rh;yme. 
Efi'ortlessly exploited nre features coll:non to modern 
.J 
. · bet\·ieen. ·the· ru..'1-on impetus ·af·· the litre and the· backward 
count·e·rpull . .,of the ·rhymes,.. the colloca'tion of stressed -
2.~d unstressed rhymes; tb.e display of· varieties of 
·consonance and assonance .... 
?ound ir..troduces rr:uch.new material ·into his rhymes • 
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.r.e uses words which are· rare in the poetic canon for' rhymes 
105 . . 106 
(reveries/mendacities, ambrosia/arcadia/phantasmagoria.) and 
words of scientific origin (series/irides, diastasis/ 
anaesthesis) • 
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Be uses words and phrases in languages other than .·English 
108 109. .· 
as rhynes. ( eni 11roie/lee-way, .1 'an ·trentiesme/diadem , .. _ 
110 
tin( Gr ... .for 'what 1 )/tin ·(the· meta1)) and he delights in 
. 11~-
the sonorous or exotic proper na:ne (Viessalina/engraver 's ,. _· · 
112 ' 
Pier lirancesca/Achaia) or rhymes combining a foreign word · 
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and a proper noun (eau-forte/Jaquem~rt). 
Le.forgue's influence is evident in the yoking together.of 
"hig:h" and "low" rhymes: 
The sale of half-hose has 
Long since superceded the cultivation 
Of ?ierian roses. 114 
<- i:L·his. is. a .. rema.rka-ble--:tihyme -·for .. tbe· satiric quali"t'Y"O:f" the· 
contrast between the commonplace object and the ex~uisite 
c:.nd aesthetic, tl:e wit the: t tas found cut e. phonetic 
rese~tlsnce between •tose has• a~d 1 roses" aLd the dissonance 
between a rtyme of one word rmC. another of three words. 
"~s reGcrds the lstter churacte~is~ic, Found apnreci~tes 
the d::..f±.'crence in quality given to r11:;:1:J.es o~ unequc.l le:igth. 
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I-'isistra tus/us has sor:Jethins. o.f., the. wi.t.:t.y. .... ~:.n.d.~. une:-;:pe,ct.ed. -'"' -
about it attributable to this factor, apart froo the 
dissonances ir: stress, lane;uage, and granma tica.l identity 
that contribute to the effect. 
',;· 
·., ;:· 0 ·r..-·· rr-e-.r.ot<·-; ·r""'·t:1 .. ;...,,, ··n·o'0 """"'· • ..:. "".·-.+:·.~_.--e· ,, -.... , _:o.; ·1~.:.t·_-i n·t'""·, .... ,·o ... f' .<',-,·:·e··"'·-n·:i..···n· n.: " .. +·~·T'"'U'D"'n - · i: v c./, """"'- . .L' ::-.-':.- ... J..-.·.: l. ·....,o · · ..... · ,.;,i ... · ... .:..,.::;. - _,,, ...i.. .. .. c.4 t..:> v.1..J.. _ _.. t.> 
rhyme· •.. In': sec.t:i:ons II --r.~nO.> I=::I tbe 11 t·~'•idry cheapness 11 of " ·: 
. ,_ -· · tbe··.modern:·age;- is scornfully conpared to:"tt·e, ·. 11 .h ttic· -grace 11 :'" 
1 ~ ., •. ~1 ' 
of, clas.sical-' civilization.;<· The dissonance in:. values is: . 
. satirically.,: enacted in the,· rhymes: c;rimace/grace' ,. plaster/"' 
alabaster, __ Samothrace/market-place •. :L·he word •grace• shD.res 
·. .. . 
identical letters with 11 grimace.• yet is antithetical in 
meaning •. Vihat morphology implies, semantics denies ... ~ 
The· semantic relation between the rhymes may be synonymic 
. 116 
rather than antithetical as in ambrosial/Ariel, the words 
sharing a sense of the celestial and beautiful, or may 
stand netonymici~lly in a -oar.2.si tic .relation, for instance:··.-
i·rhen e. youthful r,:-enera tio:i 11 Charm, smiling· at the i:::ood · 
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mouth" is devoured by uan old bitch gone.in the teeth", 
a botched civilization. 
Eeaning may be rriimetically conveyed. through t!le type of 
rhyme· used. In the section 11 '.1-he "::..ce · :t:;enanded 11 the prepond-
erance of rhymes using abstract r:.ouns Ccetter tradition'/ 
concentration/confession/agi;ression a:1d so forth) is 
·1 striking. i·ihen one recalls ?ound' s pursuit of the concrete 
particular in hi.s .. poe . .t::-.y.., o.r..d ..... h.i.s. d.islike ... of· o. bstracticns·,: .... 
then it see~s likely th~t these rbynes sre intended to 
convey sonettinc about ~.auberley, his ineptitudes 2,s ?..n 
c~rtist, for L stnnce, <.:nd. :..->.s a nan. 
Subtlety of rh;yne in tr!auberley 0 is. s. tribute to :J:ounci 's 
~::usical ear. .:i. rhyrr.e suet: cs tl:em/ ci viliz'='. tion in section 
V is so tenuous as to call i~to ;uestion ~hether it is a 
rLyii:e or not - the fi:c:.::::.2- col;.sor .. 2.nts do ::ot exactl.y ,nt:~ .. t.ch , . ., .. 
but are pho~etically related. 
A subtle connection between .stanzas ~s created by r~yme 
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' . -~~ 
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such as the terminal "s" sound in section III (replaces/ 
Cos/barbitos/Dionysus/macerations/says/days/Samothrace/ 
market-place/us/equals/Pisistratus/us) or as in 11 Yeux Glauques" 
where "Swinburne 11 (stanza 1 ) .has musical affinities with 
nBurne-Jones cartons" (stanza '3) and~ 11 still-born 11 (stanza 4). 
The play of similarity and diff e~ence between the forms 
gives great delight. 
A useful point of comparison in measuring the distance , , 
travelled by Pound's technique lies in the pastiche of 
Edmvnd Waller's "Goe, lovely rose" iz:t "Envoi". Waller's 
rhyme scheme is a regular ababb repeated in each stanza. 
Pound's rhyme pattern varies from stanza to stanza, just as 
in Mauberley as a whole the rhyme patterns var:y between 
sections, and within the same section_ may have. maver~ck stanzas 
which sound the dissonant·note of the.Modernist project. 
"Medallion", for exampl_e ~ comprises quatrains: apab 
except the second stanza which is abcb. 
Waller 1 s rhymes are all full rhymes of approximately 
the same length such as rose/knows,· spied/abide/died. Pound 
has rhymes of this kind. but also rhymes like lie/longevity, 
a sight rhyme combining short and lorig words and 
:. '. 
·.· hers;/worshippers\;>a :1ight::~·:::-h;yi:rn, ·dif~''erir:g''in'·' .length ·\a~cr· ·'·· 
. z,r0.mmnt.ica1: identity •. ~~i's final triple rh;yTi!e of oblivion/': 
• < ·•.·. • clov:n/afone· is inforrried· cy similarity of emotional and mus:L'cal 
· t.one: •... The multiple-: rhyme signals closure, as it does' in 
........ :, .'··.. seve·ral:· other sections pf the P.o .. em9'\. 
These comments should be su.fficient to indicate the 
originality; musicality· 9-nd wit of Pound's rhy-.nes. · It. 
r.mst be acknmdedged that this t;ype of rhyme could' not. 
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be indiscriminately used in all kinds. of verse. It is perhaps 
r.iost suitable for the. ironic .:rnd.--sati·r-ic senres-. ·· l·:-evert'heless 
Fou.."ld 's rhymes convincingly demor..strate. the achievement' .of: 
the· modernist '".Joet in the: sphere of rhyme. 
CONCLUSION 
In summing up our researches in this chapter we find that the 
historical debate between pro-rhymers and anti-rhymers has not· 
ye·t: been' resolved. The debate is often enacted in the career 
of each individual poet as s/he moves between the possibilities 
of traditional rhyme, unconventional rhyme and unrhymed verse. 
In respect of the rhymes deployed in the contemporary era, it 
appears that the colloquial or. .. -. satiric .. character· o-.f· vmuch .. modern 
~ . . 
poetry has determined the kinds of rhymes used. Modern poets 
resort to various strategies to mute their rhymes.· Consequently 
full or. perfect·rhyme is supplemented or replaced by approx-
imate or imperfect rhyme. 
Modern poets have also developed the semantic possibilities 
inherent in rhyme and haveplaced a premium on the unusual and 
original rhyming word. 
"r· . ·'·"' 
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ne,p;lig:i;ble' form but one ~capable o! subtle and profound effects· 
i.n. the·. hands of·. the inve.ntive and· artful poet;.:. 
Poets should be aware of the wide·-range· of possibili tie·s · 
inherent ·irr.:rhyme· in order' to orchestrate their effects with 
int·e-1-1-i-gen:cef arrd:·"·sensit'ivity... Tfiey may learn from the rhyme · 
profiles ·.in this chapter that. rhyme is .not a rigid form but one· 
arnena ble to developm~nt by the cre.ati ve. ·.inn ova tor. 
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The excellence .of diction consists in being 
perspicuous without being mean. The most 
pe.:r:s.picuaus, .... isc· tha,t·· wh:hch··· i,s· · compos·ed:· a:f · comm'on 
words; but at the same time it is mean ••• That 
language, on th~ contrary, is elevated, and remote 
from the vulgar idiom, which employs unusual words: 
by unusual I mean foreign, me.taphorical, extended ••• 
Yet should a poet compose his diction entirely of 
such words, the res-µlt would be, either an enigma, 
or a barbarous jargon ••• 
Aristotle: The Poetics XXVI 
The-Sub·lime-· ·±s··a· ·certain excellence and perfection 
of language ••• 
••• ornamental words are the peculiar light.of our 
thoughts... . . 
Longinus: On the Sublime I, IV 
I gotta use words when I talk to you 
T.S. Eliot: Fragment of an Agon 
There's every mode of .singing robe in stock, 
From Shakespeare's gorgeous fur coat, Spencer's muff, 
Or Dryden's lounge suit to my cotton frock, 
And Wordsworth's Harris tweed with leathern cuff. 
Firbank, 1 think, wore just a.just-enough; 
I fancy Whitman in a reach-me-down, · 
But you, like Sherlock, in a dressing gown. 
W.H. Auden: Letter to Lord Byron III 
INTRODUCTION 
I wil'l begi:n vtith a defini ti.on and, taking as my model the 
classical commonplace that rhetoric is the ars bene dicendi, 
the art of speaking well, I will define the technique of poetic 
diction as the art of using language well in poetry. 
For many readers the words npoetic diction" have perjor-
ative associations derived from Wordsworth's treatment of the 
term in his Preface to the Lvrical Ballads. In that work he 
narrows the. te.rm .. to . ._me.an .. a,r.ti.·f·ice·:i:-al·~a·s"'Opp·os·ed~' .. t'o· natUf'aI poetic 
language. I do not use the term in this narrow sense but in 
its original broader sense, since I will entertain not only 
Hqmantic but also Classical concepts ·of diction. 
I includ·e "'questions .. of style and word usage under poetic 
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diction. ·The·· term "style·"·' is akin to "diction!!'' and. in· fact the 
Shorter Oxford English JJfctionary' defines them ·in similar; ·terms. 
in poetry 
However while l ·.define d~ction as the art of using .language "'I 
use the te·rm style· in a narrower sense to· ·refer to manner -of 
. expression' the architecture .. of the sentence., and the .. concepts· 
of. decorum.,and levels of styl:e.. I use· the term "word usagf; 11 
in an even narrower sense to refer to particular types of words, 
alterations to words and the like •. 
When we speak of style as a manner of expression, howevert 
we find that critical literature refers to expression both as . . . 
the ornament or clothing of subj~c.t matter,, .and as an .. organic .... 
expression of the subject. 
The concept of style as ornament or clothing has been a· common-
place since classical times. Puttenham in his grandiloquent 
Elizabethan language expresses this concept as follows: 
This ornament we speake of is given to it.by figures-
and figtiative speeches, which be the flowers as it were 
and coul'"ours that a Poet setteth upon his language 
by arte, as the embroiderer doth his stone and perlet 
or passements of gold upon the stuff e of a Princely 
·garment, or as th'excellent painter bestoweth the 1 rich Orient coulours upon ·bis .F.·able of pourtraite •••• 
Style as an organic expression of the subject is a concept 
known to classical authors, for example 1.Jonginus, but has ... ·. 
achieved promin.enc.e .. i.n. tbe. Romant-ic .... a.nd .. particularly· the ··t:iodern · 
period. Coleridge, for example, in his essay On Poesy or Art 
differentiates between form as proceeding and shape as super-
induced, the latter being "the death or the imprisonment of 
the thing. 112 In the Modern era the concept of style as ornament 
comes under increasing attack •. I. A. Richards, for example, 
writing in 1936, considers this analogy as. misleading since it 
iIJ:iplies a separation of form and content.3 
<2.1baf not every poet was per·suaded of this is evident from the 
Auden s-tanza quoted as an epigraph, in which a clothing metaphor 
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is the organizing· figure. ·····But in most cases the concept.'· of 
organic form' exercised a·. critical hegemony over :.the writers of·" 
the first; half. of this c~ntury. 
" 
·It seems as if the writer' is faced-with.two opposing:ideas 
of style: style· as separable· or style. as inseparable from · 
content •. But we might more. comprehensively grasp a subtle ,, 
concept·· li'kEr ·st'yle by· deconstruc.ting •crude binary bifurcations. 
If then we use the not uncommon metaphor of a house for a · 
poem ("stanza", for example;•,means "room") we can regard style 
in literature as analogous to architectural style and, as such, 
both separable and inseparable from that which is informed. 
! A house need not be architect.;_designed, but if it is, the, 
.. 
architectural style or design or form is not something super- .. · 
imposed on the house, but. cons ti tu_tes the house.; If the style . 
or--design or form is good it expr~sse~ the function. and shapes 
the matter or material of ·the house. 
Similarly, literary style is something which ~ be conceived 
of as separate from the poem, but good style is functional and 
helps to constitute content. 
One could also deconstruct the opposition between style as 
imposed upon the subject and style as an organic expression of 
the subject by changing the terms of the argument slightly and 
considering the opposition between style as art and style as 
nature or organic. Then one could argue ·that while one can 
imagine a natural language without an elaborate style, yet the 
art that one uses when one applies style to language is actually 
natural since nature includes such phenomena as style. 
Shakespeare says much the same thing in A Winter's Tale 
when, in querying an opposition. between Art and r-~ature he has 
his character argue: 
", •. · ,_ 
Yet· ·nature··is··'r.:ade bet·ter-.by: :nO''··mean·.·"· 
,.. Eut Kature makes 'that· mean ••• _ .. : .... 
' . ..... , .. -•.. 
The art itself is nature •. 4.4 
In.the.Postmodern period a new concept of .style.appears. to 
have arisen in which· style floats free of content and context 
altogether ·and exists as a playful juggling of unreferential 
dl:seourses·, a ·pas .. ti:ehe-- (Hf. deaQ:,,·tre*ts ...... ·Th-i.5.,.:ty;pe. ·G;f, ... s,t~.le" is 
epitomised in the work of.John Ashbery.and will be described 
later in the chapter. 
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Having defined our 'terms, let· us proceed to a brief. overview 
_...., 
of the topics to be raised in this chapter. 
Is there, ·we ask, a special languace for· poetry? .. · If'.there. · 
is, how does the poet create such a language? How does s/he 
fit this language to different subjects? What forms of.expression 
are most elegant or forceful? What words should be used?· 
If it is denied that there is a special language for poetry, 
or if it is considered that poetic language does not differ from 
the language of prose, under what standards, with what goals 
and methods does the poet compose? 
What place has the "conversational 11 in poetic diction? .. 
If, for postmodern poets, language is a prison-house, how 
can they smuggle out their.messages? Or should they organize 
a jail-break? 
While the author's opinion as to 'the corr.·ect answers to these 
questions will become obvious to the reader my primary aim is 
not to impose my own beliefs on the reader but to enable him 
or her to formulate his or her answers ~ith the aid of the 
examples of theory and practice discussed. 
Tropes will be discussed, with imagery,. in· a separate chapter. 
'l'lre;r·a:re""C·la.·s·s±·fj:·e·d'~'a:s···f'j:gur-e'S'' of"'."d.'i'ct"i''On';' O'i.rt'···rrff".["~·:r· f'rom other 
figures which organize language on the material or grammatical 




l have'-meas·ured-·out my··life with coffee.spoons' 
i .ti. Eliot-:·;, The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock 
THR LlTEHARY .. LANGUAGE .·,, · .. 
We initiate our response to: the above.questions with an 
enquiry into the very nature· of the medium of diction it.se:1:r, 
.... \!'"'':.' ... 
the language. Is poetic diction the language of everyday 
sneech? Is it the language of prose? Let us consult the 
considered judgement of historical authorities. 
In the classicel era Aristotle, in his treatise On Rhetoric, 
noted that in poetry the poet makes th.e. language .. un.familiar, ., · 
deviating from normal usage. Aristotle polarizes ordinary.speech 
and poetry, placing prose in the middle, as a mean between·· 
extremes. Poetry differ·s from prose, on the lexical plane, in 
' ' 4-
employing neologisms, rare words and compound· words. . 
ln the rv1edieval era we turn naturally to .one of the most 
important writers, Dante, whose treatise De Vulgari Eloquentia 
is':; among· other things, an enquiry into the nature of the literary 
language. Dante begins his treatise with an encomium on "the 
speech: of the common people", the vernacular5~ however it soon 
appears that this is not a validation of ordinary speech for 
literary_ purpos.ese. , On. .. :the- contra·ry·, ·Dante ·consid~r·s· that· ·· 
ordinary dialects have uncouth words, confused constructions, 
defective pronunciations and rustic accents. 6 
Dante's paradigm for the literary language is the unitary, 
Edenic language, Hebrew, which all men spoke before the hubris 
of the Tower of Babel brought about a cataclysmic fall into 
polyglossia.7 His project is to redeem language from its 
illustrious vernacular tlw t belongs to every city, though it 
seems to belong to none. Like the mythical panther, it scatters 
its fragrance everywhere and shows itself nowhere. 8 It is 
·. _.,., 
.. 
the. standar_d .. ,,of,:; a:ll· vernaculars·: ·noble, . c-lear-'.·and;'·perfect-.·'. This 
language wi·ll ipso .facto b·e used only by -the· noblest· poets· on 
the worthiest subjects in.the highest style. 
Dante does not specifically discuss whether poetry differs 
from prose, but he does quote, in his ·examples of admirable 
which shows.an acceptance of some congruency· between the two 
forms. 
In the Renaissance we have Puttenham's assertion that the 
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literary language should be more ornamental than ordinary speech. 
It is, -however, based on natural, pure. speech, the lan.guage of 
the Court or London or civil-bred men (not the language.used at 
"Universities where scholars use much peevish affectation of 
. ' 0 
words out of primative languages" ) 7 • nore succinctly, Len .. :,, 
Jonson said "the true artificer• s language differs somewhat:-. 
from the vulgar. Yet it shall not fly from all hume,ni ty. "1 O · 
Nee-classical doctrine of the following centuries accepted 
that the literary language differed from the everyday language. 
'l'he ?reface to the Lyrical Ballads by \'Jordsworth is a key· 
Romantic document on poetic language. At first glance it would 
appear as if \·.'ordsworth is recommending the vulgar tongue for 
the literary 12nguage, since he emphasizes that he writes the 
"language really used by men 11 • 11 Hut closer examination reveals 
important qualifications. This language must be imprinted 
"with the beautiful and permanent forms of natureu12 • It 
must also be"nurified ••• from what Hppears to be its real 
"1 'J defects... - • This selection of the language really spoken 
by men, ruade, as Wordsworth says, with"true taste", "will 
ent'irely" separate the· c·omposition from the vulgarity and mean-
ness of ordinary life•·.14 It is thus-clear that Wordsworth has 
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·. in .. mind.' a "more- ·permanent·,' and .·phi:loso.pb'icaT<lar.iguage .. "} 5o: than 
· the language· of everyda:;( :speech. . 
... · 
According .. : to Wordsworth· "the language. of a large portion of 
every ·good poem ••• must necessarily (except with reference to · 
· .. the ·me'tre) in no respect differ from that of good· prose. 1116 
The·Fe·· i-s--no ... ·es-s·entiaJ: ·di:ffeTence· b'etw·een" good'' prose· and'' poetry. 
Coleridge's objection~ td Wordsworth's poetics of the literary 
language are enunciated. in his Biogranhia Li teraria. c.oleridge 
rejects the concept of a.literary language taken from the· 
mouths of men in real life, and .specifically in rural life •... 
Be argues thet the language of men in rural communities'.is 
dialectal, t.lllimaginative, confined to particulars and has a 
restricted vocabulary. In no way can this be regarded as·'.a" : 
literary language. He goes on to say that even if this.language 
is purified of grossness·the result would not differ from the 
language of any man of common sense.17 
1 wish to ask whether this criticism does not rest on a 
misinterpretation of Wordsworth's programme? That there is 
misunderstanding somewhere is evident from the discrepancy 
between Wordsworth's assertion that their opinions on poetry 
almost entirely coincided~and Coleridge 1 s stance of dissociation 
from parts of the theory of diction. 
Coleridge does not seem to have any ~ympathy for Wordsworth·s 
visione.ry belief in the impression made on the language of a 
country dweller by tl1e sublime f orrns of nature. On the contrary 
he regards rur2l isolation as impoverishing not enriching language. 
(When '•'1ordsworth contenmlates a countryman he sees a represent-
a ti ve humc=m being whose lang-uage reflects universal feelings 
inc·o·rp·orat·e·a·-··with'.tffe· 15eauti.ful'forms of nature; what obtrudes 
. ti_ 
itself more on Coleridge's attention is the fact that the rustic 
does not read I~ant). Furthermore, al though Coleridge notes the 
... '·,·, ·, ' . ' .~ . 
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Coleridge asserts that· the language of poetry is essentially 
different-from prose. As ·conversation differs from pro_se ,,so 
prose d~ffers from poetry •. Syntax and modes of expression,· 
such as figures of speech, are characte_ristically different· 
. ..,. .... 
in· prose.and poetry. (This may be open to dispute - tradition-
ally rhetoric drew its examples of figures from both prose and 
poetry, though acknowledging tb.~t. p_oetry was .dis.tine.ti ve .. in its· 
use of metre and more unusual words.)· 
To exemplify modern critical views on the subject~ I ·turn 
to Ferdinand de Baussure and Mikhail ·Ba.khtin, since both are' 
authoritative figures in the field of ·language. 
According to Ferdinand de Saussure language, given free 
development, only exists as dic.lects.. As soon as some level·· 
of'civflization is reached one of the dialects is chosen as 
a standard language and absorbs to itself elements -of the other 
dialects. The literary language is ·analogous to the standard 
language18and hence, in a sense, an artificial creation. 
'rhe literary .. languag.e .. is- not· ordinary "Speech"acccY:r>dintr·to · 
Eakhtin, in his rather polereical pronouncement, since· 
Vulgar, nonliterary discourse is saturated with low 
intentions and crude emotional expressions, oriented 
in a narrowly practical direction, overrun with petty 
philistine associations and reeks of specific contexts.1 9 
Bal:.htin differentiates sbe.rply between the language of 
poetry and that of prose. ?rose incorporates heteroglossia, 
that is~ varieties of social 12ngu0ges • ?oetry uses a 
?Q 
unitary Iahguage'-. ,' a canonical style subdued to· the poet Is 
intentions and stripped of specific contexts. 21 In other words, 
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.. pros·e 'language .. incorporates, multiple types,· of''rlangm:·ge;;suc·h: .as-: 
J 
.. those used<· by .friff erent; s.o:cial or .. ::professional,<groups, those used 
oy s,pe-ci'fic ·narrators or those languages belonging to different 
· genr.es ,.,;whereas the langu<.ige, of poetry· is dominate·d·. by the'' 
arti·culation·· of a: single person, the poet.. '.l'he. poetic language, 
being cut off from actual, social dialec.ts may become conservat±ve 
. . ~2(~. 
and moribundc , and will therefore regularly have to be renewed. 
Yet Bakhtin admits that" a certain latitude for heteroglossia 
. for .example · 
exists in the "low" poetic genres (, ·i,t satire) and may in certain 
epochs spill over even into "high" genres23. Thus Bakhtin 
' 
deconstructs. the absoluteness of hi.s own distinction .between 
prose and poetry •. 
In conclusion, most, i.f not q.11 authorities agree: that·'-the 
literary language is not ordinary speech. This might seem to> 
be a self-evident statement not worth demonstration. This is 
not the case, however, since in the course of our discussion ·of 
the diction of modern poets we will find some confident assertions 
to.tha contrary, particulaily among American poets. 
There is a language continuum upo~ which plane is situated, . 
at different points, ordinary speech, prose and poetry, in that 
order. It is more practicable to consider the terms "prose" 
and "poetry" as deriving meaning re la ti vely . .from the.ir .. inte.r.~ .. 
action than to think of them as absolute standards~- Otherwise 
futile arguments can arise , for instance whether \·Jal t \'/hi tman 
writes poetry or prose because his verse is more ''prosaic" 
than the poetry of other poets like Tennyson. 
Eistorically, different eras will vary in their estimate of 
the correct place for poetry on tbe language continuum. The 
subject matter of poetry also influences the situating of the 
style on the continuum, as does genre. 
·.';,' ·.· . ··. 
., ...... ··. 
When· what; we .·hop'ed<so:r carr.e: ·to nothin·e, ·we "revived 
Larianne'. .Moore, ','Ele·phants::u. 
CRI'..L1ICAL. ·EIS'l'ORY . 
CLASSICAL:·AND. NEG-CLASSICAL. THEORIEB~ : . 
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How that the reader has taken cognizance of the kind of 
langUage suitable for poetry, .. we can proceed· to. discuss concepts 
which have been develop~d sirice classical times· of. the form 
that the language takes· in.poetry. Historically the Romantic 
era breaks quite noticeably with the Classical tradition of 
diction and.this is takeri into account in my organization of. 
the discussion. 
In. the Classical era a body of theory on dictiort devsloped 
::i.round. the cor.:cepts_of decorun, style, fiGures, sentence 
construction and word usage. Classical.theorists are in 
r;e.neral £ p;reement . a bou~ decorum' levels. of style and figures 
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and, for the convehience of the reader, i have summarized these 
. i ~. 
canons at the end ~f this Bection and have collected examnles 
~ ~ 
to illustrate the canons in e..n /•ppendix. 'i:'he disc'ussion of 
Classical theories of diction will ther~fore focus more on 
the diff'erences and o.ri~inali ties of the Classice.l theorists 
then what they have in commbn. 
Foetics and Rhetoric, in the Classical era, were closely 
related. The art of writing well and the art of speaking ·. 
well \·zere rege.rded as very largely co-.extensi ve. Poetry ~nd 
prose were accepted as. similar ... literary. phenomena; poetry 
differed from prose princ~palli in its. bondage to a stricter 
rhythm (i.e. metre) and its .freedom in ~mploying a t·rider and 
more exotic range of words~ Consequently we find that poets have 
mnde intensive use of Clas~ical rhetorical treatises such as 
. ~ tl I 0 ~h t • +l ni t . ~ ~ • ( J .. ris uO e s n :~ _e oric, .v.1e j:cne orica a~. nerennium once 
attributed to Cicero), Cicero's.De'lnventione and De Oratoria 
nnd Quintilian's Institutes of Oratory • 
. ,.i.ristotle 's ?oetics o.nd On :Rhetoric '(pe.rticularly :r::o.ok 3) 
contain in germ r.iucb the.t was expanded on by ·1ater theorists. 
For instance, in the On Rhetoric he advises that the style be 
v 
lowered or raised appropriately to the ~~bject, 24a hint that 
was expanded on by later writers for the formulation of the 
cs.non of decorum and levels of style. (See ·the sumoary at the 
e~d of this section and the ~~~endices for terms not explained 
l~ere.) ~·ie co;;::r:ents on sentence constructio.n, identifying wh<0.t 
~-ms later terr:ieC. 
. ~c 
p'.3.rison, ana:1hora and avitistrophe. (.:.-:; :;e nentions 
so~e fi~ures, the oricinals of dozens identified by later 
critics. :?or inst;;·mce be identifies circumlocution· Dnf, :..-:;:~ 
suita·cility for use in :~n Glevc~ted style, t!.1e m:ixim or 
Sententia and epithets. -.'l'he kernel of -o.E orgo.nic and c:,lso 
a psychological th~ory of .diction is coritained in his comment 
that frequent epithets, compound \'lords an9- unfarr.iliar words are 
' 26 . 
suitable for one sveaking passionately. 
).ristotle initiates the- section on diction in his Poetics 
1·:i th a brief linguistic analysis of language, an clpproach 
s:ympa.thetic to contemporary thought •. He then proceeds to word 
usage. Ee identifies uords .according to whether they are 
common (in common use), foreign (i.e.dialectal or regional), 
metaphorical, ornamental or·neologisms. There are also words 
that poets extend, contract· or otherwise alter in order to 
defamiliarize them, a use. he particularly recommends as being 
both clear and exotic. (Greek ~ay:be m~re hospitable to this 
practice, but a certain pot,ential also exists in English). 
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There is the beginnings of ~ decorum of g;enre in his recomsendation 
of exotic words for epics and.metaphorical words (i.e. words 
close to com1Gon usage) for iambic verse (probably drama). 
Overall j_ristotle recowmends moderati.on or the mean in using \·rnrds 
neither too trivial nor too exotic. 
After Aristotle, Theophrastus, his protege, fornulated the 
classical requirements of good style as correctness, clarity, 
.. 27 
propriety and ornamentation. 
Horo.ce, in his _.;.rs Foetica e:x:-oands our concept of decorum 
by stipulating that words be suitable to ~he person speaking 
::rnd to the enoticns expressed. ~·:ature shapes our feelings s.na 
ex~1resses then through vrnrds - the tongue is the soul's 
')" 
ir:terpreter. ,_c;'l'his is <J. view. of decorun e.s truth to nature. 
Horace ~lso i~dited an. influenti~l passace o~ word usage. 
~)oet achieves excellence of' CZ!Jression if, aby '-~ curious 
' . . ' .. ;1, .. ... . i·. cor:-.oino.-cion .. s ue rnu1;:es a -Lo.mi inr word seen original. If 
a fami·..1.~i·ar ·1·.•ora~ i·s 11ot ~va1·1~~1e - ::;-, _v..J , the noet has a privileGed 
... 
licence to create neologisms as well. ~his privilege siould, 
however, not be abused. iiorace conceives of language as 
organic: Words are· like the generations of leaves in the 
forest, the old pass awa·:l and the new are born. 29 
In his treatise f'eri Eypsos or On the Sublime Longinus 
?8 
describes the high style. He defines the style, considers the 
elements of which ·it consists, how the poet can achieve sublimity 
and gives examples to illustrate his points. Longinus is of 
particular importance to modern poets because he adopts a 
thoroughly organic and psychplogical attitude to style.30 
?·Jature is the foundstion of the sublime· style, and nature 
delights in further regulation or art such as is consistent 
with the use of stylistic forms which are functional and 
reflect realities of thought and feeling. The sources of the 
Sublime style are: Bold 'thought, intense feeling or passion, 
appropriate figures, noble and graceful· expressions (including 
tropes and words), and dignity and grandeur in.sentence 
' t• 31 
cor~s1Jruc ion. 
Typically Longinus emphasizes that thought and feeling precede 
expression in importance. Style is but the echo of the soul. 
:Form should not be mechanically applied, but subject matter is.· 
incarnated in form. ·Longinus is among the first to recommend 
that the poet try to imagine how. an 11 imcient" _, such as Homer, 
Demosthenes or Plato (and for later poets Longinus himself) 
would conceive of and express the theme the poet envisages. 
?he figures that are appropri~te to the sublime style include 
the apostrophe, interoc;ation,or questions and answers, asyndeton, 
hyperbaton, polyptotes and periphrasis. '.l:hese figures, excepting 
periphrasis, judiciously used, sive the ·impression of force or 
vehement Dassion sin.ce hu~an beings under stress of eootion 
ns.turally ex::;ress thenselves ir.. these styles. Take the examnle 
of hyperbaton or 11 disordered words 11 : Under the pressure of emotions 
huoan beings naturally ~rans~ose exnressions or words. The 
figure is a conventional.·term for a psychological truth. 
Too elaborate and studied a use of figures awakes the 
reader's suspicion that. s/he is being manipulated. Figures 
must combine with sublime sentiments. In this wa;y, 1'as the 
lesser lights of heaven are paled in the surrounding effulgence 
of the sun, so the artifices of rhetoric become invisible 
-, 2 
amidst the splendour of sublime thoughts."' 
.. 
Equally the use of expressions such as·hyperboles or tropes 
such as metaphors are appropriate if uttered under excited 
feelings.33 
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Both excessive contraction of sentences (where concision 
mutilates the sense) and excessive extension (producing enervation) 
are counterproductive. The sentence should be harmonious, 
both in sound and rhythm. ·Language is the music of 11-ature ih 
3LJ-the soul which re-echoes as music in .the reader's breast. 
The concept of decorum.received F, further extension in the 
Hiddle Ages when Dante turned the requirement of propriety upon 
poets themselves. Only the noblest poets should compose in the 
high style upon the worthy subjects of War, Love and Virtue 
since, as he phrases it, ~ pig embellished with an elegant harness 
is ridiculous.35 Sentence construction for use in the high 
style should be as elegant as possible, complex and based 
on the example of the worthiest classi6al authors, consequently 
Latinate in many cases.36 Words suitable .for the high style 
are those which are neither simple Gnd childish, soft and 
feminine, or hard and rustic. Urbane words which are neither 
too smooth or too rough .s.re suitable. (Dante uses the archetypal 
clothing or cloth metaphor for style: the chosen words will 
be "combed" 2nd "hairy". 2y these metaphors he seens to imply 
a certain harmoniousness in the sound and grandeur in length) 
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The Classical canons of style were r~vived and expanded during 
the Elizabethan age in England. i;Ji th the .awakening of 
national selfconsciousness 0e find a project among writers 
to enhance the homely vernacular and mctke it more decent and 
civil, to give it more subtlety and efficacy. Diction similar 
to that used in an 11 alehouse tale 11 can no longer suffice, 
the poet's language must becor:1e cunning and eloquent, in short, 
courtly.37rt seemed only natural ,to turn to classical models 
of style and decoru~. 
Puttenham in his The Arte of English Poesie devotes the major 
' p2rt of the work, Book 3, t·o ornamentation of language, and a 
great part of Book 3 to a description· of numerous figures. 
For to Puttenham, al though· it is a fault to use figur.es 
foolishly, it is no less an imperfection to use no figures at 
all, reducing the literary language to ordinsry talk, 11 than 
which nothing can be r:iore unsavourie and farre from all civilitie. 11 3
8 
With characteristic Elizabethan confidence he colonizes the 
Classical terms, supplying English equivalents whose metaphorical 
richness, particularly in' the field of insult, is worth quoting. 
So, for instance,· Viicterismus is translated into 
The Fleering Frum~, Antiphrasis becomes The Broad Flbute, 
Che.rientismus The Privy Ninne and Hiperbole The Overreacher, or 
- A9 
'I'he Loud Lyer ....... 
We recall that Theo~hrastus formulate~ the qualities of good 
style as correctness, clarity, prc{~"'iety end ornamentation. 
_L,_fter the exuberant mflgnilo~uence of the Elizabethans nnd their 
stress on ornar:Jentation, tbe emphasi·s changes in the Aucustan 
~ge and brings about a demand for clarity. 
Clarity is Pope's watchword, clarity P-nd truth to 11-:'lture. 
This he makes evident in his ~·~n Essay on Cri ticism.".~·his 1·rnrk 
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contains I'ope 's comrr,ents on· decorum (l .Yl 8-323) Hnd word 
usage (1.324-336). Although he gives the topics a new emphasis, 
his precepts are essentially classical and do not need repetition 
here. His comments on style. and the line do, however introduce 
sorrething new into our discussion. 
His criteria 6£ style are. clarity,naturalness and w~t, . 
by which he means that 
True wit is nature.to advantage dress'd; 
What oft was thought, but ne'er so well express'd; 
(1.297-8) 
<.- Wit, here, is almost a synonym for style its elf. This style 
organizes, improves and m:::;.kes explicit what exists implicitly 
as an "image 11 (1.300) in all. minds. Language should incarnate 
universal thoughts and feelings with almost archetypal truth and 
succinctness. 
Wit, in the traditional narrow· sense of sparkling humour, 
II 
should be moderated and set ... off by "modest plainness of style(l .302). 
It is ttfalse eloquence"(l.311) when st:~lle overbears content 
either through the chaotic ornamentation of glittering conceits 
(1.289-292) or through senseless verbosity (1.309-310). 
:But true expression, like th' unchanging sun, 
Clears and improves what· e'er-it shines upon ••• .(1.315-6) 
In his discussion of the poetic· line Pope introduces the 
concept of onomatopoeia. ·The sound must seem an echo to the 
sense (1.365). Pope regards onomatopoeia es deriving from the 
11 power of music" (1.382). :Roman Jakobson calls it "sound 
40 symbolism" and 'd .r~. 'dimsatt defines onomatopoeia as a species 
of verbal mimesis or as a kind of kinaesthesis in Pope's 
specific examples. 41 
These exam:oles (see 1.366-373) show b:ow the sound of a line 
nay echo its sense in being soft and snooth ( use of letters 
·,,;hi ch phonetically are enunciated with e~1se), 1Loud and rough 
(use of the frice. ti ve "r'), slow and eff artful (use of extra stress 
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in the metre), or fast (Dactylic metre end en extra unstressed 
syllable). (My comments in parentheses are only meant to give 
an c.pproximate idea of Pope.' s technique and are not exhaustive) • 
. . 
Before leaving Classical theories of diction nnd turning to 
the Romantic and I'•lodern ere. I will summarize for the reader's 
convenience the generally accepted -classical canons on .decorum 
and figures. Examples of the ·high, powerful, .middle and low 
styles, their use and abuse, together with examples of, and an 
alphabetical Index to, the · figw-es will be found in the Appendice,.."'i. 
This section is also co-temporal and co-extensive with modern 
poetry since I have dravm.my examples with~ut exception from 
modern poetry, and, particularly as regards figures, almost 
entirely from T.S. Eliot.Headerfay conclude for themselves 
whether classical rhetoric's neck has in fnct been wrung, 
a procedure ·which some modern. poets. enthusiasticr~lly recommended 
in the early half of the century. Poets may also be encouraged 
to emulation by evidence that one poet, such as Eliot, may obtain 
mastery over a wide range of ~tylistic forms. 
Settled are the various forms and shades of style in 
poetry:if I lack the abilit:y and knowledge to maintain 
these, how can I have the honoured name of poet?... ,-
Let each style ke~p its appointed place with propriety. 45 
All the Ancients agreed that there were at least t\·Jo styles, 
the high and the low. ·i:heophrastus (iistinguished also a IDidd.le 
or mean style and Demetrius added a fourth, the powerful. In 
practice, except for the high· a:r:.cl low stylas which are irrecon-
cilable, styles may combine with each other, thus producing 
subtle shades of diction. 
~he style used by the poet should be approriate. It should 
be appropriate to the status of any narrator or speaker and 
ap~roriate to the envisaged audienLe. It should be aunrd'riate 
~ ~ ... 
to the subject matter: the poet should not speak casually about 
weighty matters, nor solemnly about trivial ones. It should 
be appropriate to genre. Traditionally the high style is used 
for tragic, heroic and sacred poetry. The middle style is 
appropriate fo~ odes, lyrics and elegies, and tSe low style 
is used in the pastoral,·· satirical and burlesque genres. 
-·-r-. HTGH ,-..T~.r-L.E44 1_L'.t1~ J...L: - D' J. 1 
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1ihe poet should aim 2,"b creating a. sense of grandeur or su.blimi ty. 
i·~ ormal diction is out of place here, because unimpressive. A poet 
may have recourse to extension of the l~ngth of the sentences or 
clauses, the use of circumlocutions and.repetition. The 
repeated use of connectives such as "and ••• and ••• and" can be 
effective. The Ancients recommended beginning and ending the 
line metrically with a long syllable. Figures which have grandeur 
should be chosen; see Longinus above for figures suitable for the 
Sublime • 
.Exotic and ornote words, iopressive and compound words are 
appropriate, but should be a.pplied sparingly. Words coined by 
the poet hint at inspiration and are accordingly suitable for 
this style. ~he neologisms may be der1ved. froo some language 
'.-ii th cultural prestige and should be similar to existing words. 
Phonetically the sound of the line should be neither too smooth 
nor too rough. 
Allegorical and oracular sneech is sublime. 
It should not be forgotten that stateliness end grandeur 
2.rises prime.rily out of nobili t;y of subject r:1a.tter. 
'I'he ctsrCTcteris:bic fault of the hig_h s.tyle inappro!1riately 
applied is bombast, k~own as frigidity amonc the Ancients. It 
occurs when the diction is turgid and overinflated 2nd w~en an 
extrr:.vagant style is linked to trivial subject matter. 
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:Forcefulness can be achieved through co11structing short, 
succe8sive periods, also through deliberately shattering rhythm 
or metre. Compression conveys a sense of power in reserve. 
J:!'igures useful in this style G.re anaphora, bomoeoteleuton, 
asyndeton, gradatio--.; rhetorical questions and metaphor. Compound 
words are appropriate here, and a certein roughness phonetically. 
Vehement speech and syrilbolic utterances are powerful. 
_;:The subject matter should. naturally ·..:suggest powerful treat-
ment;. 
The powerful style mise,pplied has as faults, disjointedness, 
crass words and disagreeable or degrading subject matter. 
'J:EE MIDDLE STYLE 
This style preserves a mean bet\rnen the high and the low!" It 
is more relaxed than the high but not colloquial. Demetrius refers 
to this style as the "polished 11 and characterizes it as having 
grace, chGrm, brightness and wit. The poet nay find helpful the 
use of repetition, concision, exaggeration, :proverbs, and 
quotations from another writer. All thes~ ~tylistic features 
may give grace to the work. The sound of 'the verse should be 
smooth and metre is suitably ·more regular in this style. 
Words should be agreeable. 
Demetrius gives Sappho 1 s erotic subject matter as typically 
eliciting the polished style. In general, subject matter that 
do~s not rise absolutely to the heroic requires this style. 
Ch::;.ro.cteristic faults of the middle style are slackness and 
affectation. 
;.J_;he convers2tional _rno.nner and cur::-ent s·peech idiom are features 
of this style. 1I'he diction should apr;ear normal, f.:;.!71iliar and 
lucid. Sentences should not be overlong· .and word order should 
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be n::i.tural. :;·ords should .. be sinple end familiar end accurate. 
The faults of the iow style are aridity, triviality and 
meagreness. Bathos is an incongruous .descent from the high 
to the low style. 
LIXIH G TEE STYLES 
A good poet orchestrates his styles. As the author of the 
?..hetorica ad Eerennium writes: 
But ••• we should vary the type of style so that the 
Viiddle succeeds the Grand and the Simple the Middle, 
and then again interchange them, and yet again. Thus, 45 by means of the variation, satiety is easily avoided. 
fj1 ;-; 
<--- -'- .i:>. 
styles. 
Eliot's The Wasteland is a good example of deployment of 
The bigh style is.used very typically in most of Section 
V, 11 \rihat the Thunder Said. n An example . of .the mid9.le style is 
the passage beginning 11 'J:he· river's tent is.broken" from Section 
III, 11 The Fire Sermon 11 • · im obvious example of the 1o.w style is the 
Pub scene in Section II, 11 A Gs.me of Chess. 11 
:!T'igures are devices which add both force and beauty to style. 
Not all the figures can be used in all the styles; yet some 
figures may be used in all styles and all styles use some £ig~res, 
even if only one of the ubiquitous forms of repetition. 
The figures of repetition, such as anaphora, epistrophe and 
others, are of the most prominent in the literary language and 
lend great power and charm. 
~,'!the frequent recourse to the same word is not 
dictated by verbal poverty; rather there inheres in the 
repetition an elegance which the ea~7can di~tinguish more easily than words can explain. 
'.::.
1he reader should turn 'to .. ~i.pJ1endix C to find 
e:,:o.nples of some of the riore important .f.i.gures, with definitions 
<::.nd some comr:-,ent on usage. Also included in this work is an Index 
to figures and tropes. 
'.::·roDes are figurer.: oi' .'.::::, Sj::eci'.:i.l kind, a.nd I ho.ve thousht 
best to discuss them, with imagery, in ;_:;_''separate chapter. 
1~part from the distinctive tropes, figures are traditionally 
divided into figures of speech - which matiipulate diction on 
a meterial level - and figures of thought .:.. in"·v1~ich the actue.l 
structure of the language is not altered. However there is not 
mJ.i versal 2,greement 2,s to whic.h figures belong in which category 
reader· 
nnd the :_ "' is free to differ amicab).y from the logic of the 
arrangement in the Appendix. 
I don't 1mow how humanity stands it 
with a painted paradise at the end of it 
without a painted paradise at the end of it 
Ezra Pound Canto LY,.XIV 
~\:Qi.~_ii.N'I1IC TEEOHIES OF' - DICTION 
How that the principal tenets of Classical theory of style 
and ·word usage have been discussed, we. will turn our attention 
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to Romantic theory which, while not completely breaking with 
earlier doctrine, certainly devalues rhetorical aesthetics and gives 
a new emphasis overall to the question of language. 
Characteristic of Romantic theory is ~ new standpoint in the 
Art vs r-;.::.ture debate. Uhereas in Classical poetics the poet 
accepted that rn.ture was the origin and ·the end, but needed art, 
with its discipline, refinement and embellish-
as intermediary. 
ment,Ain Romantic poetics the poet tried to dispense with the 
middleman. i::-ature did not need the improving hand of art since 
nG.ture was superior to anything art could nroduce in feeble 
irr:itc.tion. 
~o~sntic theory has had a wide-ranging influence on nodern 
poetic diction as will appear later on. Jean Jacques Rousseau 
snd '.-Iilliam ;;iordsworth are important representative figures end I 
\·Jill co~1fine m~v comr.1ents to them. 
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Hour:;se::-:u' s essay On. the Crigin of Iie.nguage is an ir:1portant 
document for the understanding of modern poetry and has 
attracted the attention of critics such as Jacques Derrida. ·, 
ln Rousseau reoccurs th2:t archetypal .human quest: the search 
for an ori~inary language common to all. In Classical times the 
common language could be situated in the .Golden Age. In the 
I·~edieval -oeriod it could be identified with the speech .of Eden. 
hode:rn linguistics has postulated a proto:Lndo-European parent 
language. But the HoDantics sought a natural language, the 
first innocent speech of man in nature as opposed to the degenerate 
language of man in society. 
At various points in his essay, but IT'.ainly". in chap_"!;er~~, 
Rousse<iU riosi ts characteristics of this supposed primal language 
of original plenitude. The nature.I language is characterized by 
energy and freedom, it is ·oral, intonational and musical. Natural 
speech is melodic and expressive of emotion. It is naturally 
figurative, rich in tropes and onomatopoeia•. It is enriched 
with imagery and aphorisms. 
·,:ii th the Fall of man from nature into society language < 
That is historically, over a period -of time, 
degenerates diachrbnically.Aalthough it becomes clearer and 
more receptive to concepts, it loses energy and emotional express-
iveness, becomes duller and more nrolix. Speech loses its 
nredominance to writing e.nd writing becomes debilitated by 
conventions and rules of imitation, in short by art. 
:is Nill become evident, many modern poets, in their diction, 
appear to be trying, with more or less awareness, to recapture 
some of the characteristics of a suppcised natural lancuape in t~eir 
poetry. 
Some criticisms of 2ousseau's theory suggest themselves. 
The Ernsertion that speech is self-evidently more natural then 
writing can be queried. lT0rdinc_nd de .Saussure lF s e.rgueci that 
noone has o.ctuaJly- proved that sneech is inherently more natural 
then other seDiotic 
Jj_P 
svstems. ·'-' ., . 
Derrida, in his comprehensive discussion of the Essay has 
characterized Rousseau's position ns embodying a fallacious 
11 Hetaphysics of Presence". · Rousse.:::=..u \·!is hes to nretend that 
the oral accent did not already and always lend itself to 
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. . t . d L~9 . 1 . t . regularization, grammar, prescrip ion an _reason. App ica ion 
of the principles of art do not necessarily enfeeble language • 
••• imitation, principle of art, has always already 
interrupted natural plenitude ••• having to be a 
.. discourse, it has always already broached presence 
in differance, ••• in Nature it is always that which 
supplies Nature's lack, §ovoice that is substituted 
for the voice of Kature. . 
A poet should also, in my o~inion, subject to hard scrutiny 
the premise that emotion or feeling is necessarily more 
HfoCpreSSiVe 11 than COnCeptS and reaSOile 
~fordsworth' s views on diction are stated in the Preface and 
Appendix to the Lyrical Ballads. 
\·:ordsworth uses the term ?!poetic diction" in a narrow 
perjorative sense as pertaining to a false, artificial and self-
perpetuating jargon. He as.cribes to the poetic myth that is 
encountered in Longinus and Rousseau and also in statements by 
Puttenham, Dryden and no doubt other poets51 , namely that the 
earliest poets wrote from passion excited by real events and 
used n2turally in their language .tlgures which were convention-
alized by later poets. Until the Romantic era this myth was 
regarded as validating the use.of figures since they Here 
grounded in an imitation of mture. For ~iordsworth, however, 
the Eyth invelidated the conver:tional use of figures, since 
they :iad become the province of c:irt not n:i..ture. (:By llart 11 
'dordsworth often implies nbad. e.rt 11 ). 
S:·he co:nvcmtions of art .c.re suspect to ·,.f ord.m1orth, mechanical 
end trivial compared to the sanctity and truth of future. Art 
-------------------------------------------
assumes-the meanness of nature, that it can improve on nature. 
but nature is sublime and does not need elevation, .only a 
receptiveness to her emanations of reality and truth. art's 
function is the lesser one of removing what is painful and 
disgusting in reality, in order to foster aesthetic pleas~e. 
89 . 
The argument that since poetry can never be identical with nature, 
it should therefore accept its status as a~t and give a convent-
ionalised representation of nature is rejected by .Wordsworth . as 
defeatism unworthy of a dedicated poet. It is not the .conventions 
of art that should reflect _nature, but then.m~nd of man" that 
should be a mirror of nature.52 
In "poetic diction" figures are applied mechanically to 
subject matter with which they have no real connection by a poet 
who is unprompted by any real feeling. This conventional language 
is added to and perpetuated by poets from motives of self-
aggrandizement until a style reflecting '"the plain humanities 
of nature" is replaced by a corrupt language, "a motley masq.uerade 
of tricks, quaintnesses, hieroglyphics and enigmas. 11 53 
To the false "poetic diction" Wordsworth opposes the "real 
language of men", a "simple and unelaborated language" that 
takes its impulse from a democratic dialogue of one human being 
speaking to another~54 
The essence of style, for Wordsworth, must be sought in 
truth to subject matter, in a purposeful incarnation in language 
~· ; 
of feeling and thought. He accepts the use of figures only as 
an organic functional expre_ssion of psychological truth, not 
as an embellishment, a "foreign splendour". Figures form a 
natural part of language when men are moved by .feeling; in such 
a case they are justified in poetry. This is true decorum, a 
matching of style to subject matter and to .feeling. 
To rephrase what I have said in other words: Wordsworth 
considers that the essence ot· style lies in looking steadily 
at the subject. l!'rom a judiciously chosen subject feelings 
arise on occasion and the language in which they are expressed 
is naturally figurative. Decorum of style is based on feeling. 
Great passions naturally produce a higher style than milder 
feelings. 
Thus Wordsworth accepts that there are different levels of 
style. He mentions a style which is naturally "dignified and 
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v2riep;ated, and alive ~·;i th Detaphors and. figures rr deriving from 
passionate subject matter. He also mentions a style raore subdued 
d t t t d h · · 1d . . 55 E 1 f t,, an empera e, promp e uy mi er passions. xamp es o 11ese 
styles could be said to occur in '.i:he Prelude, Book 13 1.36-65 
describing the vision on the slopes of Viount Snowdon and Book 1 
1.535-562 describing homely amusements. 
:£<-·roo our exa:r:1ination of the theories of Rousseau and 
Wordsworth it is evident that in the Romantic era soma features 
of traditional poetic diction continue1: to be acceptable while 
otters are rejected or receive a new emphasis; in brief the poet 
is required to elevate the poetic language through nature rather 
than art. 
~ar, one war after another, 
i~en start 'em who couldn't put up a good hen roost 
Ezra Pound Canto XVIII 
·IHE MODE:211 PERIOD 
.,e have enquired into the nature of Classical and Romantic 
theories of poetic diction. 1I·his is knowledge of the poetic 
tre.di tion ;..·1hich is essential for all modern poets since the 
influence of these theories, whether as something to repudiate 
or sorr:ething to accept, extends into the modern period. ',!bile 
aesthetic solutions valid for one historical period cannot be 
adopted mechanically by another period, traditional knowledge 
' 
i~forrns, and :at the very least gives depth to the practice of 
the best poets. 
~,ow we turn to strategies of poeti6 diction evolved during 
thj_s ce2:tury. ;rno. firstly \·:e will demonstrate thet there is 
a plnce for traditional classical rhetoric in nodern poetry, 
and c:lso for what could be· Cf:."'.lled baroque rhetoric. 'I'hen we 
will examine the rejection of rhetoric in poetic diction by 
I 
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Ce .,-,-'-,·,. -'- d . 1 lt - -'-. t t . . i001n poe0s an ~ne a erna01ve s ra egies employed, _namely 
the Fenollosan style and varieties of th~ Conversational style. 
As final 21 ternati ves we v1ill describe t\·rn postmodern responses 
to the technique of diction. 
It sbould be understood that an individual poet's style may 
be identified with more than one of the trends isolated here. 
Cunmings, for example, straddles several trends. 13erryman has 
some of the characteristics of a postmodernist, but is not 
tout court postmode:mr in the sense that Ashbery is. Style is 
not something to be nailed down in categories with impunity. 
CGN'.l·EEPORARY CLASSICAL I\1-IETORIC 
,~~ modern poet may choose to adopt,. adapt, or use some of the 
forms conventionalised in classical rhetoric. Or s/he may use 
these forms without an historical awareness of their provenance. 
·:J: .E. Eliot uses classical techniques in a full awareness of their 
historical development and ·is consequently critical of what he 
reti;~~rds as a false opposition bet'.1een "rhetoric 11 and 11 conversat-
i:.::nal 11 diction. In his essay !l~:thetoric and Poetic Drama" 56 he 
subtly deconstructs the terms and shows that the "conversational" 
style inappropriately applied may be termed rhetoric in a 
nerjorative sense, while rhetoric can give great scope to the 
exj;>ressive possibilities of speech, as the Jacobean dramatists 
demonstrated. Decorum, an adaptation of style to subject 11 with 
infinite variations 11 , is, Eliot contends, essentiul for the 
expression of thoughts and feelings on a variety of subjects. 
such as 
i'.:liot a2·1d T:zre. ?ound demonstrate how fectmd 
~n historical awareness of their craft mRy be,ensbling them to 
conceive of poetic diction in a revolutionary way throuch a 
:s-sr'3.dism of classice.l rl:.etoric. 
Such, for instance, is the conception we find anon~ these 
noets of the nublic role of poetic diction. These poets regard 
the word as the es.sence of ci vilizc ti on, a reflection of the 
health of the nation, and their belief in the use of language 
for ethical and political good can be traced back to the origins 
of rhetoric. Thus Ezra ?ound:. 
'rhe ~:o:trn ••• reaches down and through and out into all 
ethics .and politics. Clean the word, clearly define 
its borders and .health pervades the whole h~~an 
congeries, in una narte niu o meno altrove. 
,_ Buch a socially and politically comprehensive conception 
of poetic lnnguage may be regarded as revolutionary by narrower 
intellects, as Wordsworth discovered, and· Eliot in his turn. 
Eliot has recalled that he and I'ou.."1.d were labelled "literary 
bolsheviks 11 and " (with a point v;hich has always escaped me) as 
1 drunken helots' • 11 58 
During the first half of this century, the period of the two 
world wars, a sense of the criticril state of 'destern civilization 
elicited a response by these poets in terms of poetic diction. 
The abuse of languag·e, whether intentional by propagandists 
or the press, or unintentional by those using imprecise,inflated 
or a.bstract language, was thought by a writer like ?ound to be 
the indirect cause of war. 59 The poet had to launch a cou.'Ylter-
offensive of precision and cle.rity of thought. The poet's 
quasi-~ilitary mission in purifying the dialect of the tribe 
could be exnressed in im8.ges and terms of warfare: 
imd so each venture 
Is a new beginning, a raid on t~e inarticulate 
~'ii th shabby equipment alwe.;ys deteriorating 
In the general mess of iDprecisig5 of feeling, 
Undisciplined squads of eootion. 
t-~--- In their ethical; communal and public conception of poetic 
diction these poets take up a traditional classical or rhetorical 
stnnce. 
;·,odern noets often without ')remedi t2tio.n reflect in their 
~oerns a iecorum ttat matcbes style tio subject matter. Cthers 
are n.ore re fl ecti ve and r:w.;y s~:ee.k p;enerall:r of hi sh and low. 
styles, as ?eter Fort er does, \·:ho terns then 11 aria 11 and 
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11 reci tEJ.ti ve 11 • 61 J:· .S. 3liot ho.s referred to the low and the hip;h 
st;yles as 11 approaches to ordinary speech and wi thdrawe.ls from 
r? 
ordinary speech 00'; a description Hhich parallels his conception 
of tletre 2.S an approach to and a withdrawal from tt.e regular 
iambic pentameter. 
'I' .S. Eliot is, however, thoroughly aware of ·traditional norms 
of decorum, as is Ezra Pound and they show this mastery in their 
poems. Generally a poen of a ce:i~'tain length is necessary to 
give the poet an opportunity to consciously orchestrate various 
levels of style. Mixing the levels of style is very useful in a 
long poem to refresh the reader's attention, to counterpoint 
different sections of the poem, to provide variation in tone and 
pace and, of course, to facilitate incorporation of different 
levels of subject natter. 
Levels of style may be used to comment ironice.lly upon 
eech other as occurs in "Sl.·rneney Erect 11 by T .s. Eliot. Compare 
the first and the last stanza: 
Paint me a cavernous waste shore 
Cast in the irnstilled Cyclades, 
Pa.int me the bold anfractuous rocks 
Faced by the snarled and yelping seas. . . . . . . . 
Dut Doris, towelled from the bath, 
Enters paddinp, on broad feet, 
2ringing sal volatile · 
And a glass of brandy neat. 
<-- .i":ere the high, even pe.rodic, style of the invoce. ti on fre.mes 
ironically the low, comic style, just as the subli~e subject 
matter (the myth of ·J::heseus and i1riadne) 11 places 11 the ignoble 
conteoporary events ( a sordid incident in a dubious house 
involving Sweeney and a woffian). The levels of style are 
reflected in the word usage: Go1".inon banalities for the l.ow style 
(except for the metaphorical :rpe.dding") e.nd for the hi8h style 
,,;ords the.t are exotic ( 11 Cyclades 11 ), foreign i.e. J::..atinate 
( ·: snfr<1ctu,¢.ous 11 ) , extended ( :runstilled"), c:.nd ambiguous and 
r::ete .. ptorical ( 11 snarled ar,.d ~rnlping"). 
Pound's and ~liot's attitude towards decorum implies 
that one should renernber th--t the classical Drescriptions 
for e. bigh, m iiddle and low Style e.re general guides which swai t 
his or her creative adaptation. The range of styles possible is 
theoretically infinite and one might consider whether it 
is not a gu2lity of greatness in a poet to have command over a 
\vide ranse oe styles. 
Zzra ?ound uses several types of style in :he Cantos. Those 
thet are most obvious are a low or documentary style, a middle 
style, a polished or middle-t·o-high style, and at least three 
kinds of high style, but this is not an exhaustive analysis. 
1I'he documentary l·ow st;yle has its own internal variations. 
Some passages are the original work of the poet: 
One year floods rose, 
One year they fought in the snows, 
One year he..il fell, breaking the trees and walls. 
Down here in the marsh they trapped him 
in one year, 
.S.nd he stood in the water up to his neck 
to keen the hounds off him. CantoIX 
Some passages make use of actual historical documents, some 
Readers 
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unchanged, sane creatively transformed. ~·A~. recalling Aristotle's 
distinction in his ?oetics between history and i:.oetry - that 
history deals with particula~ things which have been and poetry 
wi tC. p,eneral or uni vers:;.l things that might happen - viill 
naturally ask themselves wl1ether this type of style is actually 
poetry. It must be remembered however that Found rejected the 
.Aristotelian aesthetic for the Fenellosan -..·:l~ich valorized concrete 
which Fenollosa thought, were characteristic of medieval logic. 
particulars rather than abstract generalities~(See the section·-
on Fenellosc: below.) ::L·he La.latesta Cz-:ntos are headed by lines 
which dramatize the aesthetic conflict between History and Poetry: 
l!Slut! 11 11 Bitch 11 ·Truth and Callione 
Slanging each other sous les lauri~rs ••• 
::.:ound 's }01:! style makes clistincti:ue use of slang and one 
co:·::es Deross examples like ':\·ie.nglen, :i joy-ride 11 , 11 paid upon the 
nail 11 , nno end of fuss and botheration", :ito spout the bu...""lh~ 11 , 
11 I 'm the goat 11 • 
_(:Olh'1d' s middle style is e. cci::.ve:rsa tional, rnedi tc ti ve ste.ple 
that can slip easil;)7 frorr; one register to another (and even 
from one language to another). 
and Mr. Edwards superb green and brown 
in Ward No L~ a jacent benignity, 
of the Baluba mask: 11 doan you tell no one 
I r;i.ade you that table" 
methenamine ~ases the urine 
and the greatest is charity 
to be found among those who have not observed 
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regulations Canto LXXIV 
Here Pound moves from the Latinate and formal 11 jacent benignity11 
to a samnle of dialectal speech, thence to medical diction and 
rhetorical 
finally to a general maxim or enthymene ( "- .. · '', syllogism). 
One also finds a type of passage which exemplifies a polished 
or lyrical style: 
'1.'his fruit has a fire Hithin it, 
Pomona, Pomona 
No glass is clearer than are the globes of this flame 
·vv'ha t sea is clearer than the pomegranate body 
holding the flame? 
Pomona, Pomona ••• CantoLXXIX 
For an example of Pound' s 10werful style I ref er the reader 
to ... .i~ppendix B • Pound el so uses a high style for passages 
in which gods make an appearance. 'The st;>rle is distinguished 
by uncommon word usage such as 11 hyaline 11 and 11 chrysophrase 11 and 
compounds like rrrose-paleness 11 and n glass-glint". 
:=xotic proper names are much used 2s is proper to the e;pic genre: 
Vendramin, Contre.rini, Forida, Fondecho Canto LXXV 
reader 
I refer the A also to William Carlos Williams' Paterson, 
n long poem in which different levels of style are deployed. 
',fordS\.;orth contended the. t the r:;reater part of a long poem must 
necessarily be prosaic. Williams extends the prosaic to actual 
nrose such as newspaper articles, a geological report, personal 
letters G.nd even an interview with himself. Pe.terson might be 
se.id to r:nmroach a :Ec;.khtinian die.logic st;;rle in which a unitary 
poetic style is broken by other socio-historical voices. 
a 
It is clear then that decorum is still~valid standard of. 
technique in modern poetry. But Hhat of figures? Ea.s the 
~omantic concept of diction destroyed most of their validity 
for the modern poet? 
One cannot, it seems, escape the conclusion, that neither 
a knowledge of, nor a deliberate use of figures, is widespread 
among modern poets. This neglect of a stylistic resource is 
attributable either to conviction that the credibility of 
f·igures has been underr1ined or to the consideration that an 
extensive use of figures does not in propriety match with the 
low style so prevalent in modern poetry or else simply to an 
ignorance of the existence of f i$ures on the part of poets who 
have not had an education in \·Jhich the classics form a major 
part. 
~·here are some poets, however, who do make use of f'igures. 
Of these poets T.S. Eliot is exceptional in incorporating a 
wide range of f'igures in his style, as may be verified in 
Api/endix C • Through his patterned language vrnrds that move in 
time reach the stillness of eternal form. 
Through the use of the various flgures of repetition of 
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s;y-nonynous, similar and antithetical words Eliot creates an elec;ant 
and unique style that appears in The \1iasteland (particularly in 
i:3ection V) and is elaborated in Ash Wednesday and Four Cuartets. 
This style is also founded upon Eliot's admiration for the style 
of the Jacobean prels.te Lancelot Andrewes 
which appears to repeat, to stand still, but is 
nevertheless proceeding in the most deliberate 
and orderly Danner, there are often flashing 
phrases whi?h ~iever desert the r:iemory [such aflj s:z:. 
·the word within a word, unable to speak a word. 11 '" _.., 
'"---This ideal is embodied in the lines with "which Ash Wedinesdo;;y;V 
commences. 
If tl!e lost word is lost, if the spent '.·:ord is snent 
If the unhesrd uns"Ooken 
';,'ord is unspoken' unhe2rd; 
Still is the unspoken word, the ·iford unheard, 
'l1he ~'iord wi tbout a ~·lord, the ·i·~·ord \\i thin 
i'he vJOrld ar:d fer the 1·rnrLd; 
And the light shone in darkness and 
Against the Vord the unstilled 0orld still whirled 
About the centre of the silent Mord. 
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In these elaborately patterned lines one can distinguish the 
figures of polysyndeton (or anaphora), isocolon, ploce, 
anadiplosis, atanaclasis, antithesis and paronomasia. The 
language re;;>eats, stands still, yet nevertheless proceeds, 
revolving on the axes of the similar signifiers 11 word 11 , 11 Word 11 
and "world". 
Eliot is unique in his skillful technique. Of the other 
poets thnt use figures, their range is mostly limited. They 
appear to prefer fi~ures that may seem natural or have psycholog-
ical justification or be in some way in line with the temper of 
the modern age. 
John Berryman, for example, places a high value on polyptotes, 
or unexpected turns of sense. 
You lead the reader briskly in one direction, then 
yo~ spin him round, or yog4sing him a lullaby and 
th~n hit him on the head. 
Abrupt shifts of tone, particularly from the light to the 
disenchanted and grim, appeer to be congenial to the modern mood. 
Berryman's major allegiance is to the hyperbaton, or displaced 
\·10:::-d order. Robert Lowell has testified thet Berryman could 
quote widely to prove ·whet could be done with disrupted end 
65 mended syntax. The hyperbaton in Berr~rman's hands contributes 
to energy and intensity of expression. In the Dream Songs it 
is a«.,propriate as representinp; the .disordered lc:rne;uage of dreams. 
It is 2lso functional as 2 psychological reflection of 2 disordered 
sind. JoDetimes the effect is subtly haunting. 
But never 0:.id Henry, as he thought he .did, 
end anyone r:nd hacks her body up 
and hide the pieces, where they nay be found. 
:i::.e knows: he went over everyone, & nobody's missing. 
Often he reckons, in the dawn, them up. (ray italics) 
~obody is ever missing. Dream Song 29 
·:'he subtle poignance is lost •,,:hen the J.ine is rephrased in 
straightforward synta?C; He often reckons them up in the dawn. 
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Although the maxim is a classical figure it can·be·used in 
a homely, folksy way. Frost uses it in this way; he makes the 
homespun wisdom of the Yankee rustic .the key-note of his style, 
his art is the amplification and sophistication of proverbial 
turns of speech. 
You can't make a ppem without a point ••• You've66 got to snap the quip to make Pegasus prance. 
Frost's relative popularity as a modern .poet .may be partly 
explained by his style •. As Aris~otle dryly comments, 
One great advantage of maxims to a speaker is due 
to the want of intelligence of his hearers, who · 
love to hear him .succeed _in expressing as un~versal . 
truth the opinions6~hich ·they hold thems:elves ·about particular cases. . 
Oral poetry or Folk poetry q·uite naturally uses figures of 
repetition or what Roman _Jakobson ·calls 1~parallel_ism". 68 As 
such these figures are acceptable to poets influenced by Homantic 
theories of diction who aim at a more primitive, truthful and 
natural style. 
Ted Hughes is one .of these. He has passed thro·ugh a num"t?er . 
of stylistic phases. One style he has .experimented with is 
derived from the folktale in its exploitation of figures of 
repetition. See for example some of his "Crow" poems or his 
poem"How Water Began to Play" (Selected Poems) 
Water wanted to live 
It went to the sun it came weeping back 
Water wanted to live 
It werit to the trees they burned it came weeping back 
They rotted it ·came we~ping back 
Water wanted to live ••• 
One figure which was known in classical times has had an 
unprecedented revival in modern poetry and that is the quptation. 
as 
This figure is prominent in Modernist poets $UCh" Eliot, .Pound 
and Moore, and has also been used extensively by the postmodernist 
John Ashbery. Beneath an appearance of homogeneity this figure 
is used in heterogene.ous ways by poets. It is very flexible and 
lends itself to development. 
Eliot uses quotations in The Wafst:el.and for concision in 
. ' 
the sense that a line may bring to mind an entire context. 
quotations 
He uses · ~ both as tribute to literary tradition and as 
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an ironic standard for a sordid modern world. Q-qotations foster 
a phantasmagoric effect, as if they are fragments of language 
seen or heard and later reassembled in a dream to form a new 
enti.ty. 
Pound in The Cantos makes much use of .references in synoptic 
form, not only in English but also in Greek, La.tin, Italian, 
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French,_; rovencal, Spanish, Gercen and Chinese. In ::)ound the 
~uotation gives the fiuxes and refluxes of thought of a· 
spea~er of cosmopolitan· culture and wideranging literary mastery. 
In ~oore it is a diffidence in relation to the excellence of 
other writers, a 11 hybrid" ,uethod 69, a 11 collection of .flies in 
amber 11 7o, a use of language in ·which the text refers to other 
texts. 
Ashbery will be discussed separately, but we may briefly 
remark that his use of quotations differs from the ~odernist 
technique in that he uses quotations to form ajstylistic 
pastiche, he recycles texts to form a new context. 
reader 
It should now be obvious to the ,,,... that this figure has 
many f8cets and is adaptable to many functions. 
Some modern poets ;,e.re still strongly influenced by classical 
tenets on word usage. Eliot is e.n obvious example. For these 
poets a 9hrase or sentence is right 
••• where every word is at home 7 
Taking its place to supnort the others, 
The word neither diffident nor ostentatious, 
An easy commerce of the old and the new, 
The common \·:ord exact with out vulgarity, 
The fornal .word precise but not pedantic, 
The complete consort dancing together •••• 
~.G.Eliot Four Quartets.Little Gidding V 
2.•1 Eliot's work one finds a nur:iber of striking examples of the 
common word defamiliarized. In ".Rhapsody on a ·FJindy Night 11 , 
for example,he writes 11 :r?eGard that woraan/Who hesitates toward 
you in the light of the door ••• 11 '.l'here is an estrangeing conflict 
of meaning here between the sense of standing still and of 
Taving forward, the grammatic~! form enacts a psychological 
c:mbiguity. 
~lso ~orthy of note is the precision with which he can use a 
common word. For instance he tells the train traveller that he 
~-:ill see "the n3.rrm-:ing rails slide top;ether behind you i: 
(Four Ouartets .:I·he Dry 3nl vages III). ·?he kinaesthetic <3.ccure,cy 
of the word leaves the reader breathless. 
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;I'be use of :: foreign:: ·,·.rords, i.e. Latinate, Greek-derived 
or dialectal vrnrds is not uncommon among modern poets. Even 
so determined a colloquialist as W.C. Williams uses,on occasions, 
in Paterson words like 11 glabrous 11 e.nd "gracile 11 • Ted Hughes 
occesione.lly exploits the Yorkshire dialect end writes of a 
11 brunt wind that dented the balls of my eyes 11 (11Wind 11 ) • Eliot 
is quite notorious for his pedanticisr;is like 11 polyphiloprogenitive" 
n 
( 
111··Ir. Eliot 's Suday Morning Service" ) • 
I\ 
The common word defamiliarized is very often to some degree 
metaphorical, in other words the metaphor may be more or less 
"alive". Robert Frost's practice, as he describes it, is to 
take an everyday word end transfer it to a different context. 
Thus in 11 Eirches" he that the breeze 11 crazes 11 the enamel 
of ice-covered birch trees. The word is shifted from the 
co~text of china pottery and applied to ice.71 This is essentially 
a metanhorical procedure • 
. :... de0rth of what one could call ?urely 11 ornamental 11 ·1,;ords in 
modern 2)oetry can be ascribed tc the emppasis on the functionalism 
of the word.72 However if modern poets have narrowed the range 
of v:ords available in one way, tl:ey have extended the range in 
another. Classical norms deplored ambiguity. I iodern poets 
~rite on the premise that words exist as a constellation of 
synchronic and diachronic meanings and that this characteristic 
is evailable for exploitation by the poet. Eliot, for example, 
writes in The Wasteland bection III 1.224 of the typist whose 
drying corn.bin::itions are "Out of the ~;indoi·.; perilously spread. n 
nere both a banol and an ironic discourse are being activated 
in n kind of dialogue: s. ;r;eaning of ?Tin danger of falling" 
an/: a sense similar to Kea ts 1 :rr:1n3ic casenents, o:;~:ening on the 
foam of perilous seas" 
" p /O' t -· • ht' 1 1,...,., r>r- '-, \ ·c.e o a Llg _ inga e o:;:- fv.,,. 
Sone classical norms persist, ther:, in .:!1odern poetry, but 
often vii th a new emphasis. 
The classical ideal enjoined a restrained use of figures or 
unusual words, but some modern poets form their style on a 
deliberate overemphasis of rhetorical strategies. This type 
of style I have termed Baroque Rhetoric. 
I myself walked at the funeral of tenderness 
John Berr~n 
THE BAROQUE RHETORICIANS 
\ 
What do we mean by the term "baroquen? It has been used to 
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designate an architectural style but also in a more general sense 
to indicate a mode complementary to the Classical.73 _ Lowry Nelson 
types of 
uses the term to designate, among other ,.poetry, _metaphysical poetry. 74 
As Nelson comments, the word bas been variously interpreted. In 
my reading I have come across descriptions of characteristics 
which include dynamism, ornamental exuberance, irregularity, 
the grotesque and extravagant, theatricality, exploitation of, 
contrast, suspense and surprise, a tension between polarities 
such as sensualism and spirituality, naturalism and illusionism, 
and a tortured emotional outlook. Grandiloquence of statement and 
a mixture of styles are features which are particularly apropos 
to my use of the term as well as a full use of rhetorical 
Nelson 
devices, which LowryAidentifies in German baroque literature.75 
I also regard an emphasis on the irrational as characteristic. 
Ben Jonson has stated the case against :the irrational baroque 
style: 
••• neither can his mind be thought in tune, whose 
words doe jarre; nor bis reason in frame, whose 
sentence is preposterous; nor his elocution cleare 
and perfect, whose utterance breaks itself into 76 fragments and uncertainties. 
c~This criticism is founded on an unquestioning belief in the 
rational. Our century, however, has experienced an eroding of 
trust in reason. lt'reud' s work on the Unconscious has enabled a 
new poetics, one based on the dark side of the psyche, on the 
irrational, instinctive and emotional forces of the mind. 
Psychology has given new validity to a baroque style, one in 
which "words are plastic and may be moulded into almost any 
shape."77 
The baroque classification should not be taken as a rigid 
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category,. however poets such as John Berryman, Dylan Thomas, 
e.e. cummings and Theodore Roethke have, individually,, at least 
some of the characteristics of this style. 
A poet writing in this style attempts .to create an idio-
syncratic idiom and write in language 
so twisted & posed in a form 
that it not only expresses the matter in hand 
but adds to the stock of available reality ?B 
,~ The poet using this style may deliberately disr~gard 
decorum and work with a number of hete~ogeneous styles. 
Berryman' style in his Dream Songs mixes "Blackface" discourse 
derived from Minstrel Shows (a discourse which deviates from 
standard grammar, pronunciation, vocabulary and spelling, fo~ 
example, "I is", "heavy bored", "astonishinrn, 11dere", "orneryn)79 
with baby talk ("Henry is weft on his own"), legal discourse 
("I feel sure, my Lord/this august court will entertain the 
plea/.Not Guilty by reason of death"), public rhetoric (" ••• to 
the foothills of the cult// will come in silence this distinguished 
one/essaying once again the lower slopes/in triumph"), blues 
songs ("I'm scared a lonely. Never see my son,/ easy be not to 
see anyone ••• "), cliches ("Bright-eyed and bushy-tailed woke 
not Henry up") and others~ 
The highly patterned style may mix figures and make an excessive 
use of them, hyperbaton and hyperbole being favourites. 
An excessive use of alliteration is characteristic and is one of 
the n:eans whereby these poets attempt to infuse intensity and energy 
into their style. 
The poet may enlist typography as a rhetorical device. In 
as 
a poetsu.ch .I\ Cummings style becomes a graphic reaii ty in a hybrid 
art that is both verbal and visual, in which the signifier is 
foregrounded in a mimesis of the signified. Word-images are 
taken apart thus irrationally deconstructing concepts. The 
dissonantal typographical devices iconically represent emphasis 
and energy. 
The classical norm of "correctness" of syntax and grammar is 
disregarded by writers in this style who have little use for the 
natural word in the natural order, although a distinction should 
be made between an unnatural word order that is non-functional 
and one that is functional: 
"He stood" wrote Mr. Newbolt, later ·,sir Henry, 
"the door ·behindn .and now they complain of Cummings 
Ezra Pound: Canto LXXX 
Pound is making the point here that traditionalists are illogical 
to complain of an unruly ·word~order that is functional while 
accepting a non-functional one that seems more conformist. 
Syntax is regularly distorteo in this style, the torsion 
justified by an appeal to emotion: 
since .'.feeling is first 
who pays any at~ention 
to the syntax of things · 
will never wholly .kiss you 
Cummings IS.5.Four.vii 
<~ Distorted syntax may be used to convey spontaneity and joy 
but also emotional trauma. Berryman has used enjambement in this 
way, separating parts of speech that have an intimate syntactic 
link in order to convey a feeling of strain and suffering. BO 
Grammatical decorum is also subverted in this style. 
Berryman has argued the merits of using pronouns ambiguously, 
thus reserving a commitment of identity. In the Dream Bongs 
Henry refers to himself as "I", "he" and "you". The reader is 
made to guess who is talking to whom. Berryman considers that 
this creates a richer and more aware response. 81 whether this 
is so or not, must depend, I think, upon the skill of the poet 
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and the individual poem. It can produce an effect that is simply 
confusing. In Berrymen's Homage to Mistress B~adsheet 
personalities shift and dissolve into one another. It has been 
suggested that this technique owes something to Coleridge's 
definition of the Imagination as that which dissolves in order 
to recreate.82 I suggest that a closer paradigm is .the manip-
ulation of personalities by the Unconscious in the dream-world. 
In his Interpretation of Dreams Freud has described a condensation 
process wherein personalities fuse into one dream figure and yet 
remain themse~ves. 
The morphological functions of words may be rear~anged, an . 
ingenious way of making .a familiar word seem ne.w as _Horace 
recommended. Many examples could be quoted of nouns used as 
verbs or as adjectives and verbs used as nouns. Cummings is the 
s 
most intensive and succes/ul exploiter of this technique: 
my father moved through dooms of love 
through sames of am through ·haves of give ••• 
· 50 Poems. 34 
<- Here the poet uses verbs like "am", "give 11 and "haves 11 as 
nouns and an adjective "~ames 11 as a noun. The effect is intriguing 
as the diction uses familiar words yet is defamiliarised. 
the baroque 
Practitioners of ~ A style apnear to be able intensively 
to access child-like layers of the personality in which the _ 
-
childself indulged in playful experimentation in words without 
regnrd for the meaning of words or the connection between 
sentences. 83 :Uylan 'I'ho1;ias describes his first experiences with 
\·;ords: 
••• and though '.:hat the words meant was, in its own 
\·;ay, often deliciously funny enough, so much fun.nier 
seemed to me, at that almost forgotten time, the shape 
and shade and size and no.1se of the words as they 
hummed, strummed, jigr;;ed snd g;2lloped along. That 84 was the time of innocence ••• 
In this 'i:rnrd-intoxicated style adjectives are unstinted 
(trthe gay great happening illimitably earth 11 -Cummings), exotic 
words are mixed in with libere.l hand ("hircine", "utraquist", 
11 cantabanks ti-Berryman), and neologisms abound (ti man unkind 11 -
Cumnings; :re. brealmeck of rocks ti-Thomas). 
Freud, in his \.Ji t and the Unconscious has are;ued that \·;ordplay 
is enabled and formed by the Unconscious in ways similar to the 
creation of dreams. If this is so, wordplay is particJ.tlarly 
Etppropriate in an irregular style which foregrounds irrational 
elements. 
Aobigui ty is often a fe.?ture of this style, developr:ient 
th:uough association technique rather than loc;ic And the choice 
of fantastical or dream-like subjects. The characteristic fault, 
10? 
understandably, is obscurity. i-:annerism is a charge that can often 
be substantiated when the convulsed syntax serves no purpose or 
disguises a banal content that will not sustain close inspection. 
reader 
is referred to Aouendix D for an example of the 
baroaue style. 
Do not go gentle into that 5ood night 
~{age, rage af;'ainst the dying of the light. 




We have described fcir the ft 2odern styles which can be 
related to traditional rhetorical nor~s. For the rest of this 
chauter we will examine modern stylistic.strategies which define 
themselves as in some manner avant-garde. 
In the second decade cf this century the poet was popularly 
advised 11 to take Rhetoric and wrinl) its neck." This programme 
was not as revolutionary as it might seem however. Since the 
literary language is more conservative than the spoken language 
it has periodically to be brought up to date and consequently a 
rejection of the poetic diction of the previous generation is 
a recurring phenomenon. Pope satirized the "imperfections" of 
Milton's rhetorical diction85and the Romantic rejection of 
so-called "poetic dictionrt of earlier poets hss been described. 
as 
Similarly a modernist poet such"Pound threw out the 11 doughy mess" 
of third-rate Homantic diction e.nd fourth-rate Elizabethan 
rhetoric that characterized, in his opinion, British verse of 
1890-191 o. 86 
as 
Rhetoric also cane under attack by critics su,.ch"J.A. Richards 
who thought that it should be dismissed to Limbo and a ne;,·.J 
r1·;etoric formulated in v.•hich fic;ures o.nd word-us2~ge were functional 
not embellishment. 87 
as 
Poets such. Pound condemned rhetoric for inexactness and 
" 
verbosity, for "talk about the natter, rather than presentation." 
According to ?ound, rhetorical diction such as the Elizabethans 
used iope.rted ::grace, richness of l.snguage, abundance, but you 
have probably nothing that isn't replaceable by something else •• ~ 88 
To this ·writer, however, when functionalism is laid in the balance 
against characteristics of style .such as grace, richness of language 
and abundance, the scale does not tilt.up decisively against rhetoric. 
as different as · 
Consequently noets Pound and Frost in the earlier nart ·"" 
of tl:is century ber;ai;, fervently 89 to jettison evidences of 
rhetorical practice in word usage, erd contracti0ns like 
11 'tvr~ s 11 or 11 r::rid 11 e:1nd archc:~isms like ::hath ir or ::bruised 11 or 
11 mewards n were excommrmicated until the poet could proudly 
proclaim of his lines: 
Here they stand without quaint devices 
Bere they are with nothing archaic about them90 
(Hot everyone abandoned archaic diction i'li th out regret: 
11 forloyn 1: said I-Ir. Bridges (Robert) 
11 we'll get 'em all back 11 
meaning archaic words Ezra Pound Canto LXXX ) 
Overall the factors influencing poets against traditional 
features of style were a renewed emphasis on the functional 
as opposed to the ornamental, which expressed itself in a 
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rejection of surplusage and a nreference for natural word order, 
the influence of Romantic theories of diction which contributed 
to 211 emphasis on prose and e,ctual speech, and a gro·1.-1ing 
co~viction thnt the actual ~eteri2l of diction, language, was 
itself problem~tical. 
ideal of natural word order was espoused by some modernist 
poets, for exn.mple ~-:arie.nne Eoore. Subject, predicate, object 
was the natural order V.Jhich could be violated for emphe.sis but 
,,_ . h 91 - . h d d d h ld b no v -co rescue a r ;yme. l.n O'\j er wor s, \·iOr or er s ou e 
functional and not r::anipulated for purposes of adornment. Poets 
::~i.~(~t hsve thought this a new stylistic norm, b0.t in actual 
f2ct, the norm was already formulated in the classical era. 
1l1he :i:{hetorica ad Eererillilli'TI (272-3) censures dislocation of 
1-;ords ( lltrsnsiectionern verborum 11 ), rmless it is neatly ef i'ected 
(nnisi o.uae erit concinna") 
CI:·he renoval of surplusage is lil-::ewise a norm that antedates 
t~e conteDporary era. It is true that classical style allows 
1 . ~. t. :1.r:rn ii icn. -ion but tl1is amplification r:mst be purposeful. It 
would seem as if one person's surplusage is another person's 
functionalism. Elizabethan style is not generally lmown for 
its concision, yet ?uttenham 1:1rites th:it 11 the Poet or 02ker's 
speech l:::ecomes vicious ;;;.nd unplease.nt by nothing more than 
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usinc; too much surplusage. n 92 L1 the Romantic era Coleridc;e 
recorded the lessons in removai of surpluse.ge he received from his 
schoolmaster, lessons 1·;b.ich were based on a belief in the 
orgr~nic logic of a poem, the functionalism of figures and a 
resscn assignable not only for every word but the position of 
every '.-:ord. 93 The letter is, in everything but name, the doctrine 
of the mot ,juste espoused by Flaubert and propae;ated by Pater 
in his essay on Style, a doctrine which was enthusiastically 
received by modernist poets. In this century, the era of 
mechs.nical reproduction and of Einsteinian physics, the norm was 
reformulated. William Carlos Williams declared the poem to be 
a machine made of words, of which no part cnn be redundant. 
Surplusage must be removed for econooy's sake so that all the 
mass (the language) c:an be converted into energy (movement). 94 _ 
~be norm was also reinforced by a demand for a close correspondehce 
between form and content and a dema.nd for compression, 
possibly influenced by Freud's description of the condensation 
technique of dreams. 
But while we are arguing that the norm is not new it cannot 
seems 
be denied that some of the previous century~s poetry : A prolix 
My own reading has proved this to be the case. 
when juqged according to Modernist norms.A ·:'his writer, by 
l·!o.y of experiment, reduced the number of words in a stanza of 
e 'dell-known poem by a well-known Victorian poet from 80 to 
58, b~r rendering it in modern unrhymed diction. (I<uch of the 
surplusage was connected . ..._, V·Tlvn the necessity to rhyme at the 
e~d of each line.) 
':::·he stylistic preferences of poets of ti1is century hs.ve 
been moulded by tte hesemony of prose. ~oets were directed 
tG ·•,.:;sters of prose style like :·;r.;.upassn.nt, Ibsen, ~~tendhal and 
?lsubert and told to write ~t least as well as the best prose 
· ..:ri ters. ?rose was regarded as the best nedium for registerine; 
st;;,tes of coscio_usnes:3 clearly through precise \·1ord uso.r;e. 95 
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Also regarded as oeins in opposition to rhetorical disciplines 
is the contemporary interest in reproducing the tones, accents 
and rhythms 0f actual speech. (This is not necessarily the 
case. As has been shown, the low style can incorporate actual 
speech.) These ·writers reverse Yeats' dictum and record not 
the common speech of the people, but the speech of the common 
people. 96 Among the Modernists Pound, for example, recorded 
fragr.ients of speech in ~he Cantos: 
Ah certainly dew lak dawgs, 
ah goin' tuh wash you Canto LXXIX 
Among the Postmodernists John A.shbery has spoken of his 
nreference for a "prosaic language; a language of ordinary speech" 
since 11 we are most ourselves when \·le are talking, and we 
talk in a very irregular and anti-literary way. 11 In his opinion 
prose poetry of the past had "a kind of rhetorical falseness'; 
But what interests him is"the pathos and liveliness of ordinary 
human communication." 97Paetry in unmemorable speech: 
A little puttering around 
Some relaxing, a lot of plans 2nd ideas, 
Hope to have more time to tell you about 
The latter in the foreseeable future 
"Tenth S;yrnphony" Self-Portrait in a Convex Eirror 
Ashbery's rejection of rhetoric can be plRced in the context 
of a trend mmy from :r:igh J.iodeuism' s cult of ilrt <::.nd tm,mrds 
populn.r and more imrriediately pleasurable sources of entertainment, 
to the techniques of mass comrr.unication. 
These then are, in general terms, some of the considerations 
that may influence a poet to turn away from traditional 
stylistic norns. We will now examine a few of the new styles 
in greater detail. And first we will describe Ernest Fenellosa's 
Ideosramoic style. 
as n lone ant from a broken ant-hill 
from the wreckase of Europe, ego scriptor 
Ezra Found Cc.nto L)~XVI 
I'enollosa's poetics, as set out in his essay 11 The Chinese 
\!Jri tten Character as a Viedium for Poetry" 98, ·were a seminal 
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influence on Pound, and to a lesser extent Cummings and 'dilliam 
Carlos Williams. 
Fen.cllosa believed that an intrinsic ii"orm in the Chinese 
sign made it particularly suitable for poetry and that the poets 
should try to incorporate the qualities of the ideogram into 
their own language. Unlike alphabetic script in which the 
signifier has an arbitrary relation to the signified or sound-
concept, the Chinese sign has a vivid, natural connection with 
its meaning. 
Man Sees Horse· 
(~ The-above characters, for example, schematically represent a 
man, an eye on running legs and a horse. ::Che concepts are 
incorporated in concrete ima0istic graphic form. 
Chinese ideograms generally embody a transference of energy, 
an agent acting upon an object, through the use of verbs and 
r:a turs.l word order, thus reenacting a primal process of lJe.. ture. 
l1. Chinese sign is inclusive of a number of t;rammatical 
functions. It deals with concrete particulars rather than the 
dead, abstract concepts of medieval logic and rhetoric. 
And to deal with concrete particulars is a preferential mode 
for the modern poet, in that it is a 11 scientific 11 method which 
puts things under the microscope and watches them move. 
ii. poet using the ideogre.mmic t}ethod will achieve a sense of' the 
unseen, the general, tt.rough the sugr:-esti ve and associative -, --
combination of particulars -
words crowd upon words, and enwrap each other in t~eir 
luminous envelopes until sentences become clee..r, 
continuous light-bands(34) 
- and through the use of metaphor. 
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All languages are vitally met~phorical in their pri2itive 
state and the Chinese signifier peculiarly retains in vital 
and visible graphic foro the aboriginal metaphoric formulation 
of e. concept. 
I-low should poets apply this technique to their own diction? 
They 1·:ill realize that contemporary language has become thin 
and cold, being based on the logical efficiency of the factory 
not on nature. They will reject this mechanical diction for 
an organic one which in vivid concrete particulars and through 
the creation of metaphor enacts a transference of energy. 
Fenollosa's poetic is a contemporary updating of Romantic 
theory, his ideal poetic language has, in part, a resemblance 
to Rousseau's originary language. 2ousseau's language had a 
vital relation to nature, would be formed through_~ among other 
things, images and metaphors, would be grammatically innocent 
and, strangely, would resemble Chinese in some respects. 
Criticism of Fenollosa's theory has not been lacking. 
1.:·f .K. \·:imsf,_tt and others have queried whether the ideogram is 
pictorially expressive beyond its conventional meaning. 
11iimse.tt hc.s also argued that iconic form situated in the 
signifier has only a superficial relation to the concepts 
would 
ex-oressed.99 (But this writer argue that it is an extension 
A. 
of the possibilities of form, previously situated in sJ'1ltax, 
pho!letics, rhythm etc.). I.A. Richards has criticized the 
f o~nding of style in concrete particulars and images, 
arguing the importance of . abstract concepts. 
'J.:o ern.phasize concrete particulars e.nd irn.2,ges in diction is to 
~al:e languace the poor cousin of experience ,something which, al though 
it atte~pts to equal the immediacy and plenitude of senspry · 
perc~~tion~ can.never do so. Language has, however, the ability to 
fulfill ~erceptio~ through r~inforcement w~th concepts, thought 
and feeling. I find mys.elf in agreement with Richards. 
Ezr& Found used stylistic techniques based on the Fenollosan 
cesttetic in The Cantos. On occasion he incorporntes Chinese 
ideograms to reinforce the adjacent EnGlish verse. For 




OU TIS is equivalent to 11 110 1nan 11 2nd refers to Odysseus and 
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Found rlinself, in his :parlous state at the end of the second 
According to William Cookson, in his book A Guide to the Cantos of Ezra 
\:i'orld War.A;"Ji'he ideogram depicts a sun settine; through vet;etation Pound 
and a man with his arms outstretched. 
In the verse 11 a· man on whom the sun has gone downn, 
" ClCOmplex state or predicament is rendered tnrout;h a 
netaphoric cor.Gbination of concrete pe_rticulars, in a way which 
merges the literary ·with the graphic of the vivid primitive 
image. The formulation enacts a transference of energy. The 
DC:.ssG.ge works through an associative technique v-rith other passages 
of related ~isastrous import. Thus in several respects the 
verse shows the renollosan influence. 
;l'te influence is not ahm;ys bl<"tantly ideogramrr1ic. In 
C2nto LXXIV for example, these lines occur: 




that which gleams and then does not gleam 
as the leaf turns in the air 
Boreas Apeliota libeccio 
/tioeless Athene.} 
jglaux glaukopis_l 
/little owl with gleaning eyes.] 
/olive treew 
<>- ) .. tLene 's eyes gleam and do not glee.n v..rhen her helmet is 
r2ised or lowe~ed; an owl's eyes sle~m and do not gleam when 
it opens .or shutters its eyes, ~nd olive lenves cleam and do 
not gleam ~-:hen tl:.e \·:ind exposes their silver unde::.,sides. The 
concrete particulars associate freely with each other, eobodied 
in discrete fr·~ gDentary i.rnrds, phrases <='.nd cl-::. uses in which 
the connecting links are suppressed, but can be construed. 
~Zillius Cs~los Hilliaos' poetry also shows a Fenollosan influence, 
i"or ir:stance in his distaste .for c.bstr.::;ct conceptua.l thou:;ht 
.s .. nd his con:Oention "no ideas but in things 11 , his substitution 
of the "verbal sequence 11 for the 11 gramna tical sentences" of 
--- -- -------------------------------
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!..--·---- Medieval logic 101ncl his characteristic preoccupation with 
oovement in e. poem. This movement creates a a_uplicc:i.te rfrd;ure: 
It is not to place adjectives, it is to learn to employ 
the verbs in ir,:i tation of nature - so that the pieces 
move naturally - o.nd watch, often breathlessly, 
what ~~ey d?~··Y~m do :r:-o~ c~~y rinturei you rw::.ke102 sonetning wrnch is an imitavion of nature. 
e.e. cummings is another pqet who displays a kinaesthetic 
preoccupation in sooe of his verse. He uses typography mimetic-
ally to express states of energy or entropy. These formal 
technical strategies use the signifier to express slowness 
(separation of the letters in space or by punctuation), speed 
(the characters are run together), and high points of energy, 
of finality ~(capital letters). His technique and its _ 
Fenollosan deri<-Vction is illustrated in this poem from the 


















<-.Here typography enacts the leap of a grasshopper; iconic 
form attempts to create a duplicate nature, a Fenollosan nature 
of nthings in motion, ;:10tion in things 1! 'l1he 
sentence is charged wi -th ve:cbs of movement (look, upg:-: thering, 
lee .. p, a.rri ving, become, res.rrt:.--:.nging) c.nd embodies a <;rocess of 
entro~oy - en:ergy - entrop;y-. Concrete ne.rticulars ecre nri vilerY,-::_-ed - ~ )a.\~ 
over s. bstrr:i.ct thought. S:he different gre. ~hie fo::'ss of the 
signifier "grasshopper 11 give it so2ething in corrE::on ~·iith the 
Chinese ideogram which Fer.J.ollosa described as a moving picture, 
11 a vivid shorthand picture of the operations of nature " 104 
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<.·- ---- The style acts out the successive operations 
of nature end the actual process of perception. It shows the mind 
rearranging visual input ( 11 e.s ·we look") C?f successive r:10vement 
to form a grasshopper. 
This poem gives us an intim~tion of tbe pervasiveness of 
tte Fenollosan aesthetic on some modernist poets. 
Earth's the right place for love: 
I don't kno111 where it's likely to e;o better. 
Robert Frost 11 Birches 11 
TIIE SPOKEN WORD 
the some 
A prominent characteristic of/, poetic st:!le of" modern poets 
is the way they seek to enpower diction through the incorporation 
of actual speech, often dialectal discourse. 
In Bakhtinian terms they distance themsel~es from a poetic 
speech 
language 1·.rhich is in some WJ.y removed from everyday ,.. and 
~;~:;-proe.ch tl:J.e language of :prose v-zi th i:hs feeling for the historical 
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:.'nd socie-1 concreteness of living discourse. 
Speech in its natur2l state is dialectal ~nd a poet record-
ing the pa~ticulars of speech ~ill very often use a dialectal 
er regional diction. This dialectal diction may be deliberately 
emphasized as a strategy to defauiliarize language. Dialectal 
SDeech is e.lso a recurrent fes.ture of developing literatures 
in 1:Thich 9oets explore and v2lido.te a ne"' idiom, c:.s in this 
example taken from 11 Eotk.aife" b;y the South 11.frican Sydney Clouts 
( Collecteg_ Poems): 
Hellie ne\·rwe 
tol' ne she was married sir 
she newwe tol' me she was married sir. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
She say Hotlmife, swiete.at, you .s. fs.t n.s.n. 
Sa! ten years for luff sir. 
I' 11 nm•Ivie kiela mc:m .::. ;2,1n . . . . . . . . . . . . 
\lhere you l~ ellie 
blerrie misc~iff 
Ten years is not e. :ency fe.1 .. Jtnight ••• 
The poetic of the spoken word adumbrates the influence of 
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Wordsworth in its selection of tbe "real language of men" and 
opposition to a special poetic diction, its siting of the poetic 
' 
in the prosaic and its rustic or regional bias. The incorporation of 
actual speech in poetic diction has many advantages:accessibility, 
verve, vividness, humour. It should be remembered, however, that 
some artifice or form is necessary to lift common speech above the banal. 
William Carlos Williams is an example of a poet whose diction is 
determined by the spoken word. For Williams a poem is a machine made 
out of words; its movement is distinguished by the character of its 
speech. The poet takes words as s/he finds them in their native 
environment and composes them without distortion that would compromise 
their significance, into an intense expression of perceptions.106 
Adapting a metaphor from de ::3aussure,107 one should imagine atmospheric 
pressure reacting 0n a sheet of water to produce waves;just so does 
perception combine with speech to form movement. 
Poetic diction for Williams is an escape from the lingua franca 
of English into the verna.._;.._cular of the American idiom. The universal 
of classical style is situated in the concrete particulars of the 
local, in words marked by a ,place. WB (The influence of J!'enollosa 
is noticeable here). 
When Williams was writing Paterson he visited the area i:i:t which 
the poem is situated and walked the streets, noting the actual 
conversation of the people.109 This practice plainly departs from 
the classical Aristotelian approach to diction. Coleridge expresses 
the classical position when he asks whether a poet should wander about 
cppying the words of people in uncultivated society and answers that 
the poet should rather regulate style through the principles of good 
sense or taste or by the power of the imagination.110 But as we 
have had occasiop to note, the classical principles of diction have 
been questioned and rejected by some moder.n poets •111 
lf the poet accepts this new poetic s/he will have to ask in whet 
way poetry differs from conversation. One answer is that in 
this poetry the rhythmic, metrical and sound or·ganization is 
emphasized and this sufficiently distinguishes it from 
conversation. 112 
The') quality:.-~ of the spoken v10rd in Paterson varies. This 
example is rhythmic and also colloquial in spontaneity and verve: 
Hi, open up a dozen, make 
it two dozen! Easy girl! 
You wanna blow a fuse? (3,III) 
This example is of dialectal language, naturally figurative 
under the influence of emotion: 
But child, Nov 1, I did crack you know yourself I 
been going full force on the (jug) will we went out 
(going to Newark) was raining, car sj.apped on·brakes, 
car turned around a few times, rocked a bit and 
stopped facing the other way, .from which we was 
going. Pal, believe me for the next few days. 
Honey, I couldn't even pick up a half filled 
bucket of hot water for fear of scalding myself. (3.iI) 
There exists a psychological dimension to Williams' poetic 
of the spoken word. This inheres in Williams' insistence that 
the poet should listen carefully to what people actually say. 
The analyst and the poet are both practitioners of the art of 
interpreting speech. The poet has to listen for the poetic 
dialect which lies beneath the everyday dia.lectic in which 
people ~re shut, incommunicado. The poen is the underlying meaning, 
the essence, that which, beyond all they have been saying, they have 
been trying to say. The poet must phrase the words in such a 
way that the· stereotype reveals the r:10vi11g details, the moment 
of insight, the evasive hidden life. 113 
Another poet whose diction is enabled by Americ~n regional 
speech is Robert Frost. He tries to write as if he is speaking 
the words himself. However we have it on 
~obert Lm:ell 's authority th.st Frost's speech Wes "a work of art, 
nuch better than other people 1 s ordinary s~eech and yet 
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n2.tural to bin." :-i?rost prefers to use a selection from the 
t 
everydH~' non-l:i.ierary li:::.nguage, wl:ich he rcdses to a l::.irrher ·level 
· 115 with Wordsworth's. 
through nete.phor , a programme which has so¢e points of contactJ\ 
He makes an original contribution to diction technique, 
however, in his poetic of Intonations. Intonation is the 
11 sound of sense" in the vernacular; it is a subtext that exists 
beneath and beyond the conceptual ~ontent of the words, it is 
the characteri.stic muaic of a particular utterance, its 
. . t 116 vo1cepr1n • Intonations are an aboriginal natural mode of 
speech which the poet can become aware of and exploit. He 
has analysed intonational patterns in his own work, most. 
explicitly in his poem 
THE PASTURE 
1 I'm going out to clean the pasture Spring; 
2 I'll only stop to rake the leaves away 
3 (And wait to \·latch the water clear, I may) 
4 I sha 1 n't be gone long. - You come too. 
5 I'm going out to fetch the little calf 
6 That's stnnding by the mother. It's so young, 
7 It totters when she licks it v·Iith her tongue. 
8 I sha'n't be gone long - You come too. 
<- ;;ccordine; to Frost ir: 11. there is a 11 light, informing 
tone", in 1.2 an "only" tone, a tone of reservation, in 1.3 
a tone of suppleaentary, of 9ossibility and in 1.4 a free tone, 
e.ssuring 2:.nd an afterthought, in vi ting. In the second stanza 
+-l . • 1 f . . d . . t . t 117 
~~ere are s1m1 ar ree, persuasive, assuring an invi ing ones. 
'.!:'his poetic of Intonations can be traced. br::ick to Romantic 
theories o~ diction. Rousseau described intonation as aiding 
118 
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More ~ecently intonation has 
been described byft~ussi~n ?oru?list as ~ore netephorical 
than words, and leading discourse beyond verbal limits. 11 9 
The ~se of this technique could then be said to indicate some 
disse.tisfaction \·iith lringue.ge as a mode of coDDUI1ication and 





It could be said to indicate a. }ireferen_ce for the spoken 
Hord r2_ther than the written, a feeling that "writing 
obscures lci.nguage; it is not a guise for langua.ge hut a 
disguise. 11 . 120 
A poet may yet succeed in r::e.king the i·Jri tten la.ngunge work 
towerds the expressiveness of the spoken. e .e. currunings 
~20: 
realizes the poetic possibilities of proletariat speech through 
a technique of phonetic transcription: 
Hool 
spairruh luckih? The~ngzkeed. Mairsee. 
muh jax al·;l gawn. Fur Croi saik 
c.innoughbudih gutnutntuhplai? 
HAI 
yoozwidduhpoimnuntwaiv un duhyookuhsumpnruddur 
givusuhtoonunduhphugnting 
ViVa II 
Disiz duhwoiks onduh SpokeWoid. Neomi fur sumprf,umpleetly diffrn. 
listen: there's a hell 
of a good universe next door; let's go 
e • e • cummings 1 x 1 . x1 v 
'IE:Z PROBLEMATICS OF LAEGUAGE IL A POSTMODERN ERA 
For some nodern poets it is axiomatic that traditional 
stylistic criteria 2re no longer valid since the very substance 
of style' language' has become probleW-atical. r.rhere is a 
proliferation cf signs: 
Texts mount and complicate them-
selves, lead to further text~ and those 
to s;ynopses, digests and emendations. 
; .. ; .C. 'dilliams Paterson 3 .III. 
<-Tb ere is n. prolife:."'e.tion of the verbal sludge of speech: 
<--Yet 
well ughhu.h sure vcrhy not yuh course yeh well 
naturally i und certain i o nosi but ••• 
e.e.cummings No Thanks 17 
?he poet 
disc;vers still, no syllable in the confused 
uproar: missing the sense 
\=.c.:·fillians PHterson 2.II 
For some modern )oets Lmguq;e is 0 self-enclosed system. 
like Algebra, which has lost its power to refer to reality 
and has become the only reality. Of the two poets discussed 
here, John Asbbery acce~ts and exploits this situation, Ted 
Eughes seeks a remedy. Both turn ~c the irre.tionaJt sources 
of lenguege, the one to negate+ the other to increase 
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language's power to signify. I have chosen to discu~s these particular 
poets because of Ashbery's prominence and accomplishment as a post-
modernist and because of the daring and originality of Hughes' 
experiment in poetic diction. 
John Ashbery offers the poet <-:en example of a radically 
open discursive style in which 11 words are only speculation", 
ff,irror-play, 11 they seek and cannot find the meaning ••• We see 
onlv uostures of the dream ••• ~- 121 His diction is a dance of 
v -
si[nifiers, s.lternately introducing and then evading signifieds. 
Eis style is disjunctive without a cohesive structure, a 
debris _or junk 
recycling of the disposable ·A of mass cor.i:nunication. 
His text, to adapt the phraseology of Roland Barthes on 
postmodern texts, is 11 a multi-dimensional space in \·1hich a 
voriety of 1.-iri tings, fffiany no~7 original, blend and clash ••• 
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a tissue of quotations. 11 
Ashbery's style effects a r:ierger between high culture end 
02,ss culture in th.s.t elements of populist discourse are 
incorporated into the very substance of his '"ork to forr:i B. 
pastiche. This heterogeneous pastiche is not introduced for 
the purposes of satire, as Dodernist poets use parody, and 
do0s not refer to any stylistic norm, or indeed to any 
identifiable context. In his style standards of reality and 
truth are replaced by a playful medley of discourses, 
. . 123 
deuth is replaced by multiple surfaces. 
,~;1i.:..bery hr-:.s stated thst his poetry sto.rts out from t:O.e 
11 lmde:r-ground stream" of the Unconscious, but it is <3.lso 
~onitored by tte conscious mind. 124 Much t~at is original 
in his style can, in fact, be related to the irrational 
1&:'1gus ge of the Unconscious, or of the Dream as described by Freud, 
-
_122_-·.· 
except that whereas in the Dream the mahifest- content has a· la tent 
meaning, in Ashbery's style there is only mani~est content, only 
surface. 
For example Freud has described discourse in dreams as comprising 
fragments of speech heard or read, torn from their context and fitted 
together in the Unconscious to form an entirely new meaning.125 
Similarly Ashbery has written poetry which is a composite of 
'different discourses, fragments cut from magazines or popular liter-
ature, phrases overheard on the street, or his own snapped off 
hermetic perceptions which are reassembled within a new context. One 
of his aims has been to put together as many dif ~erent ·kinds of 
language and tone as possible and to shift them abruptly, to overlap 
them a11, 126in the type of technique Barthes has called a "metonymic 
montage": 127 
all diaries are alike, clear and cold with 
The outlook for continued cold. 
"A Man of Words 11 Self-Portrait in a Convex Mirror 
<--In these lines a rather crypti~ statement ·on diaries is linked 
with what appears to be an extract from a weather forecast to form 
an enigmatic, illogical discourse. 
Also reminiscent of dream technique is -the way identities can -merge 
, -
in his poems, through a metamorphosis of the -personal pronoun. 
Just time to reread this 
And the past slips through your fingers 
wishing you were there 
"A Man ,of Words" Self~Portnait .in a Convex Mirror . 
,_.~-(This stylistic phenomenon can also be understood in terms of a 
postmodernist destruction of .the autonomqus ~go, the "death" of the 
subject.128 ) 
Likewise subjects melt into one another in a fragmentation of 
what we are accustomed to regard as reality. 
This severed hand 
Stands for life, and wander as it will, 
East or west, north or south, it is ever 
A stranger who walks beside me. 
"Worsening Situation" Self-Portrait in a Convex Mirror 
f~--~·'l'he normal environment of the rational world dissolves into an 
i·rrational kaleidoscope of stereotypes. The weather, 
,123 
for example, is uncertain beyond any meteorological 'use of· the term~ 
In "Hop 0 1 my Thumb" (Self-Portrait in a Convex.Mirror) the action 
takes place in "dark" which has ttbrightness" in "noon sun". This 
becomes "an electric storm of rain" and then "dark mist smeared 
against the fog. 11 
His similes are sometimes surrealistic non-sequiturs: 
But Time is a garden wherein 
Fiemories thrive monstrously until 
They become the vagrant flowering of something else 
Like stopping near the fence with your raincoat 
11ouite" Self-Portrait in a Convex Mirror. 
One of his favourite stylistic .mannerisms .is to deconstruct 
the binary oppositions of logic, producing the .supralogical 
inclusiveness of meaning of the Unconscious: 
.· •. 
' .. a vague 
Sense of something ·that .can never be known 
:Even though .it seems likely that each of us 
Knows what it is and is capable of 
Communicating it to the other 
11 Self-PortrB;i~ in .a Convex Mirror" 
Ashbery achieves enigmatic .humour by disconcerting the 
comfortable assumptions of the .rational mind •. 
To a postmodern society dominated .by the emptiness and meaning-
lessness of the ·violent dreams of T. V •, Ted H,ughes has ·.attempted to 
oppose a "morally responsible art ... 129 
.His response to a language which he regards as effete and devital-
ized in comparison with, for example, Shakespeare's .language,.has 
been an attempt to revitalize the ~edium .through a return to the 
sources of language and literature. The way he has chosen to do this 
is through dramatic mythic poetry, with its ancient communal _quasi~ 
religous and healing functions. This dramatic poetry is accompanied 
by music and gesture and stage~ ,in a sacrosanct setting. The~ 
experiment took place in 1971 with the staging of Orghast by the 
Peter Brooke company in Iran. 
Hughes has always seen the central problem of poetic diction as the 
need to reinfuse the language with a lost vitality, to reconneGt 




"exp0rien9e re?-li t3r n s a 1 , 1~>00vol t shock of energy, but the 
medium through which it should be conducted, language, dribbles 
.out the experience in tinglings th.at can. only just be felt. :r• 
This is bec2use words belong to a late stage of human evolution, 
tl:ey are 11 unnatural u and inadequate to express psychic 
experience which reaches back beyond the L'1di vidual's birth 
to archetypal depths no expression can take hold of .• 
Vioreover they are loaded with the intentions and meanings of 
others and the poet has to subdue their heteroglossia to 
create his mm meaning. 
Poetic language which has moved beyond the trivial is 
language which is capable of sumnoning up the spirits of 
things; 3the element of the magical i·vhich modern civilization 
bas mortified. 
The English Director Peter Brooke has n similar conviction 
that the plenitude of originary speech has been reduced to a 
small thin range of tones, an indication of a concomitant 
. 132 reduction in language of e~otional capacity and meaning. · 
Ee has been seeking for a type of comnunication that reaches 
beyond cultural patterns, searching for :pure pattern itself, 
c true ~ass medium as apposed to mass media. 
Their collaboration led to the creci.tion by :aughes (Hi th 
some help from the cor:n'1unity of actors) of the noetic language 
11 0rghast 11 for the drama of the sarae nS.me based on the myth of 
Pro::;etheus. (English was rejected because its sophisticated 
nssociations were reg&rded as inco~patible with barbaric myth.) 
· · Like i:...d.am the ~)oet wc.o.s given the opyortvni ty to ne.ne thi115s in 
2 fresh 
'.::his lc111guage is conceived. on .::;, 1;;2.radigma tic basis .... :i th 
: .. :usic, es comr:unice .. tic:n v;hicb transcends articu1ate concentual 
expression ;;7et speaks 2nd has n~eaning to common structures in 
the minds of ell. It is bused on rhythmic sounds ar:.d tones - 1 34 
. .. ... __ . -- ., .. 
Eughes believes that the deener into lan~uage, the less visual/ 
conceptual it is and the more audial/visceral/muscular, since 
the visual nerves connect with the modern brain and the audial 
with the primal animal brain and nervous system.
1
35 ·rt 
2ttempts to eschei:J abstraction, naming ;. any concepts .through 
metaphors derived from the physical. 
1 36 
The sounds Emd tones of the language are assumed to be able 
to convey quite complex states and meanings and also areas 
of experience which ordinary language cannot reach. Hughes 
does not regard his signifiers as arbitrary. Because tnere is 
a collective tonal uncO'scious it follows that ·within a culture 
A 
there is an optimum sound for any meaning, and, when different 
cultures are involved, there is still an optimum sound for some 
J.J.eanings. _.:;.s proof he instances his invention of the ·word 
"hoan 11 for i:light" which he discovered meant 11 ray of light 11 
in Farsi (Persian language). 137 
The language is designed to produce feeling naturally 
through the actors' exploration of sound, the sound sequence 
to be "as flexible as an electrocardiogram and an encephelogram 
138 · tha..it combined·, 11 · • ·"is to express vividly the iDpuJ!.ses of emotion 
and thought. 
Words .::;.re created through what Hughes calls a 11 metaphorical 11 
relationship between sounds and feeling. For instance 11 str 11 
for words Deaning strong or straight. 11 Kr 11 is regarded as 
onomatopoeic for 11 devour 11 and this physical root is used to 
create the abstract idea of 11 destruction 11 • 
4
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'11:.e language, in composition, \·rnnt through ciifferent phases: 
f:Lrst as a conventional lant:,-uace, tl:en nusic<1l blocks cf 
sound, and finally as fixed consonants with vowels free for 
i::iprovisa ti on and inspiration. ':'he following are exar;rples 
drawn from the three stages: 
1 • OLRG.GAKHIS GLAUE 
Tll)e eagle,. 
SOYIEEABLARGA 
overshadows ,, out ~f the sun 
FOTTAHOAHYi;. 
I was in dc.rkness 
OOOL 0 E2EEAAAR 
Woman has opened 
:Brought into light 
. HE:SY-AGH 140 life · 
Lany of the words of Orghast in actuality are distortions 
·126 
of English, for example 11 furreor" ( 11 fury11 ), "offeyta" (nfc..tecl."), 
11 starre.ngald 11 ("stre.ngled" ), and this is soaetimes apparent 
in an entire phrase 11dadadda blodspred 11 ( 11 your father's blood 
spread"). Other words are derived metaphorically: "snayldorp" 
( 11 curl up 11 ), 11 drumlit" ( 11heart"), "coron11 ("peak"). Some are 
crude onomatopoeia: "bletton gleblottun" ("shot blind 11 ). 
(These v.:ri tten examples should be understood to give only 
an e:oJroxirP.ation of the actual sound, and hence the ectual 
language.) 
An interesting feature of the experiment was that despite 
the poet's efforts to heen the language open it began to 
develop an autonomous life of its O\·m like a conventional 
conceptue.l language and wo.s even used in a telegram by one of 
-l-1 t ·141 vD.e ac ors• 
This experiment in poetic diction is in th.e tradition of 
Joyce's Finnegan's \fake 1·.'i th its invention of a language 
e:x:ter:.ding beyond s:0ecific cultures. One ~l\fO.~/S feels ,however, 
an advantage in containing 
t1-:8.t Joyce's language hns" - conceptual meanings;even_ if they are 
r:rnltiple and associative. Hence i·(;s qualities of wit and lec:.rning. 
()rr::hast as an e:z-:periment into -Che origins of language m-rns 
so:~:et~inc; to .R.or::c,_ntic theory of language as formulated bv ,,. 
Rousseau. It shows this lilfluence in its quest for the 
pri:nordial 11 na tural 11 i"iords, its ir.:.terest in arousing emotions 
rather th:".n expres::::ing conce!YGS, its loc."'~ting of ene:cgy ;;.nd. 
vi t::-~li ty in orali ty and pleni tua.e in intonaiiion, its rooting 
of uords in imitative sounds or c.c:::;ents of emotion, in vowels 
c:r..d in rhythm. In its c.im to avoid grn.r.unaticaliza ti on ancl 
2~chieve a free onenness it is e.rchetypically rmr..antic, but 
Hughes has acknowledged that it is only briefly achievable. 
We have in the preceding pages shown the reader two post-
modern responses to poetic language: Ashbery's diction which 
incorporates populist discourse in the discourse of high art, 
without ever reaching a popular audience, and Hughes' diction 
which attempts to .reach tqe understanding of human beings o~ 
all cultures, yet was heard only briefly by.a small, elite 
and, in many cases uncomprehending, audience. 
127 
The night sheen takes over. A moon of cistercian pallor 
Has climbed to the center of heaven, installed, · 
.it'inally involved with the business of darkness. 
And a sigh heaves from all the small things on earth •••• 
John Ashbery "As One rut Drunk in the Packet-Boat" 
Self-Portrait in a Uonv;ex i·'iirror 
·128 
co1;cLUSION 
We have now discussed the question of what constitutes a 
poetic 12nguage and described historically features of Classical 
and Romantic theories of diction. \Je hc.ve shown that the 
Classical tradition has persiste<'i into the Viodern period 
but that so1:ie poets have rejected it and turned to other 
stylistic ideals, notably those connected with the imperative 
to reproduce "the real language of men", and those connected 
\·:i th the Fenollosan poetic. J?·inally we described two avant-
g-ar.de . poetic languages. 
There remains only to ic5-entify recurring common factors in 
the heterogeneous dict;ions used by poets. These are primarily, 
the influence of psychology e.nd o.n agenda to reconnect language 
with reality or experience. 
Firstly, psychology. The rea.der is reuinded of how Williams 
takes the analyst as a paradigm of the poet, how Ashbery uses 
the 11 logic" of the Unconscious", how Berryman uses a 
traumatized language to encompass traume.tic subject matter (H'e also 
v.ses poetry as a node of self-ans.l~rnis, of self-transformation.). 
Eughes is also influenced by psychology, prirns.rily Jung's 
theories m1 t:•e Collective Dnco)cious and the archetypal depths 
of experience. Eis paradigm for the poet is the Shaman, \·lho 
evokes 11 s:pirits 11 by descending into the Unconscious, the 
11 dark hole in the head 11 ("The '::hought Fox11 ). 
\.'Ji thout wishing to overstate the importance of psychology 
it is r~oteworth;y th8.t the diction of modern poetr:y generall;y 
is cho.:,racterized by features ~vhicll 2,re features of the language 
of dreams' as described c;y· ~)ir;r:m:nd Jireuu:14~his d::iscou:r·se is eIJoticn:;,l 
rc;ther than conceptual, s~mthe"cic ;.:-;ore than analytic, condensed 
rn t1~er th.:1:1 discursive, E~llu.si ve, <;.1r:.Oigu_ou.s, G.i1cl often obscure. 
It is ~ plastic mode of e~~ression, often containing ~leDents of 
the irrational, its S~lnta::: is often fragmented c:.nd. the fre.gments 
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o.re lin:irnd through a lo[:Sic of association. 
When we recall that the Dream· works with memories and is 
liberated from specificities of tine and space, we are struck 
b;;.r tbe resemblances between :Freud's Dream and Coleridge's 
clefini ti on of the Ioagination e.s something which dissolves, 
diffuses and dissipates in order to recreate; and even more 
so \·Ii th his definition of Fancy as 11 a1 mode of Memory 
emancipated from the order of time and space 11 , blended with 
ana. modified by the Will( "Libido" is one sense of the i·rnrd 
11Will 11) and receiving its materials through the la\·: of 
as socio. ti on. ·4 Lt.:3 
many , · · ·· 
,; Seconclly'modern poets subscribe to the archetypal myth that 
the Fall of IIan has brought about a Fall in Language, a rupture 
betv.reen ~·10rds and the things they describe, which must be 
healed by the poet. Consider Eliot's emphasis on the reconnection 
of diction with the subtleties of thought e.nd feeling, Pound's 
programme to restore precision nnd clarity to language, 
lrenollos::. 's recommendation of the ideogram as naturally, 
not c:rbi trarily~f connecting with the signified, Hughes' 
ccncern to revi t.s.lize language. •J:his anxiety in the felt 
("',liena ti on of language from ree.li ty expresses its elf in rn.>.ny 
:poets, in & ttempts to invest le.nguage with 11Energyrr {or, ns 
sometimes expressed, 11 intensi ty 11 or 11 :9assion"). 
A feature of good poetic diction which I have not discussed 
is a poet's ability to generate beautiful or raernorable lines. 
Instead I have inserted between sections of this chapter quotations 
provided, thos·e readers who are also po-ets may study these and become 
lord of his t·:ork 2nd master ·of utterance 
\'lho turneth his 1iiord in its season c.r:d she.nes it 
3zr8 Pound Canto LXXIV -
Hotes to Chapter 3 
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IMAGERY, IMAGINATION, SYMBOLS, TROPES 
To employ with propriety any of these modes of speech ••• 
is a great excellence. But the greatest of all is to 
be happy in the use of metaphor; for it is this alone 
which cannot be acquired, and which, consisting in a 
quick discernment of resemblances, is a certain mark 
of genius. 
Aristotle: The Poetics xxvi 
Visions, moreover, which by some are called Images, 
contribute very much ••• to the weight, magnificence, 
and effect of compositions. ·The name of Image is 
given in common to any idea, however presented to the 
mind, which is communicable to others by discourse; 
but a more particular sense of it has now prevailed •. 
· ·when the imagination is so warmed and affected, that 
you seem to behold yourself the very things you are 
describing, and to·display them to the life before 
. the eyes of an audience, it is called an Image. 
Longinus: On the Sublime I. xv 
/The Poet'fll langjiage is vitally metaphorical; that 
is, it marks the before unapprehended relations of 
things ••• 
Shelley: A Defence of Poetry 
In full and living language Lfiletaphor i1?7 what is most 
gripping, but also the most problematical - how does 
it happen that language is at its .most effective when 
it manages to say sdlriething by.saying something else? 
It's enthralling indeed, and it's even thought that 
this is the way to the crux of the phenemenon of 
language ••• 





H·~TRODUCTION: PSYCHOLOGICAL PROCESSES OF PERCEPrION AND IMAGERY 
This chapter will analyse the forms impressed upo~ ·language 
by the imagination. It is a subject, the terms of which are often 
used without precision and very promiscuously. This linguistic 
abuse probably arises out of an ignorance of the nature and method 
of these aesthetic agents. In my reading I have found that the term 
image, for example, is often used indiscriminately to refer to an 
image, a symbol or to figurative language. Yet '.it is essential 
that the poet (and critic) command clarity in their use of this 
terminology. 
And so we will be asking questions designed to elucidate 
definitions. What is an image? What relation does an image have 
to a symbol? To a trope like metaphor? 
At this point, minimally, we can state that an image is ontolog-
ically unique: it may and usually does appear in a trope or symbol 
but is a separate concept. The image originates at a more basic 
level of language, it is an elemental form which combines to create 
more complex forms. 
VJhat is the imagination? This is another term which I have found 
is often used to indicate different concepts. For example it is 
sometimes used to indicate the agent that forms a raw sensory 
stimulus into a perception1 , or to refer to that which gives 
rise to images in the absence of a sensory stimulus. Coleridge 
uses the term to indicate the faculty that combines images of the 
natural world with thought and feeling or images arising from 
as. 
thought and feeling to create a new nature. Poets such 11 Blake or 
Yeats understand imagination as the emanation and inspiration 
of an eternal world. Thus each writer makes imagination over in 
his/her own image. Let us limit ourselves here to the comment 
that it is an active, creative faculty, closely linked by Kant 
and Coleridge with perception itself. 
Now language is partly an abstract from experience and 
consequently the terms we have raised, and the concepts they 
relate to are also closely linked to perception. Imagery is 
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a bridge between the external world of perception and the 
internal world, the foundation and building block of language. 
The symbol uses an image, very often a concrete percept to refer 
to:. ~its cluster of abstract signifieds. Metaphor's metbod of 
organization by similarity and dissimilarity apes a fundamental 
process of perception. 
So that anyone who begins to think about .images and figurative 
language finds that s/he is brought up against the fact not only 
of their implication in the creation of langu~ge itselr, but 
also of the interwovenness of language _with the process of 
perception~ 
Consequen~ly it will be beneficial. to giye in this introduction 
a brief resume of how we may construe the relation between 
perception, imagery, language .and between perception and 
figurative language. (I will confine myself to visual perception 
which is the most important.) It is essential for any poet to 
understand the processes involved - as far as that may be ·possible -
in order to create intelligently with the medium. 
Imagery is the medium of v~sual perception. 2 Despite the 
fact that some people claim to experience little or no imagery, 
the idea has persisted since classical times that imagery plays 
a functional role in mental activities. At the turn of the 
century however,with the rise of behaviourist psychology which 
excluded from its attention phenomena ~hich could not be scientif-
ically measured, the role of imagery in,m~ntal processes was-. 
as 
questioned.3 Accordingly literary criticss,uch" I .. A. -Richards. 
played down its role in the poetic process. The pendulum bas 
now swung back and recent authorities in psychology 
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have reinstated imagery in a~rominent role. 4 
Imagery is a broad term under which several varieties are 
subsumed. Imagery occurs during the process of perception when 
pictures in the mind occur in psychological response to some 
sensory stimulus. Imagery also occurs independently of the object 
stimulus, and may be simple or composite in form. These images 
are familiar to us as playing an important role in the construction 
of meaning, the processes of thought and memory, mental and verbal 
associations,- language and dreams. 
Images in imagination are fainter than, for example, the 
images of memory, but are freer to combine sense impressions 
to create something new. Samuels states that a continuum exists 
in which the imagery of imagination ranges from a heavy reliance 
on past perceptions to imagery largely made up of newly created 
material.5 
We are most concerned here with imagery in lan~age. How is 
a percept image transformed into a language and what are the 
functions of imagery in language? 
Paivio conceives of language as a symbolic system which is 
differentiated into non-discursive and discursive modes, i.e. 
imagery and a verbal system. In other words, as Samuels has 
stated, psychologists feel that people use both visual and verbal 
modes. 6 Imagery enters the language system as a vivid short-
term untransformed sensory image. This image elicits an 
auditory-motor verbal response which becomes associated with a 
less vivid version of the original ima3e. The word and image 
composite develops associative connections with other words 
and images.7 For instance percept images of a variety of chairs 
seen become generalised in the mind - according to Hume through 
the imagination 8- into a concept image of the idea of a chair 
which is linked with an auditory-motor response, an arbitrary 
sequence of sounds in language, "chair". The word "chair" and 
the image associated with it develop associative links with 
words like "seat", "throne" or elevate" and their images. 
Images that we imagine are translated into words in the 
verbal process of writing and similarly, when we read a word 
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the name calls up before our mind the picture of what is named,9 
and it elicits a meaning which is related to the original 
psychological reaction pattern_ to the stimulus.10 
Imagery is evoked by words to a greater or lesser degree, 
depending on the concreteness or abstractness of the word, the 
more concrete, the higher the imagery rating. According to 
Paivio nouns as a class have the highest rating for effective 
imagery evocation, followed by adjectives, verbs, pronouns and 
adverbs.11 
lmagery and the verbal system in language have different 
but overlapping functions. Images .excel .. in the representation 
of concrete data whereas the verbal system is more suitable for 
expressing abstract concepts. But these functions overlap 
since some images are relatively abstract and words can also 
express concrete data.12 
Through the representation of concrete data, imagery 
facilitates associative meaning, concept discovery, memory 
. 13 
recall and the comprehensibility of sentences. 
Literary effectiveness does not lie entirely in the realm 
of concrete imagery, hoftver, as the Imagists might have us 
believe, since abstract words are associated with higher 
physiological arousal and pupillary dilation, which seems to 
indicate favourable reader response.14 
Moreover language with much concrete imagery is associated 
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with more primitive symbolic modes. In the psychological 
development of the child the use of concrete language and imagery 
predominates at an earlier stage of development; the child, 
in maturing, progresses towards a more abstract and discursive 
symbolic mode. The development of language in the child 
has often been regarded as analogical of the diachronic 
development of a language from a primitive, concrete, high~ 
imagery mode to a more abstract system.15 
We have followed the image from sensory stimulus to its 
incorporation in language. Let us now return to the basic 
level of the image in perception. And here will be demonstrated 
that the way the imagination structures the image in perception 
is analogical to the way the imagination structures the image 
in literature. There is a kind of imagination involyed in 
the creative transformation of a simple sensory image into a 
complex perception. This imagination is metaphorical, in a 
very broad sense of the term • 
. ·.ccording to I~ume, images in the imaginative process in 
phantasy are associated together or combined according to the 
principles of resemblance, contiguity in time and space and 
1 
. 16 causa connexion. I understand the imaginative process in 
perception to operate according to these principles as well. 
I 
. I 
Philosophers and poets have seen the close link between 
perception and the imagination. 
According to Kant the imagination, or 11 einbildungskraft 1; 
is the faculty not only of representation or dreaming, but 
also the faculty of perception which plays a fundamental role 
in synthesizing chaotic sense impressions.17 
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Coleridge recognised that imagination was a form of volunt-
ary perception (See Critical History below). Likewise 
Wittgenstein, as will be described, understood a close relation 
between perception (seeing), similarity (seeing an aspect) 
and imagination (seeing as aspect voluntarily). 
ln perception the imagination matches images, transferring 
elements of meaning from one to the other. The images together 
create a context in which meaning is situated. That is, the 
imagination informs the basic sensory image with our knowledge 
of the appearance or behaviour of objects and in this way we 
give meaning to experience. Thus perception is a metaphorical 
or symbolical process, and philosophers who recognise this speak 
of 11 a language of the senses. 1118 
• 'I~ 
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One of our most basic habitual imaginative acts is to match 
a two-dimensional sensory image of an object with images of our 
experience of that object and accordingly to construct a three-
dimensional meaning from it. Another habitual act is to construe 
movement from the context of a succession of static images, for 
example on the TV screen. Similarly, if an image of a smiling 
face is exposed on a screen, rapidly followed by an unsmiling 
face, the viewer will transfer elements of meaning from the former 
and see the latter as smiling to some extent as well. The images 
1·9 
interact below the threshold of ,awaremess. 
The meaning transferred to the image may be that of causality. 
For instance, if a square is moved across a screen and comes into 
contact with another square, which then moves in its turn, the 
imagination matches syinbolically associated images of causality 
experience (for instance of a truck bumping into a car) with this 
scenario and construes the visual event into a drama in which the 
·20 
first square hits the second and makes it move. 
Or the imagination may confer animation. If a rectangle is 
moved acress the screen and it expands and .contracts simultan-
eously, an image of a caterpillar or similar creature is matched 
with this and the rectangle is seen to be propelling itself by its 
21 
own movements·. 
These transferences of meaning, though involuntary, are similar 
to those operating voluntarily in metaphor and the literary 
imagination. 
Another perceptual archetype for metaphor is the Figure/Ground 
22 
effect. This means that any differentiated image is always 
perceived, even by small children; as being organised into a 
pattern in which one part stands out and the other part is 
23 
background. The part which stands out is known as the Figure, 
the rest as the Ground. The Figure is organised on the basis of 
similarity, but it is not known why the mind should have this 
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predisposition to distinguish between similitudes and dissimilitudes. 
The resemblance to metaphor consists in the matching of images 
on the basis of similitude and 3issimilitude. This resemblance 
" .. ,, 
is assumed in the borrowing of the terms Figure and Ground to 
describe metaphor by a critic such as I. A. Ri~hards. 24verbal 
intelligence has been linked with the ability to organize a Figure; 
similarly Aristotle discovered genius in a capacity to see 
similarities and form metaphor. 
One way of illustrating Figure/Ground perception is through 
a puzzle picture or "Gestalt Figune" like the Duck/Rabbit shown 
below. 
<~ The figure of either a duck or a rabbit will be highlighted 
for the perceiver, but not both at the same time. 
In his Philosophical Investigations Wittgenstein discusses . 
this particular image in the context of differentiating between 
perception, seeing a similitude, and seeing with the imagination. 
The process of perceiving either the duck or the rabbit is the 
involuntary process of seeing a similitude (or a "likeness"). 
This process .differs from sensory perception, he argues, in 
that it is half visual experience and half thought. (Th~ugh as 
we have ~emonstrated, ordinary perception may also involve a kind 
of thought or imagination.) 
Seeing with the imagination is dlfferentiated from "seeing 
a likeness" in that it is volitional. For instance a triangle 
~ can be seen under various "aspects" or images: as a 
triangular hole, as a solid, as a geometrical drawing, as standing 
on its base, as hanging from its apex, as a mountain, as a wedge, 
and so forth. In visualising these aspects, says Wittgenstein, 
it appears as if an image comes into contact and for a time 
remains in contact with the visual impression. This :is ·the 
25 ... 
operation of the imagination. (The matching anti interaction 
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of images, the transference of meaning - here too is the operation 
of metaphor). 
Perception takes place not only through imagination but also 
through reason. Perceiving through the imagination is a . 
synthetic mode, through reason an analytic mode. Individually 
people vary in the extent to which they adopt one or other mode. 
When the synthetic mode is used the perceiver integrates his or 
her perceptions, is receptive to visual illusions, reconstructs 
perception imaginatively. In the analytic mode the perceiver 
distinguishes parts or details of the whole perceptual field. 26 
This division between synthetic and analytic mode in the 
perceptual field is paralled by the distinction between metaphor 
and metonymy as basic principles of language. It has been 
noticed, for instance, that on a most fundamental level, children 
name their perceptions either metaphorically or metonymically. 
For instance a child may adopt the word "moo-i" for the moon 
and then proceed to use the word in a synthetic metaphoric way 
for concepts associated through similarity: various round objects, 
or even a circle drawn on paper. Then again it has been recorded 
that another child in Italy used the word "aqua" in an analytic 
metonymic way for concepts associated through contiguity: glass, 
27 a drinking glass, and what was drunk from it. 
This brief introduction to the chapter should have made it 
clear to the reader that the imaginative formation of images 
and figures in perception is the archetype of the imaginative 
formation of images and figures in language and literature. 
We may now proceed to give a brief summary of critical 





Of the classical authorities on imagery and figurative language 
Aristotle is the most thorough and still the most respected. 
But we must first briefly mention Plato. Plato's attitude 
towards imagery is conditioned by his theory of Ideal Forms. 
Since phenomena of the real world are only imperfect copies 
of Ideal Forms, and since the poet produces unreal images of 
these phenomena, his work stands at a second remove from Reality. 
Furthermore the poet's images incorporate-the distorted illusory 
character of sense perception. For instance the poet may image 
a house as a matchbox because the apparent size of an object varies 
with its distance from our eyes. Poetic imagery, then, embodies 
11 mistakes 11 , "confusion" and "tricks of fancy 11 • 28 This point of 
view is still worth considerat·;ton by the poet, particularly 
those whose locus of the imagination tends to be situated in the 
area of sense perception, as is the case with some contemporary 
poets. We will see that Wordsworth answered Plato by situating 
imagination in a sphere which gives intelligence of the l!;ternal 
world. 
Aristotle, as we have said, is our main authority. He is 
still a fundamental authority because he enquires into the 
nature and essential qualities of metaphor. We will examine 
his views on metaphor as expounded in his Rhetoric Book 3 and 
Poetics X..XV. 
Aristotle's theory of .metaphor is o~ten placed in opposition 
to Romantic and r·~odern concepts of metaphor. That is, the 
classical conception of metaphor as an adornment, essentially 
separable from meaning and based on similarity and the Romantic 
and Modern view of metaphor as constitutive of meaning and based 
on interaction. However this is to ignore the many different 
facets of metaphor that Aristotle recognizes. 
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According to A~istotle, metaphor is a word transferred from 
its proper sense and is similar to the word replaced. It is an 
adornment of style - yet it is also an essential constituent of 
language. Just as modern authorities have emphasized, Aristotle 
regards metaphor as omnipresent in language, whether the metaphor 
is alive or dead. (Dead metaphor suggests meaning directly to the 
mind without intervention of an image.) 
Aristotle also sees an epistemelogical function in metaphor. 
He says that metaphor brings about learning more than other words, 
some kind of understanding or thought not previously existing.
29 
It is based on the poetic principle of imitation and is a source 
of knowledge. We learn new things from metaphor, it gives one 
something fresh. So metaphor is also creative of meaning. 
Another aspect of Aristotle's analysis which is similar to a 
modern approach is the way he conceives of metaphor as a master 
figure of language. Other figures such as simiiJ..es, proverbs, 
hyperboles, personifications and riddles are essentially metaphoric. 
Meta.phor is one of the most valuable stylistic resources 
because it defamiliarizes language, yet retains more clarity .than 
other defamiliarizing structures. A judicious use .of metaphor 
may elevate or lower the style, depending on whether the analogue 
is better or worse than the thing described. One of its great 
merits is what Aristotle calls a "bringing before the eyes" or 
energeia. 30What he appears to mean by this is that it gives 
movement, life or animation to the inanimate, as for example in 
Aristotle•s example "the arrow flew 11 • 
Aristotle clessifies metaphor into four ki~ds on the basis of 
a word transferred from genus to species (a more general term 
used for a particular one: "stands" instead of "anchored" 
anchored is a kind of standing); from species to genus (a partic-
I 
ular!term used for a more general: "a thousand" instead of "many"); 
from species to species, which is the most common sort ("to cut 
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off his life" or 11 to draw forth his life, each a specias of 
"taking away his life") and by way of analogy where four terms 
are involved: A is to Bas X is to Y. (Pericles' comment that. 
the young men 'killed in the war vanished from the city as though 
someone took the spring from the year •. ~ 
Aristotle's analysis of metaphor is penetrating and insightful; 
to my knowledge his treatment is the most comprehensive of classical 
authorities. 
Longinus, for example, in his treatise On .the Sublime includes 
metaphor in tropes as being a source of the sublime. He discusses 
imagery and the importance of imaginative identification with his 
subject by the poet for setting pictures before the eyes of the 
Yl reader , but for our purposes the most interesting point to 
note about Longinus is the way he firmly subordinates imagery to 
the discussion of figures, in stark contrast to the modernist 
emphasis on the image. 
Quintilian classifies metaphor on the basis of transference 
from inanimate to animate (an enemy is called a "sword"), 
animate to inanimate (the "brow" of a hill), inanimate to 
inanimate (."He gave his fleet the rein") and animate to animate 
32 
(."Scipio was barked at by Cato.") 
The anonymous author of the Rhetorica ad Herennium 3\once 
thought to be Cicero) defines tropes as using language which 
departs from the ordinary meaning of the words and is, 
with a certain grace, applied in another sense. He classifies 
as tropes onomat9poeia, antonomasia or epithets, metonymy, 
periphrasis, hyperbaton, hyperbole, synecdoche, catachresis, 
allegory and metaphor. 
This author defines metaphor as transference of meaning on 
the basis of similarity. The functions of metaphor are to create 
a vivid mental picture, for brevity, for avoiding obscenity 
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(euphemism), for magnifiying or minifying and for embellishment. 
~his author is more pragmatic, derivative and schematic than 
Aristotle, but he exercised considerable influence upon thought 
in the Medieval period. 
MEDIEVAL ·THEORY 
It is not easy to characterize in brief the critical activity 
of many centuries without being facile. It has been said that 
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in the medieval era tropes, and metaphor, were devoted to the 
31.j.. 
glorification of GM. ·This is a generaliz~tion with some truth 
in it. 
Bede's treatise on rhetorical style Concerning Figures and 
Tropes 3·~ the first of its kind in E.ngland, reiterates classical 
classifications, but illustrates them with examples drawn 
exclusively from the Bible. 
An outstanding example of the use of tropes for the glorification 
of God is Dante Alighieri. Pertinent here is his achievement 
in allegory in the Divine Comedy, which dramtizes the soul's 
journey to God. His well-known letter to Can Grande della Scala 
distinguished four levels of ~llegory: the literal, the allegorical, 
or mystical, the moral and the anagogical. In other words the literal 
text can be interpreted fig~tively in three different ways. 
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The Poetria Nova of Geoffrey of Vinsauf (circa 1200) :B:a 
deservedly well-known rhetorical treatise. Although it includes 
a lengthy rhetorical show-piece which is scripturally based, 
to some extent it is free of a doctrinal mind-set. Much of 
the information comes from classical sources. Classical, too, 
is his definition of tropes in terms of similarity and also 
substitution: Take something resembling the subject, borrow it, 
and make a new garment. 3? Despite the fact that tropes are 
"difficult ornaments" he comes out in favour of Qlassical clarity: 
One should not be obscure, should speak as the many, while thinking 
as the few. 38 
Part of the originality of the treatise lies in his taking 
his own admonition to relate style to context very seriously. 
He uses a great deal of figurative language to exemplify his 
remarks. For instance he writes metaphorically about metaphor: 
Do not let the word invariably reside on its native 
soil -such residence dishonours it. Let it avoid 
its natural location, travel about elsewhere, and 
take up a pleasant abode on the estate of another. 
There let it stay as a ncve_l guest and give pleasure 
by its very strangeness. ?9 
Another original feature is his explanation of t'ropes in 
psychological terms. For instance metaphor which transfers 
an animate term to the inanimate (Aristotle's "placing before 
the eyes" such as "the sea slumbers" gives pleasure, he says, 
4-0 -
because it becomes a mirror in which you see yourself. · 
RENAISSANCE AND AUGUSTAN THEORY 
4-1 According to Terence Hawkes · the figurative language of the 
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Renaissance was characterized by the poet's wish to express an 
intelligibl~ order beneath the surface differences of nature. 
The Renaissance poe~~ metaphors are conceptual and logical. They 
are not constructed by the laws of free association. They are 
artificial rather than sensuously vivid. 
Figurative language and imagery is valued for its ability to 
instruct and to convey to the ignoranv, more effectively than the 
4-2 
discursige word, "true lively knowledge". 
In the 18th century, according to Hawkes, the neo-classical 
aesthetic of clarity and a belief that metaphor was a source of 
obscurity, led to a decline in the reputation of metaphor. 
Metaphorical works such as Donne's satires were rewritten to 
remove the ambiguities of language. When used, metaphor tended 
to deal in what was universally acceptable. 4-3 
ROMA'·JTIC THEORY 
The Romantic era witnessed the creation of a new kind of 
imagination by poets and an elevation of the role of metaphor 
tc one central to language. 
At the same time philosophers such as Rousseau and Herder 
were classifying tropical language as the vestigial primitive 
relic of the origins of speech. Giambattista Vico is a 
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representative exponent of the thesis that poetic language is an 
anachronism in an age of abstract reasoning and science. 44 
Vico postulated three ages of history: the Divine, the Heroic 
and the Age of Men~ To each age belonged a corresponding type 
of language: sign language to the Divine, poetic or symbolic 
language characterised by images, similitudes and metaphors 
to the Heroic and the vulgar tongue to .the Age of Men. 
The Heroic Age with its poetic language could be compared 
metaphorically to the childhood of mankind. Now children, 
according to Vico , have vigorous .imaginations based on strong 
memories, and weak reasoning powers. They are ignorant, limited 
in their vocabulary and consequently tend to transfer to unfamiliar 
objects the familiar names associated with their first experiences. 
They habitually project an animate spirit into the inanimate. 
Similarly in the childhood of mankind all men were poets with 
vigorous imaginations. They spoke quite naturally in tropes 
because tropes were necessary modes of expression arising from 
semantic lacunae in the vocabulary. Tropes became 11 figurative 11 
only when words were invented to fill the gaps in meaning. 
Metaphor is the most luminous and necessary of the tropes 
according to Vico. It occured naturally in primitive language 
because men's ignorance of natural causes led them to ascribe 
human characteristics to inanimate objects, to describe, fer 
example, a magnet as 11 loving 11 iron. 
Now Vico claimed that imagination was a mode of memory, 
that is, a passive reproduction of images of perception, and 
a primitive mode of apprehension. But in contradistinction, 
some sixty years later, poets such as Shelley, Coleridge and 
·,;ordsworth were elevating imagination into an active universal 
principle based on the synthesis of similarities, that was at 
work in the spheres of metaphor, language, art and indeed all 
branches of life. The elevation of the imagination arises 
partly in response to mechanistic theories of perception such 
as Bartley's Associationism, and seeks to demonstrate that not 
only does the world impress itself upon the mind, but mind 
actively structures the world. 
Shelley's A Defence of Poetry is the archetypal document 
expressing 
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this elevation of 
Athe imagination. There he argues that imagination is the 
supreme creative principle of the world and that language is 
vitally metaphorical, discovering relations, creating meaning, 
enlarg- ing the mind and renewing the world. 
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In determining the nature of the Romantic imagination, imagery, 
symbols and tropes, our best recourse is to Coleridge and 
Wordsworth. One can hardly discuss the Romantic imagination 
taking into consideration ~5 without A Coleridge's description. Coleridge acknowledges 
that there is a kind of imagination at work in the act of 
perception but he makes a crucial distinction between this 
imagination and the imagination of art. The former is involuntary, 
it enacts the effect of the world upon man, the latter is 
volitional and comprises the action of man's mind upon the world. 
The former involves the reception mt images from nature; the latter 
the modification of those images by synthesising them with feeling 
or thoughts) and images awakened by feelingJto form a unity that 
speaks to us of an Ideal sphere. The synthesising process . 
reconciles opposite qualities to form the unity: the idea with 
the image, similitude and dissimilitude, general with concrete, 
feeling and order. 
The association of one mmage or idea with another on the basis 
of similitude, is, the reader will immeaiately observe, a 
definition of metaphor, and in Romantic poetics the imagination 
tends to realize itself in metaphor. We can be yet more specific 
and note that the images and ideas that are combined
1
in many 
cases derive from the feelings of man interacting upon nature. 
It is important to emphasize that Coleridge denies poetic 
validity to images which are copied from nature; the image 
must be recreated, thei:e.must be some difference in quality, 
a difference which, as we have said, often consists in the 
impingement of human feelings upon an image of nature. 
Wordsworth would probably subscribe to the same poetic since 
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he described his subject matter as the feelings of men (and 
their. occupations) and nature.46 . 
In his Pre.face to Poems (1815).47wordsworth confirms and elaborates 
on Coleridge's concept of the imagination. I will discuss his 
comments in detail as they are very pertinent to the concerns 
of this chapter as a whole. Wordsworth 
quotes a definition which describes imagination in terms of the 
ability to form ideas of sense impressions. While Wordsworth 
does not dispute the importance to the poet of sensibility and 
accuracy in observation, and the power to describe with fidelity, 
he regards these as inferior achievements. Imagination is not 
making copies of external objects but a higher power which 
involves the operation of the mind upon those objects. He 
quotes verses to exemplify what he means. From these examples we 
understand that the imaginatimn is identified with the use of 
figurative language, and particularly with metaphor (including 
synecdoche - whole for part, or part for whole type ~f metaphor). 
In the imaginative/metaphorical process images are endowed 
by the mind with alien properties, a process that gives a fresh 
existence to things dulled by custom, and gives gratification 
to the mind through daring combinations. 
Wordsworth analyzes one of his own metaphors in detail to 
illustrate what he means. This is the analogical metaphor 
(A is to B as X is to Y) in his poem "Resolution and Independence". 
which describes the Leech-Gatherer as "not all alive or dead", 
rather like a huge stone that resembles a sea-beast. In this 
metaphor the imagination endows the stone with some life while 
abstracting some from the sea-beast. The man is divested of some 
life to compare him with the composite image of the stone/sea-beast. 
Wordsworth differentiated between imagination which endows and 
rno~ifies,as in the above example,and that which shapes and 
creates. He gives as an example of the latter the verse "Attended 
by ten thousand thousand Saints/he onward came:far off his coming 
shone'i where numbers are consolidated into unity. 
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In the Wordsworthian metaphor the images modify each other: 
Here we find the genesis of the modern theory of interaction 
in metaphor (See below under Metaphor). 
To summarize: The Romantic imagination answers Plato's objections 
that art deals with the illusory images of the sensible world -
Wordsworth categorically states in the 1815 Preface that 
imagination incites and supports the Eternal part of our nature. 
It does not reproduce the real world but is a means to apprehend 
an Ideal state. Man is not simply a receptor and manipulator 
of sense impressions as in the philosopher'$=3.rtley's schema, but 
a mind that impresses itself on the world metaphorically. 
In the previous chapter the Romantic attitude to figures was 
discussed and I do not wish to repeat what was said there in my 
comments on t-ropes. One might mention though that the Romantics 
privileged metaphor and the symbol. Metonymy is criticised by 
Wordsworth on at least one occasion as an abuse of language 
·.· c. 8 
(see his comment on Cowper's epithet "the church-going bell"). 4 
Both Wordsworth and Coleridge reject p-ersonification on the 
grounds that it does not form part of natural conversation, and 
on the grounds of "good sense". Coleridge regards a personification 
such as "And reddening Phoebus lifts his golden fire" as a type 
of metonymy which confounds cause and effect and which substitutes 
a representative for the real thing. 4 9 
Since allegory includes personifications and is not the reai 
language of men, it is inferior to the symbol. Allegory deals 
in abstractions manipulated by Fancy, the 5ymbol is concrete 
and the product of imagination which fuses and reconciles in it 
such opposite qualities as the g·eneral in the especial and the 
eternal in the temporal. 50 The construction of a symbol is a 
way of intuiting truths of the unconscious mind, as opposed to 
allegory which is elaborated by the conscious mind. 
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lt takes some specious reesoning to conclude that allegory, 
which includes works like the Divine Comedy, is inferior in adumb-
rating the eternal in the temporal, but however that may be, the 
Romantic privileging of symbol over allegory continues to this day. 
VICTORIAN THEORY 
I wish to raise only a few points here, which refer to features 
anticipating the Modern period. 
Firstly the loss of faith in worlds beyond the senses and the 
growing influence of science leads to a shifting of the imagination 
back to the process of perception. Poets are praised for precise 
observation, distinct images. A.N. Furbank quotes G.H. Lewes 
as stating that "an artist produces an effect in virtue of the 
distinctness with which he sees the object he represents" and that 
in good poets "we see great accuracy in depicting the things 
themselves or their suggestions, so that we may be certain the 
things presented themselves in the field of the poet's vision and 
were painted because seen." 51 
1\nother trend that pointed to modern poetry was the increasing 
structural weight placed upon the image. Matthew Arnold, a pro-
ponent of classical form, complained of this trend. He criticised 
Keats• Isabella as being a treasurehouse of :'vivid and picturesque 
turns of expression, by which the object is made to flash upon 
the eye of the mind· and which thrill the reader with a sudden 
delight" but of neglecting the dramatic action. 52rhe story, 
great human actions which appeal to the primary human affections, 
these are the real objects of poetry, Arnold thought, not the 
detached images occuring along the way; expression should be sub-
ordinated to that which it is designed to express. 
This concludes our very brief survey of critical thought on our 
subject prior to the modern age. We can now proceed to a discussion 
of contemporary imagery, symbolism and tropes. 
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'i'FE hODEEN PERIOD 
IMAGERY 
We have already spoken of imagery in the introduction. Here 
we can simply state that an image in language is a psychological 
reaction, in the form of a mental picture of varying distinctness, 
called up by a word. 
Unprecedented in the previous history of literature is the 
importance of the image as it occurs in modern verse. In the 
previous chapter we described the modern distrust of rhetoric 
and attempt5by poets to return to the sources of language and 
vitalize the connection between word and thing described. To 
these poets the image seemed to offer one way of realizing their 
aims. Primitive picture language seemed to be a more direct and 
true mode of communication and iconic meaning both more.concentrated 
and more suggestive than discursive rhetoric, so that a poet like 
C. Day Lewis can, without any ironical intention, remark that 
"the~orce of images may be increased by an occasional rhetorical 
statement". 53 
The dominance of the image also arises from sociological 
phenomena such as the cinema and, latterly, TV. The Freudian 
description of the mechanics of the Dream, in which abstract 
thoughts are converted into concrete images, has exerted its 
influence too. P.N. Furbank argues that because the transcendental 
has become unfashionable, the image, which is associated with the 
concrete and the phenomenal world,has become popular.54 This 
reasoning has some validity, but is qualified by the fact that 
imagery is not necessarily limited to the depiction of the 
phenomenal world. 
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·TYPES OF IMAGES 
What kind of images should the poet use? According to Aristotle 
the poet should use beautiful images: it makes a difference 
. whether the Dawn is described as rosy-fingered or purple-fingered.55 
as 
But a contemporary poetsucq ~ William Carlos Williams in a poem 
entitled "Item" has used an image of an old woman beaten by soldiers 
"with a face like a mashed blood orange", an image true perhaps, 
but hardly beautiful. And this type of image is not unusual in 
modern poetry. Does there still obtain then a decorum of imagery 
such as nee-classical criticism conceived of it? Are some objects 
or images unfit for higher styles? 
Some poets hold by decorum of imagery, many do not. T.E. Hulme 
insisted that .good poetry could be made out of the precise observ-
, ation of any object, no matter .how ordinary or banal. 56 and 
William Carlos Williams equally emphasised that poetry could be 
made out of anything at all. If one's subject matter is indiscrim-
inate it follows that decorum cannot obtain. On the other band 
poets like Eliot and Pound correlate their images with their 
style. A manure-machine may make an appearance in Theodore 
Roethke's poem "Big Wind", but Eliot would be unlikely;to make 
use of its services even to redeem his Wasteland. 
We will make a division further on, following William Blake's 
distinction: 
We are led to Believe a Lie 
When we see fwi thJ not Thro' the Eye 
"Auguries of Innocence" 
<~That is, a distinction between poets who see with the eye and 
poets who see through the eye, those whose province is the world 
of the senses and those who transform the empirical world in 
some way. :For the former every image is potentially material 
for poetry since a description of the phenomenal world is their. 
aim; for the latter the choice is more restricted since they 





would probably agree with c. Day Lewis who argues that novel images 
from the contemporary world should not be introduced into poetry 
until they have sent down roots into the collective unconscious 
and will evoke an imaginative response.57 
IViAGERY AS STRUCTURE 
IJ.'he eminent position accorded the image in modern poetry has 
meant that poems have been written which are structured through 
imagery rather than organized through discursive speech. For 
instance the im~ges may grow organically one out of the other 
or images may develop through a process of association. This 
kind of structure is based on organic functional imagery. 
Some of Robert Frost's poems are constructed upon an image 
which undergoes modification or transformation in the course of 
the poem. For instance in "Mending Wall.e! the basic image of the 
two neighbours picking up stones with the wall between them becomes, 
in turn, an image of hunters uprooting the stones of the wall, 
an "outdoor game" 11 one on a side" and "an old-stone savage armed". 
Eis poem "Birches" is also structured upon a single image of 
birch~rees which undergoes successive metamorphoses in the course 
of the poem. The basic image does service on different levels, 
the natural, human, and abstract/metaphysical, in an ascending 
value scale. 
Some poets construct their poems round images through a process 
of association. This association technique derives from 
psychology and owes much to a reformulation of the concept of 
poetic inspiration in terms of a descent into the Unconscious. 
According to Jung events in the psyche emanate either from God 
or from the Unconscious but we are unable to distinguish 
between them or indeed to know whether there is any distinction 
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58 at all. c.:onsequently whereas once poets directed their gaze 
upward for inspiration they now look downward and inward to 
the unconscious. 
The favoured medium of the Unconscious is images (according 
to psychology; though, as some have noted, there is no real 
experimental proof that an unconscious even exists) and it is 
,,. 
usually an image that the poet receives as a donnee, The poet 
interrogates this image, creating other images by a process 
of association. ~he meaning of the poem itself is only finally 
revealed to the poet through the images drawn up from the 
unconscious. 
Randall Jarrell has testified to using this process. He has 
analysed the technique used in his own poem "The Woman at the 
Washington Zoo 11 59 , identifying the woman protagonist as a 
composite image such as appears in dreams, derived from the 
poet's experiences of a number of people and from himself. 
Images structure the poem. It begins with the image of a dress. 
Then, by way of association, the dress turns into a body, the 
body into an insubstantial "reflection 11 in water. 'l'his image 
is then contrasted with solid architectur8l imRges Rnd thence 
to the woman's image as reflected in the eyes of animals. 
The following image of animals in a cage is associated with an 
image of her body as a cage. Another poet who describes this 
psychological poetic technique is C. Day Lewis. 60 
Some modern poets have used the image to structure the final 
lines of the poem. For instance both Pound and ~liot have used 
the image as method of closure instead of a discursive peroration. 
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oEEING WITH OR THROUGH THE EYE 
Always bearing in mind that any kind of rigid categorization 
is almost imevitably an oversimplification of reality, we will 
impose such a frame ·upon modern poets in order to bring to 
the fore the different techniques used by them in respect of 
imagery •. We will categorize poets as those who are in flight from 
the One :-- to the Many, and those who are in flight from the t4any 
to the One,q1n brief a distinction between poets who depict appearances 
and those seeking to depict essences. 
Up until the modern age poets who believed that one should 
not use raw unmediated images, the untreated particulars of 
reality) were in the majority. It was generally regarded as 
sanctioned by authorities that images of experience recorded 
by the senses should not be reproduced without any imaginative 
transformation, that the mirror held up to Nature is always, in 
some sense, a transforming mirror. For authorities they could 
turn, for example, to Sir Philip Sidney who, in his Defence of 
Poesy assured them that the images of the poet depicted a golden 
world, a world above nature. 
There are contemporary poets who do not depart from tradition 
in their use of imagery. Through their imagination they try to 
convey the essence rather than the sense, to fuse imagery with 
thought and feeling, to apprehend, it may be, the ideal or 
transcendental to achieve some spiritual illumination. 
But a strong countertrend has come into being this century -
a century which has seen the falling from grace of the idea of 
the transcendental - created by poets who locate the imagination 
in the empirical world of the senses. These poets understand the 
imagination in terms of its ability to decontextualize the sensory 
image, separating it from the matrix of the inessential, and 
intensify;it into a universal. 
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SEEING WITH THE EYE 
Analogous to an empirical imagery technique are cultural trends 
like photographic realism and Impressionism. Both Pound and 
Williams had an informed interest in modern painting and a 
painterly way of apprehending objects, an awareness of colour, 
light and form as they impressed themselves on the senses which 
is sometimes carried over discernibly into their poetry. 
Another cultural factor conducing to an empirical technique 
is the prestige of scie);ific method, the neutral observant eye, 
which has set a value upon the process of apprehension and 
description of phenomena which was previously regarded as the 
province of the lesser powers of the mind. Elizabeth Bishop, for 
. . ~ 62 
example, writes in a letter of her admiration for Darwin;- "one 
admires the beautiful solid case being built up out of his 
endless heroic observations ••• ~· 
Marianne Moore, who considered a doctor's career, re.cords nr 
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like to describe things"· and Theodore Roethke, most revealingly, 
writes: 64-
When is description mere? Never. A freshness in the 
seeing, an innocency in the vision, the angle of 
perception, the bringing together of details, not 
necessarily as metaphors, even, just as objects. 
Be one of those on whom, as Lawrence said, nothing 
is lost. Don't strain for arrangement. Look and 
put it down and let your sensibility be the sieve. 
Again, it is possible that this objectification of phenomena 
is a response towards a felt destabilization of reality. For a 
poet like Wordsworth reality was stable enough to form a fusion 
with the mind. For Walter Pater language invests objects with 
solidity, while they derive from a world which is a flux of 
evanescent impressions. He writes, for example,"And if we continue 
to dwell in thought on this world, not of objects in the solidity 
with which language invests them, but of impression, unstable, 
65 
flickering, inconsistent •••• And ?.E. Hulme, one of the modernis, 
theorists, praises the artist for making a fixed model of one of 
the elements that are in a 
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state of continuous flux in our minds. 66 So that the contemporary 
poet aims, not to fuse mind with reality, but to stabilize 
reality. 
T.E. Hulme's ideas on poetry incorporate much that these 
who see with the eye 
poetsAwould agree with. 'He spoke out against Romantic poetics, 
what he regarded as a preoccupation with the infinite and the 
abstract, in favour of the "neoclassic". The "neo-classic" 
poet's aim should be the accurate, precise and definite description 
of the object, no matter how trivial. The object is end not 
means. Poetry is good in so far as it demonstrates a physical 
and visual zest in the object. The poet must try to hand over 
impressions and sensations bodily - since language deals in 
generalities nmt particulars his or her best resource is the 
67' image and metaphor. 
The movement· called "Imagism" which flourished briefly in 
the first decade of the century is archetypical of the empirical 
approach to the image. An Imagist poem was, as the name suggests, 
built up around an image or a metaphor without discursive comment. 
As such, it was usually brief. The image itself was objectively 
presented, 
image.;. ·· 
in clear, precise, sensory, often visual terms. 68 
frequently anthologised 
Carlos Williams'~Imagist poem uses a single vivid 
Tb.a ;Red ,WheeTbar.row, 
so much depends 
upon 
q red .wheel 
barrow 
glazed. with rain 
water 
beside the white 
chickens 
For this poet poetry is imaginary gardens with real wheelbarrows 
in them. 
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Pound also wrote Imagist poetry but soon found the Imagist 
form too limited. Of the efficacy of ·the concre.te image, however, 
he remained convinced. The Cantos ·he described in a letter to 
James Joyce in 1917 as "image-makin,g" and as late as 1937 he was 
still contending that "a presented image migh~ be the ·perfe-ctly 
adequate expression or exposition of any urge, whatsoever its -
nature."· 69 
Pound built up The Cantos :out _of discrete particular concrete 
images, intermingling what he ·distingu:i;shed as casual, historica,l 
and mythical levels. 'l'hese particulars he .hoped .would :combine 
in the mind of the reader to form mqr:e geneI'.al concepts and 
patterns, .. as · a magnet .forms a rose-:like energy ,pa t·tern ·from 
particles of steel filings. In this he was no doubt influenced 
by Ernest ]'enollosa "~s credo in the vivid, concrete and particular 
image and the potential .in the$e ma,terial ·images to combine ;and · 
suggest immaterial relations. 
In The Cantos . it sometimes seems doubtful whether any elec.tr;ical 
- -~ . 
energy leaps the gap ·between pb,enomenon and ,concept. ; Yet there dre 
some images in The :Cantos which .see~ ;to .combine metaphorically 
to suggest a meaning .beyond the actual words: ' 
Like a:: .. :Pone ant from the wreckage of the anthill of Europe 
Ego scriptor 
if calm _be ;after tempest 
that the arit~ .seem to ·wobble . · 
Canto:LX:x;VI 
as the morning sun catches their shadows canto LXXX 
When the mind swings by a grass blade 
an ant•s forefoot shall save you 
Canto LXXXIII 
<- These images of the ant - what Pound .would call a natural 
symbol,an image whose symbolic function does not obtrude -
seem to work by combining and suggesting feeling, the dawning . 
of a precarious hope in Pound's mind .after the storm .of ·fortune 







An uncompromising devotion to the world of appearances is 
re.fleeted in William Carlos Williams' -credQ nNQ ideas but ·in 
things". For him the -munda,ne·,, ,phenomenal sens·qry .world 'is ·the 
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site of poetry and . the ·irnag~~a t:i;~n, •. : In imageq .of ;the rea;li ty which · 
surrounais the· :poe.t ,; ±n r-"the l;qqal;,- -:lies :the ~ru~ un,iversal·.'' To -
image •a womal\· :as a prince~s as ·:Yea~s 'might do,:· iis ;'to 1 "d,~ess up" 
reality, to postulate ;sqme ;~pec~~J.; :"p-qe,·t:ic"' -_;=sph~re- tas ;the. · 
f th . . t . 7 ° h th t . . h . . provenance o · e imagina iqn.· ,,. 'l' e aes .· e ic 'SP ere .·is ,no • · 
longer the sphere of the Beautiful,,. bu~ ,o.f ;TrQth;: !B:t ·its ,:best ' · 
Beauty is only Truth incompletely .reali-sed. ?1· Thus .Williams -may · · 
describe: 
a concrete dis.pdOO,:ij rt~ at , 
one :end~, ismalT wo·Od..en--. · ; · ·- · 
pi t-c·over·s ~qa"tt·e*ed -;about· ~ ab'ov~ . . 
sewer ;intakes,. ,most ;prqqa:qLy: :-- .. II A ·l3~stard J=?eaqe 111 .' 
• • • . " • . I . . ~~' 
<-- We are .far removed ,..f~o.m :an :Ideal -world, :here.· ' The· -onl~ -images • 
of the Ideal that ·this poet. ·can J;oay ;claim ·to ,are the ?inflated ±cons , . ' . . ( ,. 
of the advertising world, ,likewis·e· with·;Ph'i:li-p ·'Larkin i~ see 
. _ .. I ., .· / .11 • ! 
his poem "Essential Beau~y ... ·.: r · 
Williams rejeqt~ the· ,Rqrqa;n;ti·q' ;con'c;:·e'I?,t' ·of' 'the ima;g~ir'a!t'i:qn and .· · 
its incarnati·o11 ·in metapho~.-; .The ;irna{g~natioq11, _'8:ccord'~ng tto Wi~lia,ms·, 
should not diffuse and ;recreate~- ·but 'shoulq· :pre:serv.'ef ·!l:D;tact .?2 ' ' 
The image should ·not ,be bl,~r,ed ·by assqciati·ng -it -with 'Something , 
else in metaphor, ·simil-e 'Or .:-Symbol· ·to :form a .beautifuJ: 'il],·U'sion. , 
' ' . ' . :~. 
It is the Uniqueness .of a tb,ing ,tha:t; :cqunt~ ,, not· ;·its assqciia:tio~97l 
value, its dissimilarities .not its ;s:Lm:i):ari-ties. 
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'l'he· intera;ction 
effect of metaphor is anathema to -Wi-lliams .- ' · 
Overall, Williams does clean up the ·image. , Yet ·somet·imes in his 
work the poem itself is a metaphor and the images .may _.be taken .. 
as an analogue.for, an -irnplie9. subject. For ;instance the· poem 
"By the Road to the Contagious Hospital 11 ·'i.mage·s ·the tentative 
beginnings of Spring as plant life hesitantly 0awakes ·in a cold,= 
dead landscape. But the poem can also :be read as emblehlati'cal 
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of the role of the imagination in renew~ng the world: 
One by one objects are defined-
It quickens: clarity,. outline .of le.at; : 
But· now·.the ,sta-nk ;digni'GYt 1of "i 
entranc~ .:- st·:(~~~; ''it~e~ .ih~qf:otfil.a; rchange ' ' 
ha·~ come ,upon ·t~em:: :rqote.d·,: ,th~y; 
grip down ,aqd be,gi·~ ;t<>: 1a\ofak~n·. : 
<- I would .suggest ·tha;~ ~n _;this ;pq~iq ;th;e ,imp~~ci: t' m~taP,hor '<l~~s .not 
blur the image but :increases ,its .r~·sonanc~. ; 
Williams ascribes great ·value .tq ;t~e ima,g;inB;tion •. :Th~ .~ma,gine3;ti~~ ; .. 
takes familiar, simple .thi·ngs ,and ;de~a·qhe~ :theI!l :from_ t4e ·i~e,:sse,~tiaJ: 
matrix. 74 This imagination .is meton~ic - it is _an eye -to rd~aw ~-out 
the. detail which·.is ,in .itself the thing~ :_(5 It'·;re.f.±:q·e,s ;and .. 
intensifies the thing, .co,mpacts ,the image ,into .vi vidne,s~ •. 76 
-h h . . . t . th' . .:i • • f. d . t th ' 77 ' : ·1· roug imagina ion , e. .'common ;is ~'Ul,gn,J.: ,~e :in o, , e unqo,millo~.. , · 
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and the individual raises. h:i,I11se1:£ out .of -the fl.~ ,of; ,sensa~iqn~· '. .. 
Art is mot .the mirr.o~ ;it ·is ;the lif·e transmqte.d ,to ,a .tighte,~ ·; 
form. Art ~ducates the re.~)ler5·or .. viewer ''S ;~~rception~ _.?9 · · 
A type of image which -is ,some."{4at di,ff erent .fro.m the :imagist 
.. . . . '· . : 
variety, but .is. still· lo~at.e.d·iwithi-n .'sensory parame,ter·s .:·~s· ·th~t· 'kind 
produced by .a poet .,l~ke, 1f or exB;~pJ.e;, .E~i:z.abe.~h. :~~shop•' , Thi~ , 
imagery appears ,sometl;me~ ;in desqniption,- .sometimes in metapqor . ~~ ~~ . . . . . . . 
or simile. It is the product ·Of 1those pow,ers of ·the mind that· 
' I . . 
Wofdsworth located :in ;th~ areq:s ,of ;perceptioniand: .desc~~ption., . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Poets like Bisb,op,,and SeSim4~ ;He~~ey ,as well!,.: -excell in :·the. 
registering ;of vivid ,sensq_r:Y; .impres,~ion.s-, ,usual'l'Y,. ·".'i,sua;J.: •.. They 
have both the meticulous ·scientific and t·he intense aesthetic 
eye. They also bave the abili~y to translate their ~erceptions 
into words which will ,call up an equal respqnse. in the reader. 
'l'o illustrate what I mean here are some examples from Bishop's . 
poems: 
Like a .first ;coat -'Of ·whitewash when ·it's -wet, , 
the.thin ~gray mist l~ts .everythfng show through 
"Twelfth Morning;or What Yoq .wi·ll·" 
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(We stated in our introduction thgt to divide poets into two 
rigid categories inevitably involves oversimplification. In 
this respect Prof. John Baxter of Dalhousie University, Canada, 
has commented that the ()title of the above example evokes some 
conceptual response in addition to the sensory since Bishop is, 
in effect, doing some of her seeing through someone else's eyes.) 
On parked cars: 
The tin hides :have the iridescence 
of dying, flaccid toy balloons. 
"Going to .the Bakery"· · 
The waterwagon throws 
its hissing, snowy f~n across 
peelings and new~papers. The water dries 
light-d:o,y ,- ;dark~wet, .the pat·tern , · · 
of :the cool water~el,on. 
"Love Lies S1~eeJ.)i:t>ig": 
Oil bas ;seeped :intq ' 
the margins :of the ditch of standing;water 
and flashes .or ·looks upwa:pd brokenly, 
like bits of .mirror - no, more blue than ·that: 
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like ·tatters .of the Moimho .butte~fly. J-n.. .. 
"Under the Window :Our,oir;.1.;eto" 
<---In these examples one experiences :that shock :of rec·o·gniti·on .when · 
the thing is brought vividly before .you in an .image •. Elements 
of meaning are transferred to the unknown s~bject from the known 
analogue which resembles the 'Subject, .but is a simplification 
and intensification of it. ; The object is not presented but 
re-presented in an ·image, so that we ·conclude that there is a kind 
of imagination at work here although it does not lift us above the 
sensory world to a higher ·level. 
The effect on the reade.r is tha,t joy which we experience when 
precise meaning is. cornmuniqated :and that pleasure in imitation 
which Aristotle regards as the fundamental principle of art. The 
poet removes from our eyes that veil of familiarity that custom 
has stretched across the senses. 
One sees this effect of preci$ion of meaning and freshness of 
sensation in Robert Frost's '.poetry when he writes of wheels tha,t 
"freshly sliced the April mire" .or when he describes a swimming 
buck as pushing the "crumpled" water. Frost has indicated that 
nrecision in imagery is what makes poetry the exact, not inexact, 
companion to science, and that it is based on his own observation 




I cannot resist giving one more. example of this type of image 
from Seamus Heaney's 11 Gifts of Rain": 
A man wading lost fields 
breaks the pane .of flood: 
a flower of mud -
water blooms up to his reflection 
like a cu~ swaying 
its, red spoors through a basin. 
SEEING THROUGH .TIIE EYE · 
Some of the be,st .modern poets have resj,sted the .perva~i ve 
scientific empiricism of ·this cen~ury and have sought the technical 
means to embody in their imagery the resonance of the ·immaterial, 
the suggestion of worlds of .the spirit. -
As thissection comprises an investigation into imagery I do .not 
wish to go into detail about tropes which will be discussed 
individually; nevertheless .it is obviously not possible, when 
discussing imag~s which ,speak beyond .the -li~eral, .to a.void mention 
of figurative constructions such as the symbol, allegory and some 
kinds of metaphor. But they will be :subordinated to my main 
concern here, which is .the distinction between "physical" and 
"metaphysical" imagery. 
A poet like Allen Ginsberg has achieved "metaphysical"- ~magery 
of hallucinatory quality through derangement of ·the senses by 
drugs. He wrote Howl after be 11 got high on Pe~ote, saw an 
image of the robot skullface of Moloch in the upper stories of 
81 a big hotel glaring into my window ••• ~ The present writer 
of course 
should~not be regarded as endorsing this procedure unilaterally. 
It may be sufficient for the poet to use an exotic location, 
under the influence of which, the senses are dislocated. For 
instance in Bishop's "Crusoe in England" the tiny volcanoes on 
the castaway's island cause Crusoe to perceive himself as a 
Gulliver-like giant and unfamiliar waterspouts to be seen as 
"sacerdotal beings of glass" •. 
The use of imagery in a discursive allegorical manner so 
as to convey in narrative form a spiritual mea.ning is not a popular 
tecb,nical resource, but .has been -used by ~liot in "The Jourlley 
of .the Magi" and in sectio:n,s of Asb ,Wednesday,and ·Four, Quartets •. 
Some modern poets use metaphoric _imagery .in such a way as 
to give the image a resonance. beyond _the purely photographic. 
This may be brought about through the infusiq:n, of thought or .-
feeling with the image.-. Ted .H.ughes desc:r;,:ibes the imagery in 
"Wuthering Heights"- by .Sylvia Plath ;as of "l'.b,i~_-kind., · 
The grass is beating its b,ead, ;distra~tedly. 
lt is too delicate 
¥or a life in _such ~ompany; 
Dqrkness terrifies- -it~-
Here the ill)age -both prqjects -some details :of ,the scene -and 
defines the way you are ~o feel about it,- in the 'Same' way as 
cinema images are accompanied ;by a musical -score which -work~ on ;·our 
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feelings. Here m~~aphoric lines fuse image-s· from nature 
and images from _the .human sphere -evoked by emotion. 
lt'ew poets, ,however, achieve what .Wordsworth thought1 the 'image 
capable of - to shadow forth an eternal world.· Eliot achieves 
this in Pour Quar;te.t-s e;' • In this work he confronts the _pr.oblem of 
using imagery,ariginating in impressions of the ·sensory world,-
to describe a world beyond the senses. He manages -to suggest the 
immaterial through the ·material :by way of paradox, extended 
oxymoron, a suggestion of a world beyond nature in images of 
nature. 
Thus in Little ,Gi-dd·i-ng .the intense glow of sun reflected in 
the "watery mirror," of winter ice images "pentecostal fire", 
water, a generative symbo~, is transformed by .light, a spiritual 
symbol. Similarly "the hedgerow ••• blanched ••• with transito~y 
blossom of snow" images .a chastity beyond the generative"world. 
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Another image of this kind occur~ in .Burnt Norton ·where 
"invisible" presences are "reflected" _in "water" ;·created by 
"sunlight" in an empty poC?l, •.. · Everything is ·insubstantial here 
the pool which is empty seems full, :the water 'seems water but 'is s 
sunlight, a visible reflection of invi~ible presences ·is 'Cas,t 
on the impalpable ·water. :Th~ ,transcend~l'l:tB;l ,me~ni·ng :mocks ·~he 
evidence of the imagery .and ·the sense:s·. 
Eliot shows a fine concern -for the associati~e power :of the .· 
image. He regards 1the poe~iq imag;e _;~ll;a~ ·~-~· .;al;r~ady' a part· :of ;the 
literary tradition as· superior ·in ·int-en~i ty ,, f ee"l"ih'g and t 
evocative t>ow·er to the ;fre•sh,t "origina;l image,' ratb:er ;a:s i·f it 
were a kind -of literary archetyp~ :tha:~ ·ca:~ •afi¥[v;ate· J?a t~·erns . of 
recurrent cultural experience. .Shelley ·wa$ awaTe· of thiis :power 
in the literary image ·and ;us~d the :tec~n,iq~~ .:~n ·"i.J\dqn,ai:s~:; -
appropriating and traD;sforming ·from "the ,elegai·c rtradi,t'ion ,~ · 
images reaching right back to the cla~sical per:llodr;.· 
Eliot has used in his :wonk an ·imE¥ge ··that: 'ca,n, in some· 'form :or 
other, be traced back to classical time~, j :It appears' 1in :tenuous 
form in The Iliad and is ·cited ·by ·Aristotle':! ~3 
'l'he bear alone,: ,· . 
Still shines exalted in ·th •aetheria'l' :plain, . 
Nor ·bathes .his .flaming j;>:ar-ehead .'in :the main. 
Th R .. b d th. . 
84 h. h . t ,,___ e oman oeneca orrowe .. · is image · w ic was ·in urn 
filched by the Elizabethan uhapman ·who ,wrote in -Bussy id •A'IIJhofa~ :. 
fly where .men f e~l· . 
The burning axeltree, and those .that :suffer 
.Beneath the chariot of the Snowy Bear. 
~-- .l!'inally it was taken up by .l:!.:liot in "Gerontion 11 : 
De Bailhache, ¥resca, Mrs Uammel,whirled 
Heyonu the circuit of the shuddering Bear 
In fractured atoms. 
Images from myth have been much resorted to by contempor~ry . 
poets in ord€r to expand reference beyond the mundane pr~sent. 
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~xamples will immddiately occur to the reader such as the imaFes 
from fertility myth in The W0steland. On a smaller personal scale 
l could mention, from a host of possibilities, a poem like 
"Alcestis and the Poet" by Feter Porter. It will be remembered 
that Alcestis was the faithful wife who chose to die, to descend 
into Hades, in place of her husb8nd King Adruetus. Porter embeds 
in myth what appears to be the speaker's own guilt feelings on the 
death of his wife and gives the image of the woman the power of 
the archetype. In this extract the dead wife speaks through the 
persona of Alcestis: 
Sited in great art, but tearful still, 
The creatures that we are make little gestures, then 
Go to nothing. The wind urges the trees to sigh 
For us: it is not a small thing to die, 
But looking back I see only the disappointed man 
Casting words upon the page. Was it for this 
I stepped out upon the stairs of death obediently? 
I\'iention of the archetype leads us to a consideration of the 
resources that the poet may derive from Jungian and Freudian 
concepts of the Unconscious and I will give several examples of 
how psychology has proved an asset to the poet. 
Poets may give an extra dimension to their imagery through the 
conscious manipulation of Freudian symbolism as Allen Ginsberg 
does in "Kaddish'', an elegy on his mother in which he uses Oedipal 
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imagery in certain verses, or William Carlos Williams in Paterson 
or John Berryman in the Dream Songs. 
One way in which psychology has proved a resource to the poet 
has been through a derivative, Surrealism. The influence of 
Surrealism, at its height in the thirties, can be seen in poets 
as 
such Dylan Thomas, who uses images that appeal to the irrational 
layers of the psyche. In his"Ballad of the Long-Lege.;ed Bait" a 
fisherman casts into the sea a girl-bait with a hook through her 
lips. Through this image of desire he confronts "the crab-backed 
dead on the sea-bed", his forefathers, and reels in 
a garu8n holding to her hand 
With birds and animals 
With men and women and waterfalls •••• 
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The poem ends with the fisherman standing alone at the door o! 
his home "With his long-legged heart in his hand. 11 
One wonders what Coleridge would have said about the final image. 
It was he who reacted to an unfortunate poet's line 11 round my 
heart's leg tie flove 'v galling chain 11 with a crushing comment 
on 11 moderns" who used a "broken and heterogeneous imagery" or 
rather "an amphibious something, made up half of image, and half 
. ,, 86 of abstract meaning. · 
Poets have also exploited the concept of the archetype derived 
from Jungian psychology. Yeats and Ted Hughes, for example, have 
made use of archetypes to lift the image above the occasional but 
I will discuss this in more detail in the next section on Symbolism. 
I will merely note here that J-ung, an exponent of the archetypal 
image, believed that "whoever speaks in primordial images speaks 
with a thousand voices" and 11 lifts the idea he is seeking to 
express out of the occasional and the transitory into the realm 
of the ever-enduring. 1187 
Images from dreams have a symbolic reference that psychology 
has taught poets to value. Elizabeth Bishop uses dream material 
"whenever I am lucky enough to have any ••• L'Dreamfij catch a peri-
pheral vision of whatever it is one can never really see full face 
but that seems enormously important. 1188 
The imagery of Eliot's Wasteland has features in common with 
the i~agery of dreams as described by Sigmund Freud. As occurs 
in dreams, figures in The Wasteland may be composite constructions 
assembled from the characteristics of several personalities. 
Eliot has said in the l\otes to the poem that "the one-eyed merchant 
••• melts into the ?hoenician sailor, and the latter is not wholly 
distinct from Ferdinand Prince of 1-~aples, so all the women are 
one woman," Likewise all the rivers are linked through the 
principle of association, the dynamic of the Unconscious mind. 
The illogical, surreal charaGter of some of the imagery is dream 
typical. The American Stetson has companioned someone in the ships 
at Eylae and 'I'iresias coexists with a modern typist. 
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in his"Preface to Bhakespeare~ 
Time, in these im~ges, is, in Dr~ Johnson's trenchant phrase~ 
"obsequious to the imagination". 
I will conclude this :section with a comparison between two 
poems that illustrates some of the points I have made above~ 
Eliot's Waste1·and and .Pound's Maub~rley .are similar poems, in 
that both image the disintegration of a civilization, though in 
Mauberley the cause of the collapse is seen as .. usury and 
philistinism, wherens Eliot traces .the causes mainly to the 
unredeemed psyche and abused se:x;uali ty. But if· we compare 
their imagery it seems .to this. writer that ~liot 's imagery has 
more resonance and is ·more memorable than Pound's. Through the 
use of myth and . dream Eliot .gives hj,s imagery a me.taphysical 
dimension. It is that phantas.~agorical quality that is so haunting 
in The.'Wasteland.. It may be that Pound deliberately eschewed such 
suggestive techniques, regarding them as the outworn reflexes of 
an idealist tradition, doomed to give way to .a more scientific, 
phenomenalist outlook. But if the poet agrees with Pound s/he 
will surely have to ask him or herself ~hRt .other method c~n be 
found to give the imagery an imagimative resonance equal to 
that achieved by Eliot. 
We will now turn our attention to specific particular forms 
that an image takes on .1.Jhen it depicts a meanj,ng beyond the 
literal. 
Images tr.gns!erred to a higher level of abstra.ction become 
symbols. A symbol is a word or image, usually concrete, which 
signifies both itself and a cluster of associ,ated signifieds,. 
usually ideas. Symbols .are related to t-rqpes in that they refer 
to a meaning beyond the literal but are usually regarded as 
occupying a special category. 
In the trope metaphor, for ex.ample, ~laments of meaning are 
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transferred from the principal image to the subject (in a 
"golden canary11 an element o"f colour is transferred from the 
concept 11 gold 11 to "canary"). In the symbol, the image contains 
elements of meaning belonging to and referring to a larger subject 
(Yeats' "Golden Bird 11 in his poem 11 Byzantium" contains elements 
of meaning of and refers to, among other things, the eternal 
world of Art.) The association between the image and the subject 
is contingent,, one-off in metaphor, and recurrent in the symbol. 
With repeated use of the same image by a poet it may become symbolic. 
Symbols may be archetypal and therefore universal (such as those 
occuring in dreams and myths), cultural (confined to members of a 
particular culture, for example the British Lion), or private 
(a system constructed by the poet personally). 
According to .J:!'erdinand de Saussure a symbol is a kind of natural 
language and unlike the signifier in ordinary language is not 
arbitrary and does not have a relatiye value. In other words it 
has some natural resemblance or correspondence to the concepts 
it expresses. S9 
l'he philosopher A .I\. \'Jhitehead defines symbolism as follows: 9 O 
The human mind is functioning symbolically when some 
components of its experience elicit consciousness, 
beliefs, emotions and usages, respecting other 
components of itsexperience. The former set of 
components are the ''symbols" and the latter set 
constitute the "meaning" of the symbols. 
<-- Whitehead Is definition in its broad generality shows that vhe 
symbolical function is a fundamental activity of the human mind. 
In fact Piaget states that this function comes into existence 
one and a half to two years after birth in the human being and 
enables imagery and a range of activities such as play, memory 
and language. 91 
Whitehead considers that the process of perception is symbolical, 
insofar as a coloured shape refers to, for example, a chair 
through the transformation of perception. Lan~uage itself is 
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symbolical. In the use of language in poetry there is a double 
symbolic reference: For a poet visual sights and sounds refer 
symbolically to words and for the readers the words ref er symbolic-
. 
ally to the sights and sounds. Whitehead considers that a symbol 
usually refers to more primitive elements in our experience. 
Eany modern poets have a predeliction for the symbol. This 
trend, originating in Romanticism and peaking in the oymbolist 
Movement has been strengthened by, or is part of, intellectual 
disciplines such as Psychology and Anthropology. 
Anthropological research into so-called "primitive" cultures 
has opened up the field of myth as a source of symbols for poets. 
In this respect poets as diverse as Eliot, Graves, Heaney and Hughes 
have used symbolism deriving from fertility myth or the ancient 
nature G-oddess. 
In the discipline of psychology the work of both Freud and 
Jung has promoted the use of symbols. Freud has described symbols 
as characteristic of the Unconscious imagination and appearing 
in dreams. 92His work has familiarized poets with the idea of an 
image standing by way of association for a repressed equivalent 
and they have adopted this type of symbol into their poetry. 
A pertinent example is the poem "The Man-Moth" by Elizabeth 
Bishop. The manifest level of the poem describes a phantasy 
creature which lives underground in the subways, emerging at 
full-moon to scale up skyscrapers towards what he thinks is a 
hole in the sky. On a latent level the poem maps out a topography 
of the psyche through symbolism. The convolutions of the brain 
(like subway tunnels), the unconscious and conscious levels of 
the mind, sexual drives, are symbolized in Freudian imagery and 
in surrealistic imagery which, in its combination of the geomet-
rically precise and dream-like mystery surely owes something to 




Eere above, < 
cracks in the buildings are filled with battered moonlight. 
The whole shadow of f·fian is only as bi'g as his hat. 
It lies at his feet like a circle for a doll to stand on, 
and he makes an .inverted pin, the point magnified to the 
moon. 
The poem as a whole rises above mere transcription of a 
dream through fusion of thought with the imagination, the idea 
with the image. 
Symbols have been revitalized in a new guise as archetypal 
images. In this respect the work of Jung on archetypes has 
had a great influence on poets, for instance the poet ;l'ed Hughes. 
Jung defined the archetypal image as an 
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essentially mythologi.cal figure or process that constantly 
recurs in the course of history and creative work. These images 
are the psychic residue of innumerable .. experiences of the 
race. As we mentioned .. in the previous section, Jung thought 
the archetypa+ ,image most powerfully evoca,tive. The creative 
process consisirs in the unco}>cious activB;i:!ion ,of ·this image 
and its conscious elaboration into art. Jung saw in thi.s 
process tbe social function of ·-art: the artist intuitively 
senses the psychic inadequacies of his/her age and calls up 
compensatory symbols bringing them .intq relation with consciqus 
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life and effecting a healing process in the minds of contemporaries. · 
The poet 'l'ed Hughes ;us~s symboliq tecqnique with a social 
intent whii::h surely derives from Jung. Hughes considers that 
Western Civilization has repressed .the spirittlal and given itself 'J 
over to ratibnalism,. :materialism and :scepticism .whi·c,n has 
resulted in a critical; malaise. The vital archaic ene·rgies 
of Nature, symbolized in the ·figure of the Great Goddess of the. 
primeval world, are restorativ~ of this spiri"Gua.l ,siclmess .if.· . . . .- . . 
invoked, but also dangerous unless channelled ·through . sym'bol· 
or myth. The poet's evoca,tion ·of sym~ol .and myth make him or 
her the natural mediator between civilization and the spirit -. . .. . ' . ' . 
world. 'l'he role of .the poet is similar to that ·of a healer-
. . . 
Shaman who can communicate with the spl:rits, 'often ·in the form 
of animal fam±liars,and through whom the .forces of Nature speak. 
Psychic contact with symbols of ·the forces of ·Nature are thera-
peutic for the reader, setting free repressed energies. 
Hughes regards symbols such as Blake's ~yger or Yeats' Beast 
in "The Second c..:oming" as images of this kind whicil have a 
spiritual summoning force directed against the oppressive 
elements in civiliz~tion. His own image of the Jaguar is a 
lineal descendant of Blake's Tyger. 
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This Jaguar carries his head "like a brazier of spilling embers", 
"the weight of his fangs hanging tre mouth open". The Jaguar 
is a "Gangster", "muttering some mantrah~ some drum-song .of 
murder" and"hurrying through the underworld, soundless." 
Hughes describes this symbol as ."·def;Jcr~pti;ons. of a jaguar ••• 
invocations of the Goddess ••• invocations .. of .a jaguar~like body , 
of elemental force, demonic force.~ and be has ~esqribed .the 
powerful multivalency of this symbol, the several different 
aspects - nature spirit, demon, ·force~ of the id, symbol of 
Dionysus etc - which can_ be activated, depend:i,ng on the reader?
4 
Many of Hughes' poems illustrate his .idiosyncr~tic use of 
perhaps even the mind and civilizati~ 
symbolism. In "Wind" the human. organi~m, "' . _ ;as symbolized Citself_, 
by the .fi'reudian symbol of the house ?5appears to be on the point 
of disintegrating unde.r the onslaught ,of the divine en~r;gy, symbolized 
by the Jungian archetype of the wind. 96 
Ihe house 
Rang like some fine green goblet in the note 
1bat any second would shatter it. 
<- ~'he primal forces of energy that the occupants have care-
full~ shut out cry to be allowed in; if i~ored they threaten. 
to tear up the whole structure of civilization or the psyche 
by the roots. 
Yet the prospect of connecting up with an energy circuit ·of 
such power threatens to annihilate the individual, this force 
arouses fear: "we grip/Our hearts~ Only through the ritual 
of a poem created by the Shaman poet can this energy enter into 
our consciousness. 
The symbol of the Wind is a particularly rich one.with 
associations which range from the Hebrew "ruah" as a synonym . 
for the spirit or God, to Shelley's Wind of inspiration and 
imaginRtion. This poem demonstrates how the symbol may co-
exist most effectively with metaphor. 
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The woods crashing through darkness, the booming hills, 
Winds stampeding the fields under the window. 
The type of metaphor used here is, most fittingly, for the theme, 
that which animates the inanimate, and through it the rooted 
becomes cRpable of movement, the mute capable of speech. 
An examination of Yeats• poetry gives one the most comprehen-
sive idea of the technique of using symbols. If one could divide 
poets into poets of the sensory world like \\!illiam Carlos Williams 
and poets who combine the sensory and the world of the spirit 
like Wordsworth, then Yeats would fall into the category of 
those who strive singlemindedly to interpret the spirit through 
the image or symbol. 
Historically his work is related to the F-rench i:3ymbolist 
Vovement which exploited the resources of the symbol, the dream, 
and the musical possibilities of language to achieve a suggest-
ivdness beyond rational consciousness. But he is also akin to 
William Blake who sees imagination as the first emanation of 
divinity and superior to a reason based on the observation of 
the senses. For Yeats the return to the possibilities of 
imagination and vision as opposed to the entire rationalist 
picture of the world that had grown up since the 19th Century 
was of prime importance. 
For a poet who sees through the eye like Yeats, reality is a 
distorted picture thrown upon the senses by eternal forms. 
Yeats phrases it as the contrast between "unmeaning circumstance 
and the ebb and flow of the world 11 and "that far household where 
the undying gods await all whose souls have become simple as 
07 
flame ••• ~ 7 We often see this contrast in bis poems. His poetic 
technique is related to his conception of the poet's mission. 
Be might well have agreed with Bir Philip Sidney's words that 
the poet's aim is to "-lift un the mind from the dungeon of the 
body to the enjoying his own divine essence 11 9~ or, as Yeats 
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in his own words expressed it, 11 Poet, bring the soul of man 
to God."99 This is not to posit a total identification 
between Yeats and Sidney, since Bidney's discourse, unlike 
that of Yeats, was declaredly Christian. It is merely to 
indicate some points of .contact. 
If images are the memories of sensory experiences and 
the poet has rejected the sensory world, where should s/he 
turn for images? Not to. .the natureJl ·world, but to worlds 
where the image 
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exists .in the greatest degree of abstraction, the worlds of 
Magic, Dreams, the Unconscious and Myth. Symbols can .also 
be created out of a real person or landscap~ by refining the image 
and liberating it "from the bonds of motives and .their actions, 
causes and "their effects" 'so that it becomes perfected and 
. ' 
part of the Di vine .Essence associated., not 'With .the passions 
.100 of the everyday, but the .infinite emotions .in the Great -Memory._: 
A key statement by Yeats on his poetic technique ,occurs in : 
an essay on tragic drama but which also has applicat·ion to his 
poetic technique and is revelatory of the manner in .whic.h a 
symbolist poet creates his images • 
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• • • ·in ~mB;:inly ·t:I'agi;·c :art one distinguishes devices to 
exclude or lessen character, to dirni~ish :the power of 
that daily mood, to cheat or blind its ,too clear 
perception. If the real world is not altogether · 
rejected, .it is ,but ,touched here and there,- and 
into the places we have .la.ft empizy we .summQii.;o •.• · 
images that remind ·us of vast passions, .tb,e .vagti.~D;·ess 
of past times, .all the chimae:ras .that· -haunt··1the :edge'; 
of trance and.- •• we sball express 'Personal ~motion 
through ideal form,. .a symbolism hand·led. by the 
generations, a mas~ from whose eyes the .disembodied . 
looks, a s:Vy;le that ••• escapes contemporary suggestion r 
or we shall. leave out some element of reali·ty as in 
Byzantine painting :where there ·is 'IlO _ma~s, nothing · 
in relief ••• 
<--In this passage Yeats mentions several methods of 0 cheating 
the daily mood 11 in the creation of images and we will examine 
these more closely. 
One of the methmds was magic. Yeats beli·eved in magic, the . 
evocation of spirits and the power of creatin:g magical illusions, 
He was a serious hermetic student, avid for arcane lore and an 
experimenter in the rituals and imagery of magic and mysticism. 
He took some of his imagery from this source, notably his eleDental ~ 
ir-:~.~ery of fire and water. 
Dreams were also a fruitful source of images that cheated 
the daily mood, both his own and those of his friends. 
According to his own testimony Yeats had the unusual ability to 
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descend,like Virgil's Aeneas into the Underworld,that is, of 
his own unconscious, through the horn and ivory gate of dreams. 
He has described an incident ~ :.during the composition of a poem 
in which meditation upon the images led him into a trance 
state during which his conscious life became erased and he 
-. b . t d ld f h. d f . ht 1 02 h t . inha i e the wor o 1s reams o many n1g s.· W a 1s 
unusual is his seeming ability to expose the unconscious to 
the conscious for examination, since usually the dream censor 
intervenes when we try to recall uncopcious material. 
Magic is based on, and dreams ,form _part· of, ,the Unconscious; 
a greater resource for Yeats in chea~~ng the daily _mood ,va~ 
the Unconscious i tse...1 f, in particular the ·Uollecti ve Unconscious. 
He thought of the Collective Unconscious as existing in the 
present and the past•· :The pre.sent ·in the form of a Great Mind , 
into which flow many lesser ,minds and the past _in the· form of a 
Great Memory into which personal memories flow, ,the M~n4 of . 
Nature. herself. 'l'his Grea,t -Mind and Memory can be evoked through· 
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· symbols. 
Symbolism is a ve.ry useful technique for the poet because 
of the associative power and semantic:: mul·ti:valency of symbols. 
Symbols are associated in the Great Memory with certain events 
and moods and persons. The passions of .men have .gathered about _ 
symbols and this makes them evocative. · Yeats conceives of 
imagination in terms of the symbol, through which the poet 
escapes "from the barrenB-ss and shallowness of a too conscious 
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arrangement into the abundance and depth of Nature." 
Another way of cheating the daily mood is to use the 
symbolism inherent in myth. In the early years of his career 
Yeats e~plored the hitherto unexploited poetic resources of 
Irish myth and fairy tale. He thought the Celtic legends 
105 , "a new intoxication for the imagination of the world". 
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A more lasting resource he found in Greek myth, for instance 
in the figures of Leda and Helen. 
ln ''Lada and the Swan" the particular excellence of the 
symbolism lies in the suggestions, beyond the dramatic reality 
of events that seem present, .of superhuman and superna tUI"a), 
forces creating human history through 1a passionate encounter 
with the particular. 
Yeats was a syncretist in myth ·and tmo,k symbolical elements 
.:from many sources, Roman, Japanese, Chinese and ·Byzantine. 
He also e~olved a private system ofsymbolism as described in 
his work "A Vision 11 • 
A ,Vi·sion' 'is a. system taken down ,by Y~ats '. wif.e th~ough 
automatic writing under the prompting, ostensibly, of 
instructor spirits, although Yeats beli~ved that the system 
originated actually in his own and his wife's psyche. The 
system has astrological, historical and spiritual ramifications 
but has for foundation the belief that reality for human beings 
is experienced through antimonies and is basically cyclical. 
Renee a key archetypal image is the Wheel which is structured 
by the phase:s of the moon and seeks to formulate recurring 
phases of character. There is an interco:nnection ·bet~e.e,n 
the symbolology of A Vision and some of the symbols in his 
poems. 
Symbo1s in Yeats' poetry were also pressed into the 
service of self-transformation. Yeats developed the concept of 
the "Mask" in his life and his poetry, in the sense of the 
adoption of an antithetical character in order to expand 
as 
consciousness, using personae such~crazy Jane, Ribh, and the 
Fisherman with his freckled face and clothing of grey Gonnemara 
cloth. 
In this he wa.s adopting a meti1od recognised by psychology 
and anthropology. 
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Jung sees tha use of the ~ask, among so-called 
"primitive" people, as an aid to development of the pers~nality.· 
The choice of the Mask is dictated by unconscious needs. It 
separates the individual from the collective psyche and brings 
the wearer magical prestige. 106 
In Yeats• poem "Ego Dominus Tuus", in a dialG>gue between "Hie" 
and "Ille", Ille defines a poetic which is based on the search 
for an image of Mask: 
By the help of an image 
I call to my own opposite, summon all 
That I have handled least, least looked upon. 
{-- The speaker takes as an example Dante, through whose cult of the 
Lady, the anti-self Beatrice, the poet was enabled to ·cast off 
his original character as lecher and climb the stair of psychic 
development. 
The Dantean or Petrarchan cult of the Lady provided Yeats with 
a framework for the development of one of his most elaborated 
symbols. His friend, Maud Gonne appears in his poetry in many 
guises, but although poems naturally originate in real occasions 
and real life, Yeats transforms the raw material and she never, 
as far as I can discern, appears in her everyday reality, the "daily 
mood" of the woman is discarded. What Yeats presents is "an image 
of air", the spiritual essence, the ideal, the symbol. Yeats' Lady 
takes on the symbolical form of the queen before whose feet the 
chivalrous knight casts his cloak, the Muse of the imagination, the 
unattainable, evoking verse that tries to woo and win, the spirit 
of Ireland, Cathleen ni Houlihan, the image that teaches the poet 
love of mankind, the immortality of love "though Dan and Jerry Lout/ 
change their loves about'', the soul as elemental as fire, the Eelen 
looking for a new Troy to burn, the divine goddess who maLes pee.ce 
by simply walking into a room, who has a form full "with magnan-
imity of light", the "superhuman" and "supernatural 11 , the "tomb-
haunter" with tbe "bird's round eye" of a Byzantine fresco. 
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Similarly in his other presentations of friends and relRtives, 
some dimensions of reality are removed from the real person, leaving 
the archetypal essence. 
Special attention should be paid to the symbols used by Yeats 
when he was writing at the height of his powers. I refer part-
icularly to the Byzantium poems, but also to poems like "The Long-
legged Fly" and "The Becond Coming". The images in these -poems 
seem to inhabit a universe that we have never seen before, they 
exist outside of nature, purged of mortality. They seem neither 
animate, nor inanimate, breathing an atmosphere beyond the common. 
They have a surreal clarity and simplicity and at the same time 
a troubling eeriness. In Byzantium the spinning shade in the 
mummy-cloth, neither living nor dead, the "Miracle, bird or golden 
handiwork" 11 Planted on the star-lit golden bough", the "Flames 
that no faggot feeds", the spirits riding the dolphins through a 
"gong-tormented sea", these enigmatic symbols haunt the imagination. 
This review of symbolic technique should convey to the reader 
and poet some of the many resources available in symbols. For the 
remainder of this chapter we will be speaking of the major 
varieties of tropes. 
'l'ROPES 
When we use tropes in poetry we are using language which signifies 
some·thing beyond the literal meaning, in a manner that gives 
aesthetic pleasure. The grace of this figurative language is 
situated within the semantic not the physical syntactical sphere, 
in other words tropes transform the meaning, not the material 
structure of language as other figures do. In the phraseology of 
classical rhetoric tropes are figures of thought as opposed to 
figures of words or language; in modern parlance, to use the 
phraseology of the anthropologist Sapir, they "operate on the meaning 
(the signified) rather than the form 1,.the signifier; of wor<ls. 1 (J7 
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The question arises then, how do we know that the lenguage 
in question is figurative? Leach suggests that figurative meaning 
is expressed by some klimd o_f formal deviation. The term figurative 
implies that an item has been giv~n a referential meaning outside 
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its normal range of m~anings. Other 
authors argue that the absurdity of a literal interpl:'etation 
signals another level of meaning.101he figurative is also 
signalled by contradiction, .incompleteness or an enigmatic 
quality that invites eluc~dation. Th~ context may provide 
the stimulus for a non-literal interpretation, or clues given 
by the poet. 
I will briefly remind -the reader that we have alr~ady described 
the Clas.sical, Medieval and Romantic ,conception of tropes in 
the section on critical history. 
Contemporary attitudes .to trope~ inherit something from 
Romantic theory. .Mode.rns continue to be interested in the 
way tropes may .arise out of and convey emo~ion. The· the·ory 
that t.ropes are a primitive mode of e~pression _has prov~d . 
attractive to poets returning to linguistic grass roots. 
Poets have been interested in th~ way brop~-s may compress 
information. The most distinctive contemporary trend, however, 
' ' 
is the contention that trop~s may create ,meaning. 
In the earlier half of this centur;y: poetry was often thought 
of in musical terms. ; An analogy betwe~n the musica.l: combination 
of two tones to create a new sound may have suggested to poets · 
that a combination of words in a trope .could ·Create a new meaning. 
Again, the emphasis on mea.ning me.y have arisen out of surrealism ' 
and the idea that juxtaposition of words may stimulate a meaning. 
in the unconscious. 
Tropes used by.poets working on these .lines may depart from 
classical ideals of clarity and glory in the ambiguous and the 
obscure. 
'l'he modern trend in tropes has been to narrow do\irn the 
entire field to one single type: metaphor. This trend continues 
a process in contemporary thought whereby the entire field 
of rhetorical figures has been narrowed down to t•ropes. · This 
reductive process should be resisted by the poet. 
Hereunder I will describe the tropes of a.ll~gory, person-
ification, irony, hyperbole, catachre~is, synecdoche, metonymy 
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and metaphor.It is obviously not possible within the confines of this 
wor~{ to give other than a synoptic description of the main tropes. 
Within t6is limitation I hope to give the reader an idea of the 
variety of forms language can take on when it departs from the literal 
and to indicete how these forms relate to each other. 
ALLEGORY 
The contemporary idea- of ;an allegory is of a nar.rati:ve, 
usually adventurous, representing on at least -one ·other level 
an unstated _framewo~k -o4al ter.na,tiv.e .meaning ·and 
conveying some moral _or theological ;truth. 
Allegory has been used in major works, _by ,major ·poets -
the poet of the Romaunt .<qf· •the· 'RO$'e·,: cDa~te, ,Qhaucer ·and Spe:n·ser. 
'.I.'hese poets actually cr~ated ·the. trope as we understand it . 
today and as I .shall· -0.:emonstrate. This :fact- is important 
for the poet to bear in mind: .Tropes are not fix:ed _uncha,ngeabl;e 
categories. but are obsequi:ous· to the creat,ive mind. 
The olassical definition 3of al~ego~y as, :for instance, 
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given in the Rnetori·ca· a'd Herennium,; is "denoting one thing 
by the letter of the words, but another by their meaning", 
which is too broad to .indicate anythitng b:ut ·its figurative 
status. The author states that allegory assumes three -aspects: 
1) Comparison when metaphors originating in a similarity in the 
· for example 
mode of expression are set togethe~ n ··when dogs act the 
;),'-=:;-t of ·.-.:olves to what guardian are we going to. entrust our 
herds of cattle?" 2) Argument, when a similitude (the name of 
for example 
some famous person) is used to magnify or minif~ ~ · 'nrusus is 
for example 
a faded reflection of the Uracchi~ 3) Contrast,,-~ To call a 
spendthrift "frugal". Both types 1 and 3 can also use 
that is, 
"argument" r the. name of a person famous for some virtue or 
vice. 
<-Now in modern .terms we should say that exampTe 1 is a parable 
or fable using metap'Q.or, example 2 is a metaphor andecample 3 
irony. Metaphor is, of course, a component ,of ·allegor~ as is 
the parable or fable but the discursive, narrative or epic 
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element so prominent in later allegory is absent, while categories 
like irony are included which have now become independant. 
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Similarly Bede includes under allegory the forms of irony, 
.sarcasm, .€uphemism, enigma (similar to metaphqr) and, provero 
(likewise similar to metaphor) In Bede we meet the concept 
• 
that allegory may admit ,of historical,-figurative,moral ,and. 
analogical explanations that was -to 'P~ovide .a framework for 
Dante. 
Dorothy Sayers has .pointed to the innovativeness of Dante'si· · 
allegory in the use of "symbolic personages",, that is actua,l 
historical figures who symbolize some truth,- rather than person- : 
ified abstractions, a .more flexible and imaginative method.-
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In Dante's work, indeed, we find .those.features which: have 
become identified for us with the trope: the ·moral and theological 
fra~ework, the propheti~ ;ele!l}ents, ,the :guide -who accorqpanies 
the protagonist, the pageantry, the extended adven~ure ,narrative. 
During the Renaissance allegory was regarded . by Puttenham 
in Book 3 of his Arte ,of .Engli§h 1Poe~i-e. as the r'naster trope or . 
"the chief of all figures". 
Coleridge regarded the -orig~n of narrative allegory as 
a Christian substitution for the mythology of polytheism, but 
its origins could not persuade him to approve it. He summarily 
states that if allegory interests us we cease to think of it 
as allegory; if it does not interest us, we had better leave it. 
We have mentioned in a previous section that Coleridge 
regarded allegory as inferior on the grounds that the relation 
between the manifest and latent content was a mechanical production 
of'. Haney. He did however admit that the manifest level was 
engendered through imagination: His definition of a.llegory 
incorporates the description that in allegory "the difference 
[ffianifest contentl is everywhere presented to the idea or 
imagination while the likeness £.latent conten~7 is suggested 
to the mind. 1111 3 Indeed he could hardly do otherwise, since 
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the allegorical vehicle has often been regarded as an extended 
metaphor, metaphor the Homantic imaginative trope par excellenca 
In fact, as an extended trope, allegory may include many other 
tropes,such as personification to mention but one. 
Be~ause of the crumbling of .accepted universal standards 
in this century, because of the eclipse of the rational in 
favour of the irrational forces of the mind, allegory has bee.n 
neglected by poets who prefer, in Eliot's phraseologY, ,, the Dream 
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to the Vision.· Allegqry iq popularly regarded as one-dimens~onal 
and rigid, which is naturally only the .case in the ,more primitive 
forms. 
Robert Frost uses allegory very naturally and effectively in 
his poem '"The Road Not Taken". The poem narrates how a traveller 
. .; -· 
is confronted with two ,divergiqg, almost identical,paths in 
a wood. He chooses the "one less travelled by", hoping he will 
be able to explore the other as well some time, though tloubting 
he will ever return to do so. Be foresees that on looking back 
one dtiy he will realize that his choice of road has been of 
momentous significance in his life. 
The poem is thus very simple, almost commonplace, on a 
literal level. We realize however that it may be interpreted 
who 
figuratively. How do we know? well, we,..share the same Western 
cultural heritage with :F'ro.st recognise images such 
as 11 path", "wood", "traveller" and "autumn" as archetype.l 
:Euro tie an and . 
symbols that have been repea:tedly used by,..other poets to convey 
metaphysical ideas. There are other cues as well. The fact 
that such a co~monplace situation is recorded in the first 
place. We argue that there must be more to the narrative 
otherwise the poet would not go to the trouble of relating it. 
Then the fact that he will remember this choice as momentous 
alerts us to the existence of a figurative meaning. 
So we could perhaps interpret the path in terms of the direction 
a life may take and the diverging paths as a crisis of choice. 
The fact that there is a choice may represent a, possibly 
illusory, plenitude of potentiality in the present. The paths 
are similar - life choices often do not offer clearly marked 
out alternatives. The direction once chosen, the more 
adventurous, exploratory lire, it will come -to seem almost 
predestined - we ar~confined by the boundaries of a path -
and leading to a momentous .outcome. One can never return to 
foilow the other path - Time is a one-way traffic and one's 
past life unredeemable. 
We see here how allegory works through narrative extension , 
using concrete imagery of the literel level to refer to abstract 
concepts of the figurative. It has something of the quality of 
the riddle, offering an intellectual pleasure in explication. 
Personification occurs when something inanimate is imagined 
as animate. The transformation may be effected through 
11S synecdoche, metonymy or metaphor. -
Vico gives an example of metonymy of cause for effect in 
which the cause is imagined as a woman clothed with her effects: 
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ugly Poverty. 
Personification also exists in metaphor, the Aristotelian 
metaphor that 11 sets before the ey,_~ 11 (see History): 
The way tbe moon deshes through clouds that blow 
Loosely as cannon-smoke ••• 
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Philip Larkin: "Sad Steps" 
<- This personification takes form from a perceptual illusion 
in which moving clouds are perceived as the unmoving ground,and 
the still moon is perceived as a moving figure. 
Personification as popularly conceived is a being created 
from an abstract quality, for instance pity. Pity may be 
medieval period 
imagined as a woman, Lady Pity or simply Pity. An author of the" 
might elaborate the figure through conceits, for instance s/he 
might envision Pity as wearing a necklace of brilliant tears 
and attended by maidens named Charity, Comfort and so forth, 
creating an allegorical picture. The process of elaboration 
is a form of intellectual wit, based on reason, 
Personification was brought into discredit in the 18th century 
when it beca~e the recourse of unimaginative writ.ers who, by crowd-
ing their lines with formal dummy figures of Pride, Virtue, 
Pomp and so on, attempted to browbeat the reader into that 
awe which they could not .compel through genius. 
The Romantic poets subsequently were brought to regard it as 
an abuse and not forming part of natural speech. The elevation 
of an abstract virtue into an abstract representation of a 
being they regarded as a mechanical act of .F·ancy, not of genuine 
imagination.~ This, of course, is not the last word on this trope. 
IRONY 
A trope in which the figurative meaning is a contradiction 
of the literal. The contradiction is made mr,nifest through 
tone or verbal cue or context. Irony is a discursive trope 
more often than it is one of single terms, though -th:e latter 
exists: for instance, to call someone "Friend", which nearly 
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always betrays some submerged hostility. 
Irony is a sophisticated trope .often looked upon with 
suspicion by Simplicity. 'l'he etymology from the Greek means 
11 dissembling". Vico severely describes it as a "falsehood 
which wears the mask of truth" and as the latest of the tropes, 
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unthinkable in an ingenuous Heroic Age, 
Bakhtin, on the other hand, approves irony as an example of 
rich double-voiced discourse which serves two speakers at the same 
time and expresses simultaneaously two .different intentions: 
the direct intention of .the character who is speaking and the 
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refracted intention of the author. · 
'l'he section om. "Mr. Nixon" in Pound• s Hugh Selwy:q .Mauberley 
is an example of irony. 'l'he reader will remember Mr. Nixon's 
specious literary advice: "Follow me, and take a column,; 
Even if you have to work; free",. "Butter reviewers", 11 .t'\,nd give 
up verse, my boy,/There's nothing in it.~ 
- --- --- ·- ----- -
-·-----~· ~. -
1Vlr.--Nixon advocates expediency, calculation, materialism . 
and philistinism. We know that Pound .does not mean us to take 
this at face value, primarily .from ;the context of the entire 
poem which is an indictment of such values, but also from 
verbal clues such as exist in the .advice to "butter" reviewers, 
something which in the Western code is regarded as meretn.cious 
and degraded behaviour. The reader is meant to take Mr. Nixon's 
advice in a sense opposite to ,that conveyed by the surface meaning. 
We must construe ourselves ·the. implicit tenor of this extended 
vehicle based on dissimilarity. 
HYPERBOLE' 
Byperbole exaggerates and magnifies something. Hyperbole may 
be effected through comparison or metaphor. When metaphor is 
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involved there is not only a logical absurdity in the conjunction 
of tenor and vehicle, as is a characteristic of metaphor, 
but also an absurdity of exaggeration or hype. A trope much 
in use in the Epic and High Style. To use this trope is to 
make a mountain out of .a molehill, as Dylan Thomas acknowledges 
in "After the Funeral". 
dead humped Ann , 
Whose hooded fountainlheart once fell in puddles 
Round the parched worldE: of Wales and drowned each sun 
(Though this for her is a monstrous image blindly 
Magnified out of praise ••• 
CATACHRESIS 
A type of metaphor which involves a flmisuse" of a term, as 
its etymology from the Greek indicates. A term belonging to one 
semantic sphere is inexactly used in another. The Rhetorica . 
ad Herennium gives the example "The power of man is short". 
Rene Wellek cites the phrase "a beautiful voice" •11 9 In the 
fDrmer example a term usually used to describe a physic~l object 
is used to describe a metaphysical; .in the ·latter example a 
term used in connection with the visual sense is transferred to 
the auditory sense. 
Catachresis is thought by some critics ~o derive frqm the 
inadequacy of existing .vocc;bulary, that it is a stopgap or make -
shift word that remedies a semantic gap. This was the origin, 
it is thought, of dead metaphors such as "the leg of the table 11 • 
One recalls here Vico's example of "the mouth .of a river" and 
his contention '.that figurative language is in origin a necessity 
created by ignorance and works through the transference of 
known terms to unknown spheres. It should be remembered, however, 
that the creation of meaning and the filling of a semantic gap 
is a function of metaphor in general. The unique feature of 
catachresis is the combination of heterogeneous semantic domains. 
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Gatachresis may also be used out of choice, not necessity. 
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conveying that sense of strangeness and sophistication that 
the trope gives. 
Sl1'fECDOCRE 
Some day -I will go to Aarhus 
To see his peat-brown hea,d, 
The ~;pods of his ey~-lids. 
His pointed skin cap. 
Seamus Heaney:. "The Tollund Man" 
Synecdoche is.~ trope in which we understand a more general 
term from a more specific, or a speci.t:i<?· from a more ~eneral __ te~m, 
both from the same semantic domain. This occurs when we use 
a part for a whole, whole for .a part, species for genus, :genus 
for species, species for individual, individual for species, 
one for many, many for one, material for thing, thing ·for 
material, abstract for concrete, concrete for abstract .and so 
forth. 
The most widely occuring is .the part for whole synecdoche of 
which many authorities instance .the pljrase "all hands on deck. 11 
We might mention here _that some modern writers on tropes,_ I 
am thinking particularly of anthropologists, prefer to conceive 
of tropes µ.ot as fixed categories but as subject to movement, 
interpenetration. They see tropes as transforming one to another 
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in a fluid process. We can illustr8:te this approach with 
synecdoche which some writers pref er to metaphor as a Master 
trope. 
Synecdoche may be regarded as a more specific kind of 
metonymy, the difference being that synecdoche is always part 
of the whole ( or viee-versa) while metonymy is associated in 
some other way with the term it replaces. Roman 
Jakobson in his essay on Aphasia identified synecdoche and 
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metonymy as a single trope lying on the linguistic axis of 
contiguity and taking place through syntagmatic replacement. 122 
(See Metaphor below for a fuller discussion). 
A combination of two synecdoches has been argued to construct 
a metonymy.. .B'or instance in the phrase "the hand that rocks 
the cradle rules the world·: "cradle" is a metonymy of container 
for contained. In its enactment ·''cradle" is first genera~ized 
(part to whole) into a combination of container and contained 
and then the whole container and contained is particularized 
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(whole to part) into the contained i.e. 11 baby11 • 
Synecdoche may also be regarded as rela~ed to metapqor 
which may also be described as a double synecdoche. Metaphor 
develops via a synecdoche that reduces an initial term to 
shared features (whole to part, genus to species),. then enlarges 
via another synecdoche to the second term (part to .whole, species 
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to genus). Take for instance the metaphor of the fog as a 
cat in ~liot's Prufrock. Some qualities of the fog, for example, 
its sinuousness,(whole to part) are part of the qualities of 
a cat (part to whole). 
Synecdoche also has a relation to the symbol. lf e symbol 
refers from a part to a whole, then a synecdoche of the part to 
whole variety has a resembl&nce to a symbol and in fact 
Coleridge identified the phrase "Here ·comes a sail 11 , which one 
would normally construe as a synecdoche, as a symbolical 
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expression. 
Again, i.T'reudian symbolism may work through syneddoche, for 
instance in fetishism, the transference onto the shae of the 
significance of the foot, onto the foot of a part of the 
body, and onto th8t 9art of the body of the whole body. 
example of a synecdoche: 
I should have been a pair of ragged claws 
Scuttling across the floors of silent seas. 
T.S. Eliot: Prufrock 
(~ And many more examples of fragmented synecdochic terms 
can be found in this poem. 
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William Carlos Williams has written much verse :characterised 
by realistic synecdochic de:~mils. 
Metonymy substitutes ;an associated word suggesting the 
intended subject for the subject itself. Poetic ingenuity 
will suggest many ways of doing this, but .the most commonly 
cited are to substitute cause for effect or effect for cause, 
container for content or content for container, the agent for the 
act, the instrument for the agent, the material for the object 
and so on. 
An example is this line from Ye<!itS' "The Man it/ho Dreamed of 
Faeryland 11 : 'Tis heart hung all upon a silken dress." 
~- This is quite revel ting if we take it literally, but of 
course we are neYer for even a moment in danger of taking these 
metonyrnies other thRn figuratively. 
a 
Another e~mple is Seamus Heaney's phrase the "man-killing 
parishes" ("-:;:'he 'l'ollund Man") which substitutes "parishes" for 
some of the people living in them. This example demonstrates 
why it tas been suggested that a process of personification 
is involved in metonymy. Adopting a broader interpretation, one 
can regard this kind of metonymy also as a metaphoric process, 
endowing the inanimate with animation. 
i<etonyrny is a principle of languege active in the process of 
displacement in the I•'reudian Dream. Bharpe gives an example 
of a dream in which the destruction of a piece of silk is the 
figu~tive or manifest image for a latent hostility to a lawyer. 
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1:;_
10 become aJawyer ·is "to take silk", hence silk i~l1-gssociated 
sign substituted for the real signification.128 
I will mention briefly here, and go into greater detail in 
the section on metaphor, that metonymy is regar~ed by some 
- structuralists in particular - as ,a figure of contiguity 
taking place on the syntagmatic axis .of combination, in contrast 
to metaphor which is regarded as a figure of similarity taking 
place on t~paradigmatic axis of substitution. 
The terms derive from the linguist Ferdinand de Saussure, 
who understands words as involved in two dpmains: the syntagma--:--tic 
or syntactical or contextual i.e. words in a chain in a sentence, 
and the paradigmatic i.e. words in the mind in a network of 
association and similarity. 
Metonymy, structuralist theorists argue, works on the principle 
of contiguity not similarity •. In other words Yeats' 11 silken 
dress" is not similar to the woman but is s.omething clos.e to her. 
These writers further argue .that metonymy (and synecdoche) 
is the dominant trope of a classic:, .realistic, even prosaic 
style. Lodge insta,nces Phi.lip Larkin '.s predominant use of 
129 metonymy in his readerly realist poems. 
I question the premise that metonymy.is always the hallmark 
of a realistic, prosaic .. style and instance Ezra Pound's 
LIU CH ',E: 
The rustling of .the silk .is discontinued. 
Dust drifts over the courtyard, 
There is no sound of footfall; and the leaves 
Scurry into heaps and lie still, 
And she the rejoicer of the heart is .beneath them: 
A wet leaf that clings to the threshold. 
<~ 'l'he poem works through imaginative suggestion effected by 
auditory, visual, tactile and kinaest~etic metonymies. An 
image of clothing is substituted for the wcman herself, the effect 
(dust) for the cause (the woman's death), the act (footfall) 
for the agent, scurrying leaves for the winds of AutL.mn. 
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The effect of this oblique method is to cause the reader to 
interrogate the images and construct larger entities and imaginative 
inferences. 
The last line is a metaphor, but the entire poem is metaphoric 
of the woman's death in the way that the several energies are 
converted into entropy. Thus metonymy and metaphor inter-
penetrate. 
rETAPHOR 
William Carlos Williams may have regarded metaphor and the 
seeking of similarities as pertaining to a low order of the 
· · · lt · · 11 f · ,/I 30 I" · rr. · ht imagination and resu ing in con usion , ·,arianne ·ioore mig 
have exclaimed impatiently about the process, "As if, as if, it is 
1 31 all iffs; we are at much unease" , but metaphor has remained a 
popular language game among modern poets, even if they have not 
gone as far as believing the poet should be "Malachi Stilt-Jack: 
All metaphor" like Yeats •1 32 
Since classical times metaphor has been regarded by many as the 
master trope and this predominance is reflected in the emphasis 
given the figure in these pages. 
There has been considerable critical interest in metaphor this 
century but also considerable diversity of opinion. 
!~etaphor presents special problems since it is a metalanguage 
resistent to interpretation through metalanguage. Then it involves 
the most fundamental processes of perception, psychology and 
language at a point where they interpenetrate, which makes it more 
difficult to perceive, understand and speak about the phenomenon. 
Then agRin there are different types of metaphor and a descrip-
tion of one kind is not always valid for another kind. For exaople 
IT.etaphor C8n be classified on the basis of the type - various 
critics differentiate various types but in my exnerience these 
can usually be reduced to Aristotle's classification (see Eistory) 
and most commonly the species to snecies and the 
analogical metaphor. Metaphors also differ according to the 
grammatical or syntacticol form which acco~odates them ( verb, 
noun, entire sentence). ~hey also differ epistemologically, 
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that is in the kind of knowledge or information they incorporate, 
whether sensory, conceptual, ideal, .rational or irrational. 
A further distinction can be made between literary .and 
non-literary metaphor, these often differing substantially from 
one another. 
Again, metaphor can be distinguished as "live" or "dead". 
There is akind of generational spectrum, at one end of which, 
because of some semantic hiatus, metaphorical words are 
being born through the parturition of poets, a middle register 
in which the imaged figurative elements of meaning are becoming 
transparent and fading into literal .words which f~ll the 
semantic gap, and words at the final end which are becoming. 
coffins of meaningless cliches before dropping off into the dark 
of the racial unconscious. 
Then c.buse of metaphor is known as a speqial type: the mixed . . . ' 
metaphor, in which the images are heterogeneous, incongruous 
and incoherent: 
No one sets out to make a lousy film • 
But when the knife hits the bone youjrealize 
Thab your child is f'\Ot the homecoming ·queen·you visualis~d. 
How do you tell someone his daughter is homely, 
~specially when you're the date? 1 37. Besides, you've already bought. the dress. ./ 
It is well for the poet to bear in mind the variety of metap~or 
when composing unless s/he wishes to make a virtue of consulting 
,, 
only the Uncopcious in an intuitive selection of metaphor. 
Vietaphor is often regarded as a compressed simile and most 
definitions of metaphor include reference to an expression of 
similarity. My own definition, fbr which I do not claim any 
exceptional validity, takes into account this factor but 
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conceives of it in a different way. Subsequent to my defi~ition 
I will describe briefly how other modern theorists have described 
metaphor and give some examples from modern poetry. 
But first of all I must dissent from several items in Vico's 
theory of metaphor;firstly because an attitude, which could be 
ascribed to Vico, that regards the poet as something less than 
a normal rational adult is pernicious though it might find adherents 
among the philistines, and secondly because it enRbles me to 
formulate my ideas in opposition as it were. Consequently I must 
state that the poet, as creator of metaphor, is not a primitive 
or a child or even a psychological degenerate but a representative 
of his or her race, and one of the most highly developed too. 
Metaphor is created through the imagination which is not uncouth 
and barbarous but a most basic yet most subtle and differentiating 
and urbane mode of apprehension. ~·igurative expressions arise 
consciously, even among so-called 11 primitive 11 people. We know when 
we are not being literal. (Lxcept in the sense that since our 
knowledge of reality is Blways partial our language must always 
be unwittingly figurative.) r-:etaphor is not an ignorant projection 
of the human onto nature but is consciously called into existence 
by the need to express a meaning. 
standpoint 
Although I hold the A - provisionally I think there is a lot 
to be said for the view that meaning exists prior to language and 
we, and poets in-particular, have to struggle to find words to 
express it. This is where metaphor is so useful. 
~eaning exists prior to language. Firstly, because words are 
a relAtively recent nhenornenon in human development - much of our 
most important social commun~cations are made without words, 
and very effectively too, throu!2'.h body language, for instance, or 
projection of emotion or thought. Then, for pr~gmatic reasons, 
because time and memory 2re limited e.no we cannot carry an immense 
vocabulary around to cover every conceivable exnerience. Here 
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flexible metaphor is our Pnswer, making connections between 
tha elementary words we do possess to express more complex things 
or to describe essences for which there are no words. How do 
we describe the aroma of coffee, for instance] This ·is a problem 
Wittgenstein posed. Why can't it be done? he asked. Do we lack 
the words? Yet don't we feel that the description must be 
possible? 1 34- The answer - on the literary level - is that it is 
possible, through metaphor. 
'1foen we wish to express the meaning through language however, 
a problem arises. In the transformation of immaterial meaning 
into material language, a distortion is caused by the inadequacy 
of language or the poet's lack of skill. In this sense language 
and metaphor influences or constitutes meaning, but it is an 
influence to be resisted as far as possible. 
And finally, a definition of metaphor, one among many: 
A metnphor consists of elements of meaning, usually existing 
in an image which we can c2ll the analogue, which are transferred 
to and combined through imagination with a subject. The elements 
of meaning match, in a familiar, simplified and intensified way, 
the ~esning in the poet's mind which he wishes to be understood 
in the subject. 
If all the elements of meaning in the ane.logue match the subject 
the two are synonyms; if very few elements match, the metaphor 
is irrational or depends on unconscious elements. For instance 
the examples "The tramp is a var;rant 11 , "The tourist is a rubber-
neck", "Ee was e. lobster on his rollerskates 11 range from the 
synonymous through the rr.edi;:in to the irrational. 
rl metaphor is like n miniature poem and may vary in complexity. 
I take at random two metaphors for comparison. When Dylan Thomas 
\·Jri tes: 
Pale rain over the dwindling harbour 
And over the sea wet church the size of a snail 
With its horns through mist ••• 
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"Poem in October" 
the metaphor is a relatively simple visual-concrete one, its 
aim descriptive. On the other hand John Ashbery's has a more 
complex effect: 
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How many people came nmd stayed a certnin time, 
Uttered light or dark speech that became part of you 
Like light beh~nd windb!:own fog and sand, 
Filtered and influenced by it, until no part 
Remains that is surely you. 
Self-Portrait in a Convex Mirror 
<~ It is more dynamic and suggestive (no slur intended on 
Thomas), perhaps because of t~interplay between the physical 
and the moR abstract, or else because of the kinaesthetic 
elements. Ashbery's metaphor is also more complex because it 
is an analogica.l, not a species to speC:.ies metaphor. Wordsworth's 
metaphor of the ~seabeast/stone/old man (see History) is another 
example of a complex metaphor. In these particular cases 
complexity is concomitant with excellence. 
A flexible trope like metaphor ·has .many ~uses. If the elements 
of meaning are concrete and sensory the image imparts vividness 
which, again, is decorative and a source of pleasure to many 
readers. 
Should the poet imagine the subject in a sublime way s/he 
will necessarily choose a metaphor the meening of ~hich will 
raise the subject or embellish it. Thus in Elizabeth Bishop's 
poem "The .l!'ish 11 many of the metaphors are neutral descriptive, 
but in the final section of the poem they are value-bearing. 
The broken fishing lines hanging from the fish ',s jaw are 
Like medals with their ribbons 
frayed and wavering, 
a five-hRired beard of wisdom ••• 
<.- Metaphor here raises or embellishes the subject. 
A metaphor is a stylistic device used for def~mili2rization. 
It springs naturally from content, from the fact that poetry 
makes more extensive demands on meaning than ordinary speech. 
Where meaning can be expressed literally in many words but 
not a single word, metaphor is useful for concision. 
The images which form part of metaphor make it memarRble 
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and suggestive. The new elements of meaning thnt are added to 
the tenor through metaphor .cause familiar things to be perceived 
in a fresh or unusual light. Netaphor may proverbialize or 
generalize experience. It is a mode whereby the poet may reach 
a sphere beyond the senses by fusing sensory elements with qualit-
,,. 
ies of the mind as ~ordsworth sug~ested. In Rene Wellek's 
phrase, metaphor can be 11 revelatory of the imperceptible. 11 '135 
As I have noted I intend to offer the reader more than my own 
description of metaphor, which must necessarily be partial. 
Most contemporary writers on metaphor follow a line of thought 
that has its origins in Romantic theory, for instance in regarding 
all language as essentially metaphoric. Nevertheless the supposedly 
"classical" approach to metaphor still finds some supporters. 
'l'his approach, we recall, regards metaphor as a deviation from 
ordinary linguistic usage, a borrowing of a word and a comparison 
with and substitution for some existing literal word. 
~he philosopher Max Black regards the substitution and the 
comparison view of metaphor as separate. Under the substitution 
rubric he describes metaphor as a figurative word or sentence 
replacing a set of literal sentences. ~:etaphor is an entertaining 
stylistic decoration. It is a riddle. Thus when Sylvia Plath 
in her poem 11 Metaphors 11 writes: 
I'm a riddle in nine syllables, 
An elephant, a ponderous house, 
A melon standing on two tendrils ••• 
she is illustrating this view of metaphor. (The answer to the riddle 
is, of course, a pregnant woman). 
The comnarison standpoint Black classifies as a special case 
of the substitution view. ~Tom this point of view Metaphor is 
refArded as an anRlogy, a condensed simile. 136 
Among anthropologists, whom l mention because they have been 
Active in formulating theories on the topic, Naomi Quinn has 
·argued that metaphor only rarely constitutes understanding, in most 
cases it is selected to fit a pre-existing and culturally shared 
137 model. r:retaphor is normative rather than exploratory. 
(However anthropological criticism is based more on 
"folk" than literar~netaphors so l will not expand :on her 
theory here. 
More representqti ve of contemporary trend~ i;of thought ar~ 
those theorists who assign an unprecedented importance to 
metaphor. Metaphor is not regarded as an applied embellishment 
but as organic to language, it is not a deviant use of langu~ge 
but the c~eative principle of all 1~nguage, and a principle of 
all art. Metaphor constitutes and extends reality. If metaphor 
is endemic to all language, however, the distinction between 
literal and figurative becomes a matter of degree not kind. 
Almost all contemporary writers regard metaphor as creative 
of meaning. 'l'his is a corqllary to the view he.ld bY, Wittgenstein 
and others, thc;t words do not have. a single coi7rect meaning 
but accrete meaning from context and .use. Consequently metaphor 
is not a case of a "correct" .word being replaced by a word that 
is not the 11 prpper" meaning. It is a case of juxtaposition 
of words in which a new context creates new meaning, or a case 
of interaction of words in which the meaning of both words changes. 
The meaning created in this way by metaphor may be ambiguous 
'I :z 8 
or multiple, it may be "revelatory of the unconscious 11 :_.) and 
not amenable to paraphrase in l~teral words. 
The literary theories of Ernest Fenollosa and T. E. Hulme 
give a very prominent place to metaphor. Both laud metaphor 
as a way of counteracting the abstract generality of language 
through the embodiment of sensory particulars. Hulme regards 
metaphor as fostering precision, in the sense that it conveys 
a fresh physical sensation. •;e is traditionalist in regarding 
metaphor as analogy, contemporary in regarding metaphor as the 
highest aesthetic criteriop. - the mo.re exact the anR.logy, the 
more excellent the poetry. 139 
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In confining metaphor to sensory observation and description 
Hulme gives a limited and partial account and is, quite rightly, 
taken to task for this by I.A. Richards in his The Philosophy 
of Rhetoric. An example of the .Fenollosa /Hulme type of metaphor 
is f'ound's "In a Station of the Metro". 
The apparition of these faces in the crowd; 
Petals on a wet, black bough. 
subject 
<.--Bere we have juxtaposition and interaction of A and 
analogue contributing to a vivd.d yisual sensation •. The C3.IlGlogue 
is a simplification and intensification through concrete 
impressionistic particulars of the .subj~ct.The metaphor could 
be described as creating .meanint~ in the form ,of some feeling 
about beauty. 
Although more pertinent to folk than literary me~aphor, 
mention ~ight.very briefly be.made of theory within ,the 
s~nce it has had some influence on literary theory. 
discipline of anthropologyA Anthropologis~s tend to describe 
tropes, including metaphor, as dynamic and transformatory. , 
They also emphasize the role of culture in the formation of 
metaphoric models. 
Johnson and Lakoff have been inrluential on anthropological 
theory. They describe metaphor as a mapping from a source 
domain onto a target domain. Target domains are abstract and 
conceptual. Source domains ~re familiar ornes of the physical 
world, rooted in early fundamental bodlly experiences. For 
instance the experience of crawling towards something is mapped 
onto purposes to produce a metaphor of purposes as physical 
destinations. Thus we impose our own _meaning on reality. 
Metaphor, they argue, is constitutive of understanding in 
offering unconsidered inferences to be drawn from the source 
d . '14C h. . . 1 orna1n. T is emp1r1ca approach to metaphor has some 
validity but is too narrow to cover all kinds of metaphor, 
particularly the literary. 
f metaphor Originates with I.A.Richards The interaction theory o 
2 ~0 L ./ 
but has also been defended by Max Black who describes the 
analogue or 
/\vehicle of the metaphor as projecting "associated commonplaces 
subject or 
or implications" onto the"tenor. In this way the vehicle 
organizes our view of the tenor and imposes an -extension of 
meaning on it, which go~s beyond .any literal paraphrase we 
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could .make. 
The most influential ·proponent of the inter·action view has 
been I .A. Richards in his Philosophy of Rhetoric•: Metaphor 
for Richards is two thoughts of different things interacting 
together and resulting in meaning. Rather than one word 
substituted for another, metaphor is a transaction between 
contexts: accordingly most sentences outside the scientific 
sphere are metaphorical. The relative importance of tenor and 
vehicle may vary. Where they are equally important the metaphor 
may be bi-directional as in H.D.'s "Oread": 
Vv'hirl up, sea -
whirl your pointed pines, 
splash your great pines 
on our rocks 
hurl you~een over us, 
cover us with your pools of fur. 
<~This metaphor can be equally interpreted as describing sea 
in terms of pine or pine in terms of sea. Rather than descrip-
tion, there is a merg~ng, in which each brings to each a change: 
the metaphor creates a kind of sensory disturbanc~. 
Richards identifies a peculiar type of modern metaphor, 
the placing together of two disparate thlngs to create a 
semantic tension. Surrealist poets exploit this technique, 
and more recently Allen Ginsberg in an attempt to create 
"mystical" metaphor. 
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who dreamt and made incarnate geps in time t: Space through 
images juxtaposed, and trapped the archangel of the soul 
between 2 visual images and joined the elemental verbs 
and 
set the noun and dash of consciousness together jumping 
with sensation of Pater Omnipotens Aeterna Deus 
11 Howl 1 11 
According to Richards a me~aphor need not exploit common 
characteristics between two things for the metaphor to work. 
One reason for this may be, I presume, that there is an 
unstated unconscious connection between tenor and vehicle. 
Eliot's work offers not a few examples of this type of metaphor. 
In 11 Rhapsody on a Windy Night", for example, we find the lines 
Every street lamp that I pass 
Beats like a fatalistic drum ••• 
<- HBrt Crane has pointed out that there is ostensibly no grounds 
of similarity between the two images. But there is an implicit 
emotional logic traversing the great distance betweensubjectfi.nd 
analogue.If we accept the author's comparison and assume that 
the streetlamp is perceived as throbbing, we must seek the cause 
in distraught emotion. This is a metaphor in which the grounds 
of similarity lie in unstated feeling, the vehicle is a pointer 
14-2 
to emotions. Many of Eliot's early metaphors are of this 
kind, such as the famous opening metaphor of Pr.ufrock to name 
only one other. This type of metaphor could probably be linked 
to Eliot's attempt to counter a dissociation of sensibility by 
fusing thought with feeling. 
Another influential strand of Hichardst thought is his 
expansion of the concept of metaphor to include processes in 
spheres other than the literary. Other thinkers have expanded 
on this hint, as for instance Homan Jakobson and Jaques Lacan. 
And now as we move towards the conclusion of this chapter we 
must mention the '"ork of Jacques LacEtn and Roman Jakobson on 
metaphor. Both writers, the latter in particulRr, demonstrate1 how 
the principle of metaphor is operative in spheres beyond 
the literary. 
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Roman Jakobson's contribution to. thought on metaphor is 
expressed in an article upon the language disturbance of 
143. 
Aphasia. In th~linguistic model formulated by Ferdinand de 
Saussure language exists simultaneously .in two domains, the 
domain of syntax which takes place along the syntagmatic or 
combination axis of language and the domain of word associa,tions 
and substitutions which occurs along _the paradigmatic or 
substitution axis of language. 
In his article Jakobson attemts to prove, through a description· 
of two types of aphasia: that metaphor and metonymy, though 
in the past regarded as similar, actually belong to two . 
opposing principles of language and pertain to opposing axes 
of language: metonymy to the syntagmB:tic and ,metaphor to 
the paradigmatic ax2s. 
He describes two 'opposing types of aphB:sia: sel~ction 
deficiency aphasia, i·n which the sufferer cannot enunciate 
synonyms but is able to construct syntax and context, and 
combination deficiency aphasia in which the sufferer's speech 
is metaphoric, but teleg~aphic, that is s/he cannot form word 
order or construct sentences. This .clin:i,cal profile -indicates, 
according to Jakobson, that there are two mutually ·exclusive 
spheres of language, synonymic selection and metonymic combination. 
Jacques La.can in his v..Titing on metaphor acknowledges 
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Jakobson's influence. 
For Lacan metaphor is first of all coterminous with poetry, 
"A definition of poenical style could be to say that it begins 
· ,, LL5 
with metaphor, and that where metaphor ceases poetry ceases also." 1 • 
MetanL.or occurs in the identification of two signifiers. 
i'';etaphor is a paradoxical form of l~rnguage in which meaning 
can only be created when meaning is undone, that is when 
the signifier is deflected by the metaphor and a meaning other 
than a dictionary meaning comes into being. For Lacan 
metaphor takes place on the paradigmatic axis of language 
but ef!ually needs the syntagmatic axis to sustain it. He 
points out that the dimension of s;yntax is necessary before 
metaphor can take place, that is, words must be in the same 
syntactical position before similarity or substitution 
can operate, for example, both the subject of the sentence. 
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Following Jakobson's work on aphasia Lacan saw a selection 
deficiency in the interrupted speech of hallucinatory psychotics. 
Both writers see the dichotomy between the principles of 
metaphor and metonymy as manifesting itself in all forms of 
human behaviour: in painting we find .metaphorical surrealism 
and synecdochic or metonymic cubism, in the cinema .we ,find metaphoric 
montage and synecdochic close-ups, in Freudian dreams and nervous 
disorders we discover the mechanisms of metonyms and homonyms; 
literary schools yield the examples of metaphoric Romanticism and 
Symbolism and metonymic Realism, genres yield metaphoric lyrics 
and metonymic epics, individual write~s have preferences which 
may lie with one mode or the other; in the most primitive 
layers of language, in the verbal associations of children, 
which are either metaphoric or metonymic, an~ even in words 
created by chimpanzees whom scientists have taught sign language, 
the principles of metonymy and metaphor operate so thf-'J.t one 
can say, adapting the words of a cont~mporary poet that 
language, and all signs, are dialects of metaphor and metonymy.146 
ccr,; CLUSION 
We have renged widely and probed deeply in this 
long chapter which we now conclude. 
2'13 
We have shown the importance of understanding the basic 
processes of perception, the nature of the image, and the roles 
that the imagination can play. 
'de have distinguished between two diverse ways in which imagery 
can be used in poetry, that is, to observe and describe the 
empirical world of the senses or to adumbrate the transcendental. 
The latter is properly the sphere of figurative language. 
In discussing the creation of figurative meaning we have 
investigated symbols and tropes. 
Je have described the versatility of the symbol and shown, 
through an analysis of Yeats' use of symbolism, how a poet can go 
about creating symbols that intimate worlds beyond the senses. 
Vie have given a brief exegesis on the principal kinds of 
tropes Rnd gone more fully into the phenomenon of metaphor. 
The reader will have understood from these passages that tropes 
are flexible forms, they are interrelated one to the other and 
responsive to moulding by the creative and original mind. 
In summing up, we can say that whereas the chnpters on Rhyme 
and Diction dealt very largely with the language of poetry 
on the material plane, in this chapter we have tried to understand 
the modes of the literal and the figurative, the various ways 
in which the imagination informs language (and consequently 
imagery) and how thought and meaning are incarnated in words. 
Kates to Chapter 4 
11.A. Richards, for example, implies that there is an 
imagination which structures perception in his comment, 11 The 
processes of metaphor in language ••• are super-imposed upon 
a perceived world which is itself a product of earlier or 
unwitting metaphor." The Philoso~h~ of Rhetoric (London: 
Oxford University Press, 1936) 10 - • 
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2~uch of the following discussion is based upon information 
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CCNCLUSION 
And having now eftablifh'd the good and whole-
fome Laws, what remains but that all true Moderns 
with their utmoft Might do proceed to put the 
fame in execution? 
Alexander Pope: Peri iBathos 
An awareness of poetic tec.hnique is a prerequisite 
to a mastery of technique, and a mastery of 
technique is an element in the mastery of the art. 
Ezra Pound: Treatise.on Metr,e 
1\nd now in this final section I must briefly remind the 
reader of the road we h::i.ve travelled together .and try .to .draw 
some general conclusiqns from the discoveries we have made. 
Iu all three sections of this work a conflict between 
traditional and new techniques has been identified~ 
As far as rhyme is concerned poets are faced with the 
decision as to whether they ,should ·use phyme or not •. Those 
that do use rhyme usually -mute their rhymes in some ·way by 
using one or more of a greatly diversified range of approximate 
rhymes. 1rhis century has seen a noteworthy reconception of the 
te~hnique of rhyme, both in the wide~ range of words used 
and in the exploitation of the Bemantic value of rhymes. 
In the sphere of diction we showed how the traditional 
stylistic theories of rhetoric, theories of decorum, figures 
and word usage, are taken into account by some poets, but 
others 
rejected by many A , same of whom develop alternative stylistic 
strategies,in particular strategies connected with natural 
speech. 
We also explored the contrast between contemporary poets 
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who adopt an empirical approach to the imgge and imagination 
and those who adhere to a mere traditional poetic in raising 
the image beyond the sensory lev:el, either through the use of 
symbolism or tropes. 
Thus we have described some of the technical ~nnovations 
introduced by modern poets. But in .this final section it 
behooves us to attempt ·to grasp some of the cultur.a,l trends 
of this century which have influenced their adoption or 
rejection. It is important for the poet or critic to be aware 
of these, and in being aware, understand that ·techniques may 
not have an absolute value but may .be historically relative 
and therefore open to development, improvement or outright 
change. 
Howeve~ to des<cribe various technical ·phenomena is one thing, 
to discern more tenuous influences and causes a far more 
perilous undertaking in which one .risks errors of emppasis 
and reductiveness. Nevertheless, it must be attempted. 
During the course of this research, my attention has been 
continually drawn .to the potent role played by the irrational 
in poetry this century. Theodore Raethke was certainly not 
unique among poets when be exclaimed, "Reason? That dreary . , 
shed, that hutch for grubby schoolboys~ 111 
I connect the role of the irrational with a cultural 
preference for dissonance over harmony, unconscious over 
conscious thought processes, irregularity over symmetry, and 
fractured over conventional form. One can instance many 
examples of poetic technique influenced by this trend, for 
example the deliberate and dissonant combination of rhyme words 
of unequal length, or, for example, the dec_--entering of stanza 
patterns within a poem so that at least one stanza will differ 
from the pattern of the others. 
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This trend is also associated with the influence of 
psychology on poetry this century. The repugnance to symmetry 
and conventional form, for example, has been specifically 
attributed by poets to the influence of psychology. Robert 
Duncan, to name but one, has said that "After Freud, we are 
aware that unwittingly we achieve our form. 112 Others have 
implied that form should reflect the unconscious structure 
of the poet~ mind, which has no beginning and no end. 
I do not wish to repeat here the points I have already 
made in previous chapters on the. ways in which poetic technique 
has been influenced by psychology, but merely add that in my 
reading I have come across poet after poet who has testified in 
some way to his or her belief that poetry arises from the 
unconscious mind. Even .the post modernist concept of "the 
death of the author" disseminated by Roland Barthes, the 
idea that an author can no longer pretend to be responsible 
for his work, that it is language itself which speaks, 
can be seen to be a late development of the belief .in the 
demonic power of the unconscious. 
The poet and critic should be aware however that no major 
poet has ever resigned responsibility for his or her work or 
has neglected to subject the material of inspiration to 
conscious artistry. A dream is not a work of art, otherwise 
we should all turn into Shakespeares the moment our beads hit 
the pillow. 
For Freud every word spoken by the patient had a hidden . _ ... 
reason, which could be traced by the analyst. The popular-
ization of tlvis obsessive verbal functionalism is perhaps 
one reason among others why rhetoric~ seen as discursive and 
ornamental, has enccuntered hostility in many modern poets. 
But I would like to suggest that rhetoric (and indeed all the 
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knowledge embodied in the poetic tradition) has much to offer 
poet and critic. The benefit a poet's style may derive from 
this discipline is evident in Eliot's work as we have demonst-
rated. Equally, rhetoric offers a precise terminology for 
the critic seeking to describe a stylistic form. 
Another cultural trend which has ,influenced poetic 
technique is empiricism. Under the influence of the scientific 
spirit some poets understand their aI:t as .an observation 
and description of immanent reality. For them art is not a 
transforming mirror but life ivself, only intensified. This 
type of poet may eschew rhyme, try to reproduce actual speech 
patterns and be intent on capturing the concrete par~iculars 
of existence in sensory images. Some of the best poets, 
however, as we have demonstrated, are actively opposed to ~his 
trend and strive to invest their work with significance beyond 
the empirical .through means ranging from ;metaphor, to myth. 
Poets should be aware of these two divergent possibilities 
in order to develop their technique appropriately. 
The desire to revitalize the poetic language, a recurrent 
phenomenon in poetic history, has preoccupied ?everal poets 
of this century and has exerted its influence on the techniques 
used. Thus the impulse to scrap an effete abstract language 
and return to a more vital primitive picture language COtlld be 
said to have influenced Fenollosa' s ideogra.\nmatic method and 
be one of the causes of the predominance of the image in general 
in poetry of this century. Again, the ·propensity of modern 
poets to favour the colloquial everyday language derives from 
a desire to renew language and can be compared with Wordsworth's 
project for the renewal of poetic diction through the use of 
the natural language of men. 
Another fRcet of this renewal of language is the wish to infuse 
an enervated language with energy. The manner in which this is 
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achieved may be through the intensity of baroque syntax as in 
Berryman 1 s or Thomas' poems, thrcDgh a mimesis of the energies 
and flux of nature, as in Williams' and Cummings' verse, or 
through archetypal symbols i·:hich serve as conduits .for primeval 
energies as in Hughes' poetry. Ultimately, each poet will 
own 
develop his or her~way of vitalizing poetic speech. 
This century is surely unprecedented in the history of 
poetry for the amount of experimentalism that has taken place. 
Pound's battle cry 11 Make it new!n set the tone of modern poetry 
and was productive of much creative experimentali.sm among poets. 
Some, however, experimented with more,-~nthusiasm than judgement, 
a fact noted by Hobert Frost: 
It may come to the notice of posterity (and then 
again it may not) that this our age, ran wild in 
the quest of new ways to be new. The one old way 
to be new no longer served. Science put it int 1 
our heads that there must be new ways to be new. 
Those tried were largely by subtraction-elimination. 
Poetry, for example, was tried \'li thout; punctuation. 
I~ was t~ied. without capit~l lettei•s. It was tried 
without metric frame on which to measure the rhythm. 
It was tried without any images but those to the 
eye; and a loud general intoning had to be kept up 
to cover the total loss of specific images to the 
ear, those dramatic tones of voice which had hitherto 
constituted the better half of poetry. It was tried 
without content under the trade tiat~e of poesie pure. 
It was tried without phrase, epigram, coherence, 
logic and consistency. It was tried without ability •••• 3 
.E'rost's comment is aimed at irresponsible innovators who, in 
the quest for novelty and 0 new ways to be new", allow their 
technique to suffer shipwreck. His remarks do not invalidate 
responsible technical research. An interest in technique remains 
essential to poet and critic. This preoccupation will not 
necessarily indicate a good poet, but all good poets are technically 
aware, and usually technical innovators. 
And now it remains but to close this work by reminding the 
reader that the poetic techniques described here should be 
intelligently mined by the poet in order to extract the gold ore. 
That is, while some techniques may be suitable for direct imitation, 
others should be adapted. Overall, the reader should not play the 
sedulous ape by approaching these examples 
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in soulless and mindless fashion, but should regard them as 
examples of creativity encouraging him or her to take up 
similar creative attitudes to language. They are intended to 
foster an awareness of the limits of poetic language - that is, 
that there are no limits except those that lie in the 
capacities of our own imaginetions. 
Notes to Chapter 5 
1In his poem "I cry, Love! Love!" 
2Robert Duncan, "Pages from a Noteqook", The New American 
Poetry, 400. 
3Robert :B'rost, "Introduction to King Jasper", Robert .F-rost 
on Writing, 117-18. 
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Byzantium 
1. The unpurged imagci of day recede; 
2. The Emperor's drunken soldiery are abed; 
3. Night resonance recedes, night-walkers' song 
4. After great cathedral gong; 
5. A starlit or a moonlit dome disdains 
6. All that man is, 
7. All mere complexities, 
8. The fury and the mire of human veins. 
9. Before me floats an image, man or shade, 
10. Shade more than mm, more image than a shade; 
11. For Hades' bobbin bound in mummy-cloth 
12. May unwind the winding path; 
13. A mouth that has no moisture and no breath 
14. Breathless mouths may summon; 
15. I hail the superhuman; 
16. I call it death-in-life and life-in-death. 
17. Miracle, bird or golden handiwork, 
18. More miracle than bird or handiwork, 
19. Planted on the star-lit golden bough, 
20. Can like the cocks of Hades crow, 
21. Or, by the moon embittered, scorn aloud 
22. In glory of changeless metal 
23. Common bird or petal 









At midnight on the Emperor's pavement flit 
Flames that no faggot feeds, nor steel has lit, 
Nor storm disturbs, flames begotten of flame, 
Where blood-begotten spirits come 
And all complexities of fury leave, 
Dying into a dance, 
An agony of trance, 
An agony of flame that cannot singe a sleeve. 
Astraddle on the dolphin's mire and blood, 
Spirit after spirit! The smithies break the flood, 
The golden smithies of the Emperor! 
Marbles of the dancing floor 
Break bitter furies of complexity, 
Those images that yet 
Fresh images beget, 
That dolphin-tom, that gong-tormented sea. 
Lapi.s Lazuli 
(FOR HARRY CLIFTON) 
1. I have heard that· hysterical women say 
2. They are sick of the palette and fiddle-bow, 
3. Of poets that are always gay, 
4. For everybody knows or else should know 
5. That if nothing drastic is done 
6. Aeroplane and Zeppelin will come out, 
7. Pitch like King Billy bomb-balls in 
8. Until the town lie beaten flat. 
9· All perform their tragic play, 
1 o. There struts Hamlet, there is Lear, 
11. That's Ophelia, that Cordelia; 
12. Yet they, should the last sc.ene be there 
13. The great stage curtain about to drop, ' 
14. If worthy their prominent part in the' play, 
15. Do not break up their lines to weep. 
16. They know that Hamlet and Lear ;re gay; 
17. Gaiety transfiguring all that dread. 
13. All men have aimed at, found and lost; 
ig. Black out; Heaven blazing into the head: 
20. Tragedy wrought to its uttermost. 
2 1. Though Hamlet rambles and Lear rages, 
22. And all the drop-scenes drop at once 
23. Upon a hundred thousand stages, 































On their own feet they came, or on sh;phoard, 
Camel-back, horse-back, ass-back, mule-back, 
Old civilisations put to the sword. 
Then they and their wisdom went to rack: 
No handiwork of Callimachus, 
Who handled marble as if it were hronzc 
Made draperies that seemed to rise . ' 
When sea-wind swept the corner stands· 
His long lamp-chimney shaped like the ;tern 
Of a slender palm, stood but a day; 
All things fall and are built again. 
And those that build them again arc ;;ay. 
Two Chinamen, behind them a third, 
Arc carved in lapis lazuli, 
Over them flies a long-legged bird, 
A symbol of longevity; 
The third, doubtless a serving-man, 
Carries a musical instrument. 
Every discoloration of the stone, 
Every accidental crack or dent, 
Seems a water-cour~ or an avalanche, 
Or lofty slope where it still snows 
Though doubtless plum or cherry-branch 
Sweetens the little half-way house 
Those Chinamen climb towards, and I 
Delight to imagine them seated there; 
There, on the mountain and the skv 
On all the tragic scene they stare. . ' 
One asks for mournful melodies; 
Accomplished fingers begin to play. 
Their eyes mid manv wrinkles their eves 




HIGH, ViIDDLE, PO\·JER:?UL f-c LOW S1.I'YLES 
EIGE STYLE 
Tr~is style can be exemplified with an extract from T .s. Eliot's 
Four Quartets, Burnt Norton II 
The inner freedom from the practical desire, 
The release from action and suffering, release from the inner 
And the outer compulsion, yet surrounded 
B;r a grace of sense, a white light still and moving, 
Erhebung without motion, concentration 
:Bithout elimination, both a new world 
And the old made explicit, understood 
In the completion of its partial ecstacy, 
The resolution of its partial horror. 
Yet the enchainment pf past and future 
Woven in the wealo:ness of the changing body, 
Protects nan.kind from heaven and damnation 
\··Jhich flesh cannot endure. 
<.- T'l1e grandeu.r of co11struction is i1otable: the entire section 
consists of only two sentences. The first sentence in particular 
is distinguished by the ?igures of Isocolon ond Psrison, 
Anan~ora and Anti thesis (see Figures, A.ppendix B). The words 
used are formal and i~pressive without being pedantic or eccentric, 
except for the exotic"Erhebung~ 'I1be nobility of the metaphysics 
expressed contributes not a little to the effect of contemplative 
seriousness. 
The fault of the High Style, bombast, ce.n be illustrated from 
the work of an otherwise fine poet, Ted Hughes who falls into 
this error in 11 ·I1he I!ian Seeking Experience Enquires His Hay of 
8. Drop of Water. 11 
This wnter droplet, ct2rity of the Rir, 
Out of the watched blue immensity -
(Where, :.-;here are tL~ 2ncels?) out of tl1e draught in tho door. 
The Tuscnrora, the cloud, tLe cup of tea, 
',~'he SVie:::.ting victor o.ncl tbe d:eca;y-ing dead bird -
~his dro~let ~as travelled far and studied h&rd. 
F OH clings 0~1 the creo.w ;x1int of our kitchen wn.ll • 
.;-- Lcre the piling up of phrc.~.ses, the use of epithet, r:1etoric:::.l 
c;v.esti.on, 2.nd Epizeuxis r;ive o.. sense of strain when applied to 
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the trivial subject. The nor:mous. diction ends in the bathos 
of the kitchen wall. 
TEE FOWER:F'UL STYLE 
CL'iJe peroration of Ce:1to LXXXI of the Pisan Cc:ntos b;)r Ezra Pound 
is an extremely powerful piece of writing. Regretably, only a 
section can be quoted here. 
What thou lovest well in thy true heritag~ 
What thnu lov'st well shall not bereft from thee 
The ant 1 s a centaur in his dragon world. 
Pull down thy vanity, it is not man 
Viade courage, or made ·order, or made grace, 
Pull down thy vanity, I say pull dovm. 
Learn of the grreen \1orld what can be thy place 
In scaled invention or true artistry, 
Pull down thy vanity ••• 
~- The forcefultness of this passage is created by the vehemence 
and emphasis of the diction, the use of irr:peratives, of Anaphora 
and of the short phrase ·(known to the Ancients as the Gorn.ma). 
Eere Parison reinforces rhythm. The archaism derives from an 
Ethical or Biblical style and is prestigious here, not repulsivel;T 
artificial. The gnomic utterance 11 The ant's a centaur in his 
dragon world" elevates the style. 
The faults of this style can be observed in the work of the saDe 
author. The poet should refer to C0nto XIV of The Cantos \1ihich 
describes a Hell peopled by profiteers, perverters of langu8.ge 
2110_ suchlike. I do not intend to violete decorum by quoting from 
this passage, but merely observe that the poet hai here fciled 
to preserve both the overbnl211ce of pleasure thet is es[:;e:ntial 
in poetry 8Dd the proper distance between himself and his material. 
~ domparison with Dnnte's Inferno will convince of the superiority 
of poetry which is not distorted by personal ~isgust or other 
er,otions. 
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'r;x ~·~IDDLE STYLE 
This style, according to Demetrius, was particularly character-
istic of Sappho; a modern Sappho is I•forianne I-1oore. 
If "compression is the first grs.ce of style 11 , 
you have it. Contractility is a virtue 
as modesty is a virtue. 
It is not the acquisition of any one thing 
that is able to adorn, 
or the incidental quality that occurs 
as a concomitant of something well said, 
that we value in style, 
but the principle that is hid: 
in the absence of feet, 11 a method of conclusions 11 ; 
11 a knowledge of principles 11 , 
in tbe curious phenomenon of your occipital horn. 
'I'he faults of slackness and afiecte.tion combine to obfuscate 
c1:1.rity in this passage from 11 The Pangolin 11 by the same author; 
To explain grace requires 
a curious hand. If that which is at all were not 
forever, 
why would those who graced the spires 
;,·.rith animals and gathered there to rest, on cold luxurious 
lov1 stone seats - a nonk and · monk and monk - between 
the thus 
ingenious roof supports, have slaved to confuse 
grace with a kindly manner, time in which to pay a 
debt, 
the cure for sins, a graceful use 
of whc-~ t are yet 
an~roved stone mullions branching out across 
ihe perpendiculars? 
,_ l"loore has e.sserted that 11 we must be as clear as our natural 
reticence allows us to be" (Collected Prose, 396); in this 
passage a garrulous reticence has retired the noet into obscurity. 
It is not so much a sentence as a crime. 
i:speech, not im:::,ges, not icles, not r:msic, but :people telking-
is t:-ie r:i:1teri2l from -,·:hich poetry is made" - Thus the conte1!iporE:try 
poet Josephine ;.,iles, Es ~noted b;y DF:.vid Perkins in his book 
;, ii'istory Of ;.,odern }Joetry: v2, i!odernism and -'~fter ( C::-:mb:oidge, 
, -· d -- D 1 ··· o7 ' ~1 ·- -11 Lass :Lsrvar L .1 • , 'j:..; ). :; .;,,:-) • This poetic credo is 
l __ -- ----
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reflected in the ~tyle of 
RE .. ~S01'~ 
Said, Pull her up c. bit will you i':ac, I v..rant to unload here. 
Said, Pull her up my rear end, first come first serve. 
SH id, Give: · her the gun, Bud, he needs a taste of his own 
bumper. 
Then the usher came out and got into the ~ct: 
Said, Pull her up, ~1ull her up a bit, we need this space, sir. 
Snid,' For God's sake, is this still a free country or what? 
You go back and take care of Gary Cooper's horse 
And leave me handle my o·wn car. 
Saw them unloading the lame old lady, 
Ducked out under the wheel and gave her an elbow, 
Said, All you needed to do was just explain; 
Iteason, Reason is my middle ne.me. 
This passage in Robert Lm-iell' s conversational st3rle verges on 
nes.greness: 
In my Father's bedroom: 
blue threads as thin 
as pen-writing on the bedspread, 
blue dots op the curtains, 
a blue kimono, 
Chinese sandals with blue plush straps. 
I include an example of bathos from T.S. Eliot's Four Quartets, 
'.L'he Dry Salvages IV, to prove that even Homer can nod. The 
bathos is inadvertent, needless to sQy: 
Pray for all those uho are in ships, those 




The definitions of figures given'nere are based on descriptions in 
Book IV of the Rhetorica ad Herennium, Book 3 of George Puttenham's 
The Arte of English Poesie,and Brian Vickers' Classical Rhetoric in 
:;?I GUE-tES O:i<' SPEECH 
English Poetry. 
Each clause has its own special verb. 
Anril is ~2e cruellest month, breeding 
Lilacs out of the dead land, nixing 
~emory and desire, stirring 
Dull roots with spring rain 
T.S. Eliot:The Wasteland I 
COl~JlJTCTIOE or L'~EZOZEUGI"JA;: 
The verb qualifies ·obrases or clauses both before and after 
the verb. Eezozeugma fosters balance <:md concision. 
Fish, flesh or ti()ifl, comnend all sumoer long 
VJhatever is begotten, born and dies. 
»J.B. Yeats: "Sailing to Byzantium 11 
A verb at the beginning of a sentence qualifies several uhrases 
following after it. 
Nill the veiled sister pray for 
Those who walk in darlmess, who chose thee and oppose thee, 
'.I;hose who are torn on the horn. 
T.S. Eliot:Ash Wednesday V 
).DJUNCTIOi~: HYPOZEUGMA 
A verb at the end of a sentence qualifies several phrases 
or clauses going before it. 
Those who sharpen the tooth of the dog, meaning 
Death 
'I1hose who glitter with the glory of the hummingbird:~,_: 
oeaning 
Death 
:;:~hose \·1ho sit in the sty of contentment, meaning_ 
Death 
Those who suf'fer .the ecstacy of the animals, 
Death 
Are becomeinsubstantial ••• 
T .s. Eliot :.~~Marina" 




:Fhr:;.ses or clauses of equo.l syll:.:i.ble lene;th or sound. 
:PARIS OF 
As loss could not ever alter Bocrates' 
tranquillity, equanimity's contrived 
b:; the elenhant. 
1 ;ari<:inne Ho ore: uElephe.nts u 
Pore.llelism of gran.D.atical or syntactical structure. 
_-lSYNDE'110N 
The yellow fog that rubs its back upon the windowpanes,_ 
The yellm·.J smoke that rubs it muzzle on the windowpanes ••• 
T .s. Eliot: "The Love Song of J .Alfred Prufrook': 
Suppression of conju...'1ctions. Ioparts concision or forcefulness 
to the style. 
W9rds strain, 
Crack and sometimes break, under the burden, 
Unde~ the tension, slip, slide, perish, 
Decay with imprecision, will not stay in place, 
Will not stay still. 
T.S. Eliot:Four Quartets. Burnt Horton V 
POLYSYHDETQl; 
Repetition of conjunctions. One effect is emotional emphasis. 
Then the camel nen cursin~ and grumbling 
And running ai·1ay, and wanting their liquor e.nd women, 
And the night fires going out, and the lack of shelters, 
And the cities hostile and the towns unfriendly 
And the villages dirty and charging high prices ••• 
J1 .S. Eliot: 11 Journey of the Magi" 
Also an example of Anaphora. 
AHA PH ORA 
Repetition of the initial word or words of phrases, sentences 
or lines. 
Because I do not hope to turn again 
Because I do not hope · 
Because I do not hope to turn 
T .S. Eliot :Ash 11!ednesday I 
Also sn example of Polysyndeton and Parison. 
ANTISTROPHE or EPISTROPHE 
Repetition of the final word or words of phrases, sentences or lines. 
Jl crowd flm·:ed over London Bridge, so many, 
I had not thought death had undone so many. 
~.S. Zliot:The Wasteland·~ 
·.' 
:, ~. . --~ . ·-
.-
.-: 
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SYI-.ffLOCE 
A combination of .Ann.phora and Antistrophe. 
Do 
You know nothing? Do you see nothing? Do you remember 
Nothing? 
T.S. Eliot:The Wasteland II 
~~lso an example of Parison and Interroga.tio ..•. 
EPAHALEPSIS 
The same word begins and ends the line. 
Bloi'm hair is sweet, brown hair over the mouth blown, 
Lilac and ·orovm hair ••• 
T.S. Eliot:Ash Wednesday III 
ANADIPLOSIS 
The final word of a line is repeated at the beginning of the 
next. A linking device. Also used for emphasis. 
Here is no water but only rock 
Rock and no water and the sandy road 
The road vJinding above the mountains 
\·/hi ch are mountains of rock without water, 
If there were water, we should stop and drink ••• 
I' .S. Eliot :The _Wasteland V 
"Silence" b;y Viarianne I>loore 8.lso note.bly uses this Figure. 
Repetition of a word. 
theatre of war ••• 
11 theatre 11 is good. There are those ·who did not Hant 
it to come to an end. 
Ezra Pound :The Ca.ntos L..TIVIII· 
ATANACLASIS 
Repetition of a word used in two di ff er:ent fu..TJ.ctions. Imparts 
wit and brilliance. 
E:?I ZEl.J::GS 
The eyes that fix you in a formulated phrase, 
And when I am formulated, sprawling on a pin ••• 
s:i.s. Eliot:"Prufrock" 
:,;-;1oce wi"th no ·words .. intervening between tt.e repetitions. 
0 dark dark da.rk. 1I'hey e,ll go into the da.rk 
The vacant interstellar spaces ••• 
~.S. Eliot:Four Ouartets.3ast Coker1TI 
I __ _ 
.'~ioil.:lr worcl endings, but Eot, s'crictly speaking, rhyme. 
~ot on the sea or en the islands, not 
On the nainland, ~n the desert or the rainland 
:.s. Eliot: Ash Wednesday V 
.PARONOMASIA 
.'3ioilar words v1hich express dissimilar things. \iord-pla;r. 
Graceful, but not powerful. To be used with discretion, o~· 
otherwise may appear childish. 
·Terminate torment 
Eliot:Ash Wednesday II 
forever in our ears (arrears) 
W.C. Williams:Paterson II 
'dords lv.::.ving the sar;1e root, but in different form. 
BYl'iOlJYI'·IY 
Let the whiteness of bones atone to forgetfulness. 
There is no life in them. As I am forgotten 
And would be forgotten, so I would forget 
T .B. Eliot :Ash 1;/ednesday II 
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ReDeti ti on of words of s3rnonymous meaning. Each subsequent 
synonym adds increasing conviction. 
but a bit obtuse; 
At times, indeed, c.lmost ridiculous -
Almost, at times, the Fool. 
S:.B. Eliot: 11Prufrock 11 
A:L'I'ERATION o:a CREATION OF INDIVIDUAL WORDS 
Achi.eved through contraction, expansion, alteration of accent, 
or neologisms. Defamiliarizes and elevates language and yet, with 
the possible exception of neologisms, maintains clarity. Sometimes 
used for metrical purposes. 
Sudden in a shaft of sunligi1t 
·:::' .S. Eliot :Four 
v 
Quartets.Burnt Ilorton -------,/\ 
rolls himself into a ball ••• strongly intailed 
i":arianne Moore : 11 The re.ngolin 11 
In which sacl light a carved dolphin swam 
~.s. Eliot:The Wasteland II. 
Eenry in trouble v1hirped out lonely whines 
.John Berryman :Dream Sonr:s 1V+ 
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\iU.LGAEI.SES 
Colloquial ~ords that are st2rtling er forceful. Lcncinus 
corlsic1ers them to be vividly e:;:pressi ve •,,fr, en us eel :netaphorice.lly, 
for . .,,---~--·-,le ! 1He S'T"'l 1 0· 1e;; .._,_e i'nsult 11 .._, .i··-..c ... L'..~ -~" ' ;. 1.\ c.\. ..L \\ ..... L l.I .i..:.. • (On t~e Sublime 21~ 
tusks like those tHo horns >·:hich when a tiger 
coughs n.re lm·:ered fiercely 
2nd convert the fur 
to harmless rubbish 
I':.s.rianne Eoore: 11 The Buffalo 11 
I'm cross with god viho has wrecked this genere.tion 
John Berryman:Dream Songs 153 
Epithets, Amnlification or Periphrasis for effibellishment. 
Here is }~elladonna, the Lady of tne l~ocks, 
The lady of situations. 
T.S. Eliot:The Wasteland I 
P~l:~TI:J}}:~ESIS 
\'.'ords, phrases or clauses of antithetical meaning are opposed 
to each other. Imparts balance to a style or a sense of paradox. 
!0~arianEe Moore has asserted tba t ll'~'fe employ anti thesis as an aid 
to precision. 11 (Collected Frose, 396) 
Lady of silences 
Calm and distressed 
Torn and most whole ••• 
T.S. Eliot: Ash Wednesdav II 
Your shadow at morning striding behind you 
Or your shadow at evening rising to meet you 
T .s. Eliot :'I1he Wasteland I 
Also an example of Parison, Anaphora e.nd Antist.rophe. 
In order to possess what you o_o not possess 
You must go by the way of dispossession 
T.S. Eliot:Four Quartets.East CokerIII 
AETDrnTABOLE 
'I'he transposition of two words or thoughts. 
I call it death-in-life and life-in-death 
Ii .,B. Yea ts: "Byzantium 11 
f:ill nightfall, ·which is for nan the basilisk \'ihose look 
will kill, but is 
for lizards men can 
kill, the welcome dark 
'."'.arianne I·loore: 11 '.i:he ?l uEiet Basilisk11 
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Disru1)tion of normal word order. Ap:propria te as an expression 
of passion or empha.sis. ),lso f2.cili tTt;es rhyme. This ·Figure 
is~+ ~T· .... lo te ·, +-11"' iTo.,...1·s ~ E,,. t .,... d Y t LC v eo.;o,; vO _ cc. lL v'-~ '· .1.. ,,_ o.r · .LlO , roun ,_ or ea s, 
which indicates the irnnortance o~n~tural word order amongst 
tl:ese poets. 
Also I love hira: me he's done no wrong 
for going on forty years ~ fcrgiveness time. 
John Berryman:Dream Songs 145 
FIGUHES OF THOUGHT 
H~TERROG.ATIO - or EHOTEI,}:A 
I'amiliarly know as the rhetorical auestion. 
Then how should I begin 
To spit out all tte butt-ends of ny days and ways? 
And how should I presume? 
- ~.s. Eliot: Prufrock 
RATIOCINATIO 
Reasoning by question and answer. Catches and holds the 
reader's attention. A Figure suited to a conversational style. 
Rapid alternation of question and answer may indicate passionate 
speech. 
Would it have been worth while . . . . . . . . 
No! I am not Prince Hamlet 
T.S. Eliot: Prufrock 
APCST'20PHE 
An address to someone or something. Expressive of emotion. 
nyou! hypocrite lecteur! - mon semblable, - non frere! " 
T.S. Eliot:The Wasteland I 
O white-ehested martin, God damn it, 
as no one else \·:ill carry a nessa.ge, 
say to La Cara : amo 
Ezra Pound: The Cantos LXXVI 
iU::'OSIOPESIS 
The sentence is broken off abruptly. This Figure gives an 
impression of sincerity. An exploitation of the power of the 
unexpressed, of spe~king silence. 
·-· 
·-- • .=. . ·.· 
- ~-
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After the novels, after the teacups, after the skirts that 
tr2il :'.lang tlle floor -
~nd this, nnd so ~uch more ? -
!t is impossible to say just wh~t I mean! 
~.S. 3liot: Prufrock 
I had a friend ••• 
let it pe.ss. 
',i .C. 'dilliams: Paterson III 
an explanatory qualification oarked off by brackets. 
Larianne Vioore quotes Ezra Pound as remarking that the Parenthesis 
(thinking of Henry James, for example) is an American .art form. 
(Collected Prose,658). 
DEFINITION 
Eere, said she, 
Is your card, the drm-med Phoenician Sailor, 
(Those are pearls that were his eyes. Look!) 
~.s. Eliot: The Wasteland I 
A description of the ne.ture of a thing. Often fosters lucidity 
and brevity, but may be paradoxical, as in this example. 
What we call the beginning is often the end 
And to make an end is to make a beginning III 
'.it.S. Eliot:Four Quartets.Little Gidding,. 
CCifr'.EC'I'IOF or i<ET.-1.HOIA 
A :7igure in which words e.re retracted and replaced with others, 
by so doing emphasizing the choiceness of the substitute words. 
The Figure gives the iopression that the speaker is sincere and 
is searching for the mot juste. 
But to annrehend 
'I'he point of intersection of the tirn~ess 
11!i th time, is e.n occupation for the s;.int -
No occupation either, but something given 
And taken ••• v 
'I'.S. EJ,iot:Four G::uartets.The Dry Salvnr,·es 
- - '-"(,? A 
3EETEI~TIA or MAXIM 
A concise saying, encapsulating wisdom. An eternal verity 
upon which the mind can rest. 
Go, go, go, said the bird : human kind 
Cannot bear very much reality 
1.l:' .S. Eliot :Four Quartets .Burnt Norton I 
'-----------------------------------------------
... ·-,,· f' 
.:: ll~- lB- t d ' . co~ce~ expan ea en in ~;reat detail • 
for aGplification and elegance. 
'.:.'o c:)mPl.mice.te with 1 i2.rs, cor~verse with spirits, 
To re~ort the behaviour of the se3 monster, 
Describe the horoscope, haruspicate or scry ••• 
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c~nd so forth for eleven lines, describing or refining upon 
~odes of fortune-telling.) 
:_:_· .s. Eliot: :Four Ous.rtets. The IJry Sal vap;es V 
Jords·in order of ascent, with constant repetition of the 
preceding word, leading to a clinax. 
COFiCISION 
Leadership passes into enpire; empire begets insolence; 
insolence brings ruin. 
h.C. Williams:Paterson I. IV. 
i--:uch in little • 
• • • Highbur~r bore me. l~ichmond and Kew 
Undid me. 
T .s. Eliot: The i·iasteland III 
The prototype for this is of course Dante's lines from the 
Purp.;atorio: "Siena mi fe; disfecemi Earernma. 11 
PO~LY?TUI1:GS 
Startling ~urns of sense. 
'dhat happen then, l"1r. Bones? 
- I had a oost oarvellous niece of luck. I died. 
,John :Berryman : The Dream Songs 26 
:P~~OSOFOPOEIA 
Personification of an absent or dead thing or person. Prototype 
of the Dramatic Monologue. For ex<:;.nroles of the latter see 
T.S. Eliot's work. 
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A.2J>J~NDI:X . D 
BA.ROQU:2: S11YI3 
.i.s .:::c .. e:c':.Elple of tr·;is st~yle I hc:i.ve selected a ste:u1z::l fror:i 
John Berrymsn' s Homa7e to th stress Bradsheet in ~-;hich Anne 
Bradsheet gives birth to her first child. Simon is her husband. 
fiGures are identified for the convenience of the reader. 
hide r::e forever J: work thrust J must free 
no~ I all muscles bones concentrate 
what is living from dying? 
Simon I ¢ust leave you so untidy 
Nonster you are killing me Ee sure 
I'll bnve you later Women do endure 
I c~n can no longer 
e:1cl it passes the wretched trap 









drencht & powerful I did it with my body! Exclamatio:· .. 
~~he irctensi ve use of I'it:sures is c;oe-,racteristic. l! otice hoi-1 
the Eyperbaton is used to eQphasize the important verb. The 
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